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Edmonton, Alberta1

--- Upon commencing on Monday, May 23, 20062

    at 9:30 a.m.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Good morning,4

everyone.5

THE REGISTRAR:  Good morning.6

The case we are hearing today is in7

the matter of a complaint filed by Richard Warman dated8

June 8, 2004, pursuant to Section 13(1) of the Canadian9

Human Rights Act against Western Canada For Us and10

Glenn Bahr.11

The complainant alleges that the12

respondents have engaged in a discriminatory practice13

on the grounds of religion, sexual orientation, race,14

colour, national and/or ethnic origin and disability in15

the matter related to the usage of telecommunication16

undertaking.17

Presiding as chairperson of the18

inquiry is Julie Lloyd.  The tribunal now calls for19

appearances, please.20

MR. VIGNA:  Giacomo Vigna for the21

Canadian Human Rights Commission.22

MS WARSAME:  Ms Warsame from the23

Canadian Human Rights Commission.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Good morning.25
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MS WARSAME:  Good morning.1

MR. WARMAN:  Good morning.  My name2

is Richard Warman, W-A-R-M-A-N, and I am the3

complainant.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Good morning.5

MR. FROMM:  Paul Fromm representing6

Glenn Bahr.  I have no instructions from Western Canada7

For Us.  It is a website according to the report done8

by the Canadian Rights Commission.  I am not9

representing Western Canada For Us.10

MR. BAHR:  Glenn Bahr, the victim.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Good morning.  I12

have, of course, read the file.  I have had your13

statements and particulars.  I have read the file14

fairly carefully.  It appears that there might be an15

issue, a preliminary issue that needs to be dealt with. 16

Is there anything that anyone would like to deal with17

before we get underway?18

MR. FROMM:  Yes.  How do you want to19

be addressed?20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Madam Chair or21

Madam is fine.22

MR. FROMM:  Madam, actually, a number23

of issues.  It is hard to know exactly where to start,24

but perhaps the thing that interests everybody and that25
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is money.1

I am not a lawyer.  I was asked by2

Mr. Bahr to represent him.  As Mr. Warman has3

frequently pointed out in correspondence, I am not a4

lawyer.  I have an interest in human rights issues,5

particularly freedom of speech issue, but I would be6

the first to say that Mr. Bahr really does need legal7

counsel.8

The problem is Mr. Bahr, because he9

has undergone a series of police harassments over the10

past few years and has lost his job in Alberta, had to11

go to British Columbia, was brought back here, lost his12

job in B.C., was in jail here, has eventually begun to13

re-establish himself.  He faces charges about the14

identical material in criminal court under Section 31915

of the Criminal Code and has a lawyer in that regard,16

but is not able to afford any legal expenses in this17

case.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, Mr. Fromm, I19

have read that letter, your submissions with respect to20

interim costs and I read your application, particularly21

relying on the Okanagan decision of the Supreme Court22

of Canada.  And I have also read Member Jensen's23

ruling, so we do have a ruling on the matter of24

funding.25
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So perhaps you could go to your next1

preliminary issue.2

MR. FROMM:  I am asking that you3

revisit it because the ruling said that the member had4

no authority to order the Commission to provide interim5

expenses.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, Mr. Fromm, and7

I agree with that ruling.  I have read the Okanagan8

decision and I believe that Member Jensen was correct,9

and so I am not going to be revisiting that particular10

issue at this time.11

MR. FROMM:  So I only can put on the12

record that Mr. Bahr will be inadequately defended.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.14

MR. FROMM:  And we will do the best15

we can within the limits of our knowledge.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.17

MR. FROMM:  Within the complete18

limits of a zero budget.  We are up against the entire19

might of the Canadian state, three lawyers against --20

against an amateur.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, Mr. Fromm.22

MR. FROMM:  It is completely23

prejudicial.  Mr. Bahr basically will not be properly24

defended.  I think that should be on the record.  I25
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don't think that is fair.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.2

MR. FROMM:  Secondly, I suppose I3

have already made this submission.  I am under no4

instructions from any outfit called Western Canada For5

Us.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, thank you.7

MR. FROMM:  The organization as such8

apparently was disbanded in May of 2004.  There is9

nobody to give instructions.  By the report of the10

Canadian Human Rights Commission, it is not an11

organization but a website and a website, in our12

submission, is not a legal entity, it is not a13

corporation and it is not an individual.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Again, Mr. Fromm, I15

have had Member Jensen's ruling with respect to16

dismissing the action with respect to the second17

respondent, and certainly that is something I expect to18

hear submissions from you about when the evidence draws19

to a close.  So I am aware of that issue as well.20

MR. FROMM:  There is also the further21

matter of Mr. Bahr's rights.  He, as you know, faces a22

criminal charge under Section 319.  There was a23

preliminary hearing that began in January of this year24

and is scheduled to continue in October.  There is a25
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publication ban in regards to that.  Mr. Bahr's lawyer,1

Mr. Christie, has strongly advised him not to testify2

in this case and to retain his right to remain silent. 3

On the other hand, his interests in this case might be4

best served, perhaps, by testifying and we, again, seek5

an adjournment until the criminal matter has been6

settled.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, Mr. Fromm and,8

again, that matter was canvassed earlier by the case9

managing member and we are going ahead with the hearing10

today.11

MR. FROMM:  I want to put my strong12

objection on the record.  Mr. Bahr is not only13

penniless but further stripped of his rights.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.15

MR. FROMM:  On to the next point,16

Member Jensen did indicate that the Canadian Human17

Rights Commission was supposed to have all of its18

disclosures, particularly the disclosures having to do19

with Officer Camp, who I understand is going to be the20

best witness, and that was to be in by Friday a week21

ago, by the 12th.22

I received nothing, despite several23

letters, until I received a package by registered mail24

on Wednesday.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Wednesday of last1

week?2

MR. FROMM:  Of last week, three days3

late.  Then on Friday, I think about 150 fax pages of4

further evidence having to do with Officer Camp's case.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  From whom did you6

get that material, please?7

MR. FROMM:  The Commission.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Counsel for the9

Commission, why the delay?  Is it true, first, that he10

received that much material so recently?11

MR. VIGNA:  It is true, but I will12

explain, Madam Chair.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.14

MR. VIGNA:  First of all, the15

information -- the package that he received, in my16

view, I will submit respectfully, was stuff we had17

sought from the respondent in the criminal trial and18

there was an objection to the disclosure of the lawyer19

Doug Christie and that because of that it was third20

party, Member Jensen didn't rule on that issue by21

saying it was a third party that had the information in22

question.  So we didn't have the information.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So the material you24

provided Mr. Fromm was material that you obtained from25
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Mr. Fromm?1

MR. VIGNA:  Actually, since we2

weren't able to get it from Mr. Fromm, because, in our3

view, Mr. Fromm in the criminal proceedings got4

disclosure from the Crown, so we knew that he should5

have had this material.  We weren't able to get it from6

him, so we asked to get it from the witness, Stephen7

Camp.  We issued a subpoena duces tecum and we got the8

material Tuesday and we sent it right away.  That is9

why he got it Tuesday.10

Then on Thursday I met with11

Mr. Stephen Camp to prepare for the hearing and there12

was some pictures that were given to me primarily, and13

as soon as I got that, I saw there was additional14

stuff, I faxed it to Mr. Fromm immediately the next day15

so that he would get it.16

But my point of to you, Madam Chair,17

is this is not new material.  It is stuff that he had18

from the criminal trial that we are still trying to19

obtain from Mr. Fromm and ultimately Mr. Bahr, but20

there was an objection and an argument made that it was21

the lawyer Mr. Doug Christie that had it and it wasn't22

the individual respondent here, so therefore the Member23

Jensen did not rule in ordering the third party, Doug24

Christie, to give us this disclosure.25
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So we got it through the back door,1

you could say, by sending a subpoena duces tecum to2

Mr. Camp.  Mr. Camp, we also -- we tried to get it as3

quickly as possible, we sent several letters, but you4

have to understand he was away from the office and he5

had to make copies.  When we got it ultimately, which6

was last Tuesday, we made the copies, I took the flight7

to come to Edmonton, and the next day, which is the8

Wednesday, he got the material.  The additional9

material which they say he got on Friday is stuff I got10

on Thursday when I met Mr. Camp.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you. 12

Mr. Fromm, which of those documents, and perhaps we13

will need to leave this for a moment, but which of14

those documents had you or your client never15

encountered before, that were completely new?16

MR. FROMM:  First of all, I never had17

these documents.  The lawyer in the criminal case is18

Doug Christie.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Bahr's lawyer20

in the criminal case?21

MR. FROMM:  Mr. Bahr's lawyer in the22

criminal case is Doug Christie.  I never had these23

documents and I have been seeking them all along to24

know what the documents, what the proposed evidence25
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was, the police reports, any other documents that might1

be visited by Officer Camp.  I need these to prepare.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  And were you3

unable -- did you make inquiries yourself of4

Mr. Christie or of Mr. Bahr?5

MR. FROMM:  Well, the -- I wanted to6

know what it was the Commission was going to present. 7

As we have been told repeatedly the criminal and the8

Canadian Human Rights Commission cases are separate. 9

So I had no material until last Wednesday when I10

received a Priority Post package with some material and11

I received further faxes, which also included passages,12

I think, from some of the books that were downloaded13

from the Western Canada For Us website.  These are14

passages that I assume are ones Officer Camp wants to15

address.16

There is no possible way in that17

limited time I could have prepared, so I am seeking an18

adjournment for a month.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Warman?20

MR. WARMAN:  Thank you, Madam Chair. 21

I would just note one or two things, if I may.  The22

question to me is not so much whether these materials23

were within Mr. Fromm's possession or whether they were24

in Mr. Bahr's possession and Mr. Bahr, as the25
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originator of the website, as -- Mr. Bahr as the1

originator of the website, as the originator, we2

allege, of the material or much of the material or in3

control of the material had access to the website, has4

access to the material.5

Much of the documentation is simply6

pictures of items that were seized during the police7

raid on Mr. Bahr's residence, therefore it is my8

respectful submission that there was no element of9

surprise there whatsoever.10

The question with regard to the11

excerpts from documents that were present on the12

website, that was already disclosed to Mr. Fromm and13

Mr. Bahr during the electronic -- the initial14

Commission's electronic disclosure.  Those were15

contained on the CDs and they were contained in16

electronic format in their full text.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.  So the only18

new material -- are you telling me that the only19

material that has not been previously disclosed were20

photographs that were obtained during a raid on21

Mr. Bahr's residence?  Is that the only -- are those22

the only documents that haven't been disclosed?23

MR. WARMAN:  Sorry, it was the24

Commission who disclosed the documents, so I will let25
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them perhaps answer that.1

Perhaps I could just make one final2

point, if I may.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.4

MR. WARMAN:  I would just refer you,5

Madam Chair, to the Kyburz decision of the Tribunal. 6

There was a three-member panel including the Tribunal7

Chair now, at the time new Federal Court Justice8

McTavish in which he dealt with the issue of late9

disclosure.10

There were materials that were11

submitted sort of at the last moment and what the12

Tribunal said at that time was that even if there was a13

question that Mr. Kyburz had not, in fact, received14

those documents as part of the disclosure before, the15

Tribunal would have been prepared to enter those16

documents on the basis that Mr. Kyburz was the17

originator of that material and therefore could not18

claim any element of surprise.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.20

MR. WARMAN:  Those are my21

submissions.22

MR. FROMM:  One of the key elements23

of the package I received on Wednesday was very24

extensive Police Report and, I believe, an Affidavit --25
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I believe it is an Affidavit that Officer Camp swore to1

get the warrant that was used to effect the search of2

Mr. Bahr's residence.3

These are not documents that Mr. Bahr4

originated.  I needed access to this material in order5

to adequately prepare for the cross-examination of him. 6

I believe the Commission is calling just two witnesses,7

and in my estimation and submission, Officer Camp is8

probably the most important.  He is the one who9

investigated the case.10

Now, in essence, I had from late11

Wednesday afternoon to begin to look at the12

Commission's evidence, despite Member Jensen's ruling13

that this material had to be in the previous Friday.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So I am hearing15

that the Commission's evidence is that they obtained16

and disclosed this material as soon as -- as quickly as17

they were able to do it.  I am also hearing that much18

of the material would be familiar to your client.  I am19

also hearing that there is an Affidavit that was sworn20

by Mr. Camp that wasn't disclosed previously.21

I understand, though, that Mr. Camp22

is going to be a witness, and so that evidence will be23

coming in from his testimony, presumably at least some24

of it, whether or not the Affidavit was previously25
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disclosed.1

So, so far, I am not convinced that I2

have got a significant concern with respect to3

prejudice.  Have you got something to say?4

MR. VIGNA:  No, I just wanted to5

mention that there a letter in the Tribunal file where6

we mentioned we were going to seek all this information7

and that is when we were asking the respondent to give8

us that, so there is absolutely no element of surprise,9

and I forgot to mention that.10

As far as the May 12th date, from my11

memory, I don't remember there was that date set.  So I12

would maybe encourage the Tribunal to look if there is13

a May 12th date.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I know from15

reviewing the file disclosure has been an issue for16

some time, and I have read Member Jensen's directions17

with respect to disclosure, so it certainly has been a18

live issue.19

At this point, I am content to20

proceed with the hearing.  After that witness has21

concluded their testimony, certainly, Mr. Fromm, I22

would be happy to hear from you with respect to23

particular elements of documents that you have got a24

difficulty with in terms of disclosure.  If it is25
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necessary for me give you a little bit extra time to1

prepare to cross-examine either of the two witnesses2

that are put forward, I will entertain that motion at3

that time.4

So if there is nothing further, I5

would like to proceed with opening statements. 6

Mr. Fromm?7

MR. FROMM:  Yes, actually, a couple8

of things further.  Under the Canadian Human Rights Act9

there is a provision for mediation.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.11

MR. FROMM:  And Mr. Bahr, when he was12

speaking on his own behalf, asked on a number of13

occasions, and when I got involved, I specifically went14

on the record of wanting mediation.15

There was a conversation back in16

March about this in one of our conference calls, and17

when I pursued it with the Commission, they thought18

that we had rejected mediation from comments I made. 19

So since then I have written them three further letters20

saying that Mr. Bahr is prepared to have this mediated. 21

We want the Commission to use its good offices.22

Both sides have taken initial23

positions.  Mr. Warman took a very strong position,24

Mr. Bahr had a position as well.  We were hoping that25
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the Commission could perhaps help the two sides meet in1

the middle.  And I can put this -- I can give copies of2

the correspondence.3

I have received nothing further after4

three letters from the Commission seeking to work for a5

settlement to save the taxpayers money and Mr. Bahr6

time off work and so on.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you,8

Mr. Fromm.  Certainly the Act that the Commission and9

the Tribunal encourage people to mediate these concerns10

and come to some reconciliation.  However, that is11

something that has to be consensual, and at this point12

we are ready to commence an adjudication.  The parties13

are welcome during breaks or at any time to reach a14

resolution and tell me that they have, but at this15

point, the hearing has been set and the hearing will16

proceed.17

MR. FROMM:  Isn't it up to the18

Canadian Human Rights Commission to take an active19

role?  That is what we were seeking them to do, rather20

than for us to call Mr. Warman.  We are not supposed to21

contact him directly anyway.  We were looking for the22

Canadian Human Rights Commission to take a more active23

role to try to bring the two parties together.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Tribunal is an25
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entity that is quite separate from the Commission.1

MR. FROMM:  No, the Commission --2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, the Tribunal3

is an entity quite separate from the Commission and I4

can't make an order directing the Commission to do or5

not do anything.6

So, again, let us carry on.  I would7

like to start with opening statements, please.8

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, I just would9

like to ask an exclusion of witnesses before we start.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, thank you, I11

will give that order.12

MR. VIGNA:  And I think Mr. Warman13

will start and I will follow.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That is fine. 15

Mr. Warman?16

MR. FROMM:  Just before, will copies17

of these proceedings will available to us and when?18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am sorry, copies19

of --20

MR. FROMM:  Will transcripts of these21

proceedings be available to us and when?22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Transcripts will be23

available and, Madam Registrar, how long will it take?24

THE REGISTRAR:  Ten days.25
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MR. FROMM:  And how will they be1

available?2

THE REGISTRAR:  I normally distribute3

them by e-mail.  If you don't have an e-mail address, I4

can give you a copy of the diskette.5

MR. FROMM:  Well, you know I have an6

e-mail address.7

THE REGISTRAR:  Yes.8

MR. FROMM:  So in about ten days'9

time?10

THE REGISTRAR:  Yes.  Ten days after11

the end of the hearing.12

MR. WARMAN:  Madam Chair, Section13

13(1) of the Canadian Human Rights Act states as14

follows:15

"It is a discriminatory practice16

for a person or group of persons17

acting in concert to communicate18

telephonically or to cause to be19

so communicated, repeatedly, in20

whole or in part by means of the21

facilities in the22

telecommunication undertaking23

within the legislative authority24

of Parliament, any matter that25
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is likely to expose a person or1

persons to hatred or contempt by2

reason of the fact that that3

person or those persons are4

identifiable on the basis of a5

prohibited ground of6

discrimination."7

Subsection (2) begins:8

"For greater certainty,9

subsection (1) applies in10

respect of a matter that is11

communicated by means of a12

computer or group of13

interconnected or related14

computers, including the15

internet..."16

At its core, Section 13 of the17

Canadian Human Rights Act is simply a modern-day18

extension of the Golden Rule.  Thou shalt not use the19

telephone or the internet to spread hate propaganda20

against thy neighbour.21

The Supreme Court in Taylor has22

defined hatred and contempt.  For hatred, they have23

stated that this implies an expression of extreme ill24

will, that the targets of the messages have no25
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redeeming qualities, and it invokes feelings of1

detestation, enmity and malevolence.2

For contempt, the Supreme Court has3

said it equals the of condition of being condemned or4

despised, of dishonour or disgrace and of looking down5

upon or treating as inferior the object of one's6

feelings.7

I believe that by the end of this8

hearing, you will have ample evidence before you to9

conclude that the material put forward on the internet10

by Glenn Bahr and the group Western Canada For Us meets11

this test in spades.12

In order to properly consider the13

context of the hate messages that will be put before14

you, it is important to have an understanding of the15

historical origins of Western Canada For Us and16

Mr. Bahr's role in it.17

The evidence will show that Western18

Canada For Us appears to have begun as a disparate19

group of individuals in western Canada who first began20

to communicate in the Canadian forum section of a U.S.21

neo-Nazi website called Stormfront.org.22

Stormfront.org has been referred to23

as the mother of all internet hate sites and is24

credited with being the first real such hate site when25
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it began operation in 1995.  It is now a global1

internet forum where neo-Nazis from all over the world2

can go to chat, meet each other and make plans, and as3

with many forums, there are separate sections, and4

there is one for Canadians.5

Although not initially directed6

towards the establishment of Western Canada For Us,7

limited attempts at organizing neo-Nazis in and around8

Edmonton began in July of 2003 by Peter Kouba and a few9

other individuals.10

Their first attempted event was what11

was described on Stormfront as a "white pride rally" to12

be held on August 23rd on the front steps of the13

Alberta legislature.  The term "white pride" is often14

used by members of the neo-Nazi movement who wish to15

disguise their true beliefs by saying really they are16

just proud of being white, not unlike blacks or the17

black pride movement, for instance.18

The organizer attempted to promote19

this lie by saying that the rally was not about hate,20

racism or oppression, but that this was nothing more21

than duplicity was easily demonstrated by the swastika22

flags that accompanied all of the main organizer's23

postings on Stormfront.24

What was important about countering25
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this hate group organizing, however, is that young1

anti-racists in Edmonton found out about the proposed2

rally and started doing some organizing of their own3

using the internet as a means to quickly bring together4

opposition.  Their efforts paid off, as on the day of5

the rally, the neo-Nazis had less than half a dozen6

people, while the anti-racists came out in force with7

over 75 people.  The same thing later happened when8

there was an attempted rally in Winnipeg.9

The neo-Nazis had suffered10

embarrassing defeats and retreated back to the internet11

to lick their wounds.  These examples of young people12

taking leadership roles in community efforts to combat13

hate group activity are extremely heartening.14

Unfortunately, the hate mongers came15

back in January of 2004 and now in addition to Peter16

Kouba, another individual named Glenn Bahr began to17

assume a leadership role.18

Mr. Bahr stated that, dead or alive,19

Hitler was his Fuhrer or leader.  Mr. Bahr described20

former Justice Minister Irwin Cotler as a "dirty Jew." 21

Mr. Bahr wrote on the internet that gays and lesbians22

"should be terminated along with retards and any other23

degenerates that nature would do away with in the24

wild."25
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Peter Kouba dreamed of an all-white1

homeland that would begin with his goal to organize an2

all-white municipality in Alberta.  He talked of3

aboriginals as "subhumans" and wrote that higher rates4

of AIDS infections in the aboriginal community5

represented "some good news" because it meant that they6

would die earlier.  Mr. Kouba's expressions of hatred7

also extended to the black, Jewish and homosexual8

communities.9

Together they formed a group called10

Western Canada For Us in January of 2004.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Excuse me. 12

Mr. Warman, I have just been advised by the clerk that13

she would like you to slow down a little bit.  She is14

fighting off some carpal tubal, I think, so if you15

could slow down a little.16

MR. WARMAN:  I think that17

accommodation is a key point in the Canadian Human18

Rights Act, so by all means.19

Together they formed the group called20

Western Canada for Us in January of 2004.  Some would21

argue that such marginal views in our society are22

better ignored and that no real harm can come of them,23

but in a speech given to the Canadian Bar Association24

in Winnipeg in the fall of 2004, former Justice25
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Minister Irwin Cotler noted the destructive power of1

words.2

Citing the Andrews decision3

Mr. Cotler said:4

"As the Supreme Court of Canada5

put it in upholding the6

constitutionality of our7

anti-hate legislation, the8

Holocaust did not begin in the9

gas chambers.  It began with10

words.  These, as the Court put11

it, are the chilling facts of12

history."13

Western Canada For Us died an14

unlamented death in the fall of 2004.  During their15

short existence, the group managed to host a number of16

meetings, demonstrations in support of imprisoned17

Holocaust denier Ernst Zündel and created a website18

that offered abundant personal expressions of hate19

alongside electronic books for download that advocated20

the genocide of non-whites and Jews.21

The group's timely demise came about22

because the community as a whole worked together to23

make it happen.  The media exposed the group's24

leadership and the true nature of their message.  Human25
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rights activists and youth groups alerted the community1

to the problem and did their best to give them no peace2

in their noxious efforts.3

Lastly, the Edmonton Police Hate4

Crimes Unit engaged in exemplary policing work by5

identifying the problem, doing their homework and6

finally arresting and charging the main leader of the7

group, Mr. Bahr, with the willful promotion of hatred8

for which he is currently awaiting trial.9

This was a textbook example of how10

many different elements in our society came together to11

halt the efforts of those who would poison our communal12

well of understanding and cooperation.  Stopping hate13

propaganda is beneficial to all concerned, because to14

paraphrase the words that the Canadian Human Rights Act15

opens with, ending discrimination allows people to16

fulfill their responsibilities to the community, to17

have their needs accommodated and to build their lives18

in peace to the best of their abilities.19

Over the next few days, the20

Commission and I will lay our case before you to the21

best of our abilities.22

Thank you.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Counsel for the24

Commission?25
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MR. WARMAN:  Madam Chair, I am also1

happy to make a copy of those if that would assist the2

Stenograph.3

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, I will echo4

on terms of the legislation in the reference to tailor5

the comments made by Mr. Warman and I will simply say6

that Section 13 aims at protecting core Canadian values7

such as multiculturalism, inclusion, openness and a8

hate-free society free from prejudice and stereotypes.9

The Commission will introduce10

evidence that will show that the material on the11

website was exactly to the opposite of these Canadian12

values that are promoted by Section 13 and the entire13

Canadian Human Rights Act.14

The witnesses you will hear will be15

primarily Mr. Sergeant Stephen Camp from the City of16

Edmonton, who formerly belonging to the Hate Crime17

Unit.  He will give a brief resumé of his professional18

background.  He will explain how he got interested in19

the hate crimes, which is based on Section 13 -- 319 of20

the Criminal Code for his purposes, but is also a21

subject matter which is also under Section 13 of the22

Canadian Human Rights Act.23

He will explain how in the year24

2003/2004, he got funding for Hate Crimes Unit, that25
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there is a certain number of these units in Canada that1

have a Hate Crimes Unit, the importance of fighting2

hate crime.  He will explain how once he got the3

funding, he investigated basically Stormfront, which4

was the launching pad for the Western Canada For Us5

website, which is associated to Mr. Glenn Bahr.6

He will explain how, through the7

investigation, he became aware of Mr. Glenn Bahr and8

the name that he was using on Glenn Bahr, which was9

SS-88 and how he comes to the conclusion that Glenn10

Bahr and SS-88 are one.11

There will be various pieces of12

evidence which will show that he was, like Mr. Warman13

was saying earlier, organizing a group that would be14

part of the Western Canada For Us, that a meeting was15

supposed to be taking place in Red Deer or Leduc in16

February at the Kneehill Community Centre which17

ultimately did not take place because of certain18

events, which we will hear.19

He will also give a CD ROM which20

contains basically the website which existed from the21

year 2004 which was captured as sort of a photo22

snapshot of the website as it existed at the time, and23

I understand we have internet access.  He will also try24

to link to the links that website was linking to, such25
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as the Aryan Nations and other web sites that promote1

Nazi propaganda and hate messages.2

He will also produce a very important3

radio interview which Mr. Bahr gave to a local radio4

station in Edmonton where he basically announces his5

website, associates himself to the website and6

basically is promoting the ideology that he wants to7

promote for this group called Western Canada For Us.8

As the investigation goes along,9

Mr. Camp ultimately obtains a search warrant.  He,10

first of all, has to go get Mr. Bahr in B.C. because at11

the time he was in B.C.  A search warrant was executed12

and computers were seized in the apartment of Mr. Bahr. 13

He will also testify that these computers were14

expertised by forensic analysis and there was the use15

of this computer and the administrator and the guest of16

the computer was all on the same computer that was17

seized in the house of Mr. Bahr and as well as pictures18

which indicate material of hate content in the house of19

Mr. Bahr.20

He will also testify about the21

literature that was on the website, literature22

referring to the Turner Diaries, the International Jew23

and other type of literature which promotes hate and is24

also very, very discriminatory towards different25
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groups, such as aboriginals, people of sexual1

orientation, et cetera, and to such an extreme that it2

would shock Canadian values.3

We will have also the testimony4

afterwards of Mr. Richard Warman who will testify about5

what he observed on the website and he will produce the6

basic contents of the website, the literature that he7

observed on the website and different documents which8

will indicate that material content of the website was9

very, very offensive and practically offended on the10

grounds, if not one or two, in the Canadian Human11

Rights Act.12

He will explain how he laid the13

complaint eventually at the Canadian Human Rights14

Commission, and the reason why we are here today is15

basically adjudicate on this complaint.16

Now, in terms of the different issues17

the Tribunal will have to determine, the Tribunal will18

have to determine first did the respondents communicate19

or cause to be communicated the messages found on the20

websites.21

Two, the second issue is were the22

messages communicated by way of the internet?  And23

third issue is the subject matter likely to expose a24

person or persons to hatred or contempt by reason of25
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the fact that they are identified on the basis of1

prohibited grounds of discrimination.2

I will submit to you respectfully,3

Madam Chair, that the material that you will be seeing4

fully meets the criteria of hate identified by the case5

law Taylor and other cases and that, at the end of the6

proceedings, there will be ample evidence to come to a7

conclusion that Section 13 of the Act has been violated8

and that an order will be appropriate in the9

circumstances.10

That is all I have to say.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you, Counsel. 12

Mr. Fromm?13

MR. FROMM:  It is been our submission14

from the very beginning that this process is moot.  The15

website Western Canada For Us was removed voluntarily16

by Mr. Bahr in May of 2004.  It has not been back up. 17

Mr. Bahr was under a court order in terms of a bail18

conditions in regards to Section 319 charges not to19

access the internet, not to be in the same residence20

where there is an internet, not to attend at an21

internet café, and he is not even supposed to use a22

computer.  Unless he wants the quick trip back to jail,23

he cannot repost the material that was on Western24

Canada For Us.25
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So the discriminatory practice, we1

disagree that such existed, but if it did exist, it has2

long since been remedied.  Western Canada -- the3

defendant website is gone and Mr. Bahr is in no4

position to repost it.  Really, in our submission, that5

should be the end of the matter.6

We find these proceedings highly7

discriminatory.  The Canadian Human Rights Tribunal is8

an example, in our submission, of systemic9

discrimination.  The requirement that a member must10

have special sensitivity in experiencing human rights11

is, in our submission, evidence of systemic12

discrimination against the respondent victim.13

We have a tension here between group14

rights, which is what is stressed in the Canadian Human15

Rights Act, and individual rights which are protected16

by the Charter.  Mr. Bahr's right, his belief, that it17

is religious or otherwise, his right to freedom of18

expression, his right to freedom of the press, if you19

consider the internet a form of press, are all in20

serious tension with the rights of privileged, special21

groups.22

Some people, by members of a23

privileged group, have rights.  If you don't happen to24

be a member of that group, you don't have those rights. 25
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And the requirement that members of Canadian Human1

Rights Tribunals have special sensitivity to those2

rights means, presumably, that they have less3

sensitivity to the rights of the victim accused.4

It is our submission, and we are5

prepared to take this further, that this is an example6

of systemic discrimination, again, which makes7

Mr. Bahr's situation pretty grim.8

We also look at the history of the9

Canadian Human Rights Tribunals under this law which10

came into effect in 1978.  In the intervening 28 years,11

no respondent victim has ever won.  People are accused12

of murder and sometimes are acquitted.  Some people are13

accused of armed robbery and sometimes are acquitted. 14

For heaven's sake, some people are even accused of15

income tax evasion and are sometimes acquitted.16

But it is rather singular that no17

person has ever won a Section 13(1) case.  Under the18

equally iniquitous law, in my submission, Section 31919

of the Criminal Code, there have been a couple20

victories.  Peter Lindsay in the Province of Ontario21

won for the young defendants in the "honk if you hate22

gypsies" case.  He also won in the -- in at least one23

other case.24

So it certainly seems, on the face of25
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it, that the administration of the Canadian Human1

Rights Tribunal is systemically biased against the2

respondent victim.3

In our particular case, we have run4

into a roadblock in trying to access information.  I5

was told six weeks ago that I would be able to get6

evidence that had been submitted in another case that7

had already been adjudicated.  This is the Winnicki8

case.  I was told I could obtain that simply by showing9

up or having somebody show up at the Tribunal office in10

Ottawa and indicate what the material was and it would11

be photocopied.12

By the time the person I sent arrived13

a couple weeks later, apparently the rules has been14

changed.  Now all evidence in other cases have to be15

subject to access to information requests.  Well, that16

is very convenient, because they take at least a month17

to process and, as we are rushing to judgment in this18

case, all the submissions we made on many issues to19

seek a stay in these proceedings have come to not, so20

we arrive here and without even that evidence that has21

been denied us.22

So it is certainly our submission23

that the process is one of systemic discrimination to24

the complete detriment of the rights of the respondent25
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victim.1

In this particular case, the2

taxpayer's money and your time, Madam Chairman, are3

being abused.  This is a complete abuse of process.  In4

a document that has been submitted in another case, the5

complainant, Mr. Warman, talks about -- talked to a6

radical group of anarchists last summer and his speech7

was entitled "Maximum Disruption, Stopping the8

Neo-Nazis By Almost Any Means Necessary."  You have got9

a flavour of his political beliefs in his opening10

statement this morning.  Certainly he is entitled to11

those beliefs, entitled to that, but in this speech,12

and this has been -- this is on the record in another13

case in Warman versus Winnicki says, he says:14

"The maximum disruption part15

comes in because whenever I16

think it will be the most17

helpful, or even if I just feel18

it would be the most fun, I19

strongly believe in hitting the20

neo-Nazis on as many of these21

fronts possible, either at the22

same time or one right after."23

So these complaints are, for the24

complainant, a source of fun and they are also a means25
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of pursuing his ideology.  He made it quite clear that1

he thought that the website with which Mr. Bahr may2

have been associated or the group with which he may3

have been associated were neo-Nazis.  That is certainly4

his stereotyping or label for them, and in his approach5

is to try to disrupt these groups and sometimes even6

doing it just for fun.  He has filed at least 207

Canadian Human Rights complaints under this line.  In8

our submission, this is an abuse of process.9

We have searched the records of10

the -- at least on-line records of the Canadian Human11

Rights Commission.  We were hard pressed to find a12

situation where somebody has filed more than one13

complaint.  In general, somebody under the Canadian14

Human Rights Act may feel grieved in terms of15

employment or some other opportunity or some other16

service provided by either the federal government or by17

corporations or industries like the airline industries18

that are regulated by them.  A person feels a19

particular sense of agrievement because of something20

that was done or not done to them, they file a21

complaint.  That complaint is then adjudicated.  But it22

is personal.  It is something that has happened to that23

person and they seek a remedy for what has happened.24

Section 13(1) is completely different25
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and certainly the way it is being used by Mr. Warman,1

it is not being used to remedy a complaint that2

involves him.  It is not -- at least in his submissions3

in his case, it is not his particular group, whatever4

that might be, that is being attacked, that he is5

standing up for and saying that "an injustice has been6

done here and I seek remedy."7

Rather, this Act and Section 13(1) of8

this act is being used to quote "get political9

opponents."  I think in law it is important that both10

sides come to the table with clean hands.11

This process is being used and if,12

indeed, there was a discriminatory practice on the13

website, we dispute that.  But if indeed there were, it14

is all moot.  It is in the past.  Mr. Bahr, in15

attempting to have mediation, indicated he would be16

prepared to make certain undertakings.  He is not17

allowed to go even near a computer.  In fact, he may18

even be prejudiced this morning because I have my19

laptop sitting there.  It is not plugged in, but it is20

in the same room as he is.  He is enjoying, right or21

wrong by Canadian law right now, from having anything22

to do with computers or the internet.  We are simply23

wasting taxpayers' money here this morning.24

It is going to be our submission that25
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Western Canada For Us was not a quote "neo-Nazi website1

or neo-Nazi group."  Mr. Warman tosses that term around2

very promiscuously.  He labels Stormfront, a website in3

the United States, as neo-Nazi.  I invite the member to4

look at Stormfront and invite the member to see that5

there is a wide variety of opinions there from6

Christian fundamentalists to pagan to identity7

Christian to atheist to right-wing republican, to all8

sorts of foreign political parties of various stripes9

and persuasions.10

And on the Canada forum, again, a11

wide variety of points of view from what might be12

concerned libertarian, like myself, or right-wing13

conservative, Reform Party, what have you, admirers of14

Stephen Harper, to some people who think that the15

process ought to go a lot further.16

It is pretty eclectic, and to simply17

summarize it with the term neo-Nazi is certainly18

Mr. Warman's right, but it is mischievous and it is19

misleading and it falls into what Mr. Vigna mentioned. 20

It is stereotyping.  It is slapping a convenient label21

on a group of people so that you can dismiss them.22

We are going to lead evidence in the23

course of this hearing that will show that if24

self-identification means anything, and I think that it25
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should, Western Canada For Us never self-identified as1

anything other than a group interested in immigration2

reform and in freedom of speech.  And the activities it3

undertook never went beyond those.4

Whatever may or may not have happened5

the previous summer at some gathering on the steps of6

the legislature, this was not Western Canada For Us and7

the public expressions of that group and the activities8

of that group, I think it would be hard pressed to call9

that Nazi or neo-Nazi.10

I think in fairness, we hear a lot11

about stereotyping and so on, I think in fairness12

groups ought to be allowed to self-identify, and we are13

also going to argue that not all of the things that14

appeared, either on the website Western Canada For Us15

or Stormfront in what may be identified as Mr. Bahr's16

name were posted by him.17

We are going to submit evidence that18

his e-mail and other electronic access were hacked19

early on in the period in question in 2004 and postings20

were made that many people felt were uncharacteristic21

and were not him, and that would certainly be his22

contention, if he could testify.23

Finally, I think we were going to24

sketch a somewhat different account of the history of25
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Western Canada For Us.  You are going to be informed,1

Madam Chairman, of the sort of police activities that2

we probably would only expect in places like Cuba or3

North Korea or some dreadful third world dictatorship.4

We are going to hear a story of a5

young man, young working guy, who had the temerity to6

post some opinions he had, said he wanted to organize a7

group, and from the beginning, the Edmonton Police8

Service, not community groups, the Edmonton Police9

Service Hate Squad were all over him surveilling him as10

if he were a dangerous drug runner.  The evidence will11

show he had never committed a crime of violence. 12

Neither he or the group Western Canada For Us or there13

were several public activities, never advocated or14

practiced or led to violence.15

Nonetheless, he was systematically16

hounded, eventually his place of residence was raided,17

and he made statements that I think any lawyer would18

have told him he ought not to make without counsel19

being present.  He took all the blame upon himself20

because the Edmonton Police Service threatened to take21

away the child of the woman he was living with.22

I don't know if you are a mother,23

Madam Chairman, but anybody in the room who is a parent24

knows there probably is no greater fear, other than the25
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death of your child, than the fact that your child1

might be taken from you.  And we will hear evidence and2

is certainly in public statements of the next witness3

you are about to hear that that was the threat made to4

Mr. Bahr, that the woman he was living with would have5

her child taken away from her.6

On that basis, being a gentleman and7

being an admirable young man, he took full8

responsibility for himself, for the whole operation. 9

And I think certainly his lawyer in the other case10

would have counselled differently and the little I know11

of the law, I would have counselled him to hold his12

peace, but that is what he did, and we are going to see13

a sordid story of a political group smashed.14

Mr. Warman thinks it is a good thing. 15

I think a country where we have groups that can get16

registered tax status, we have the Communist Party of17

Canada, we have the Communist Party of Canada18

Marxist-Leninist, we have a history in this County of19

allowing a diversity of political opinion.20

Mr. Bahr's opinions may not be21

Mr. Warman's and he may think his views are22

reprehensible, and they may well be, but his attempt to23

peacefully express his views landed him at the24

receiving end of the sort of policing you would more25
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likely expect in Guatemala.1

Finally, it is going to be our2

submission that most of the impugned postings fall well3

within acceptable political comment.  We are going to4

argue that forceful, maybe even partisan comment and5

comment on volatile issues like race, gender, sex,6

sexual orientation should be permitted in a free and7

democratic society.  There is a vast difference between8

criticizing a group, perhaps even criticizing a group9

forcefully or sarcastically, and advocating hatred.  It10

is going to be our submission at the end of the day11

that a society that does not allow speech invites the12

only other alternative.13

I need only point to the endless14

troubles in Ulster and other places.  You either allow15

the safety valve of forceful, partisan, maybe even16

nasty, hurtful speech, or you then invite anybody who17

feels strongly to look in other directions, and the18

results, Madam Chairman, are not pretty.19

Those are my submissions.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you,21

Mr. Fromm.  Are we ready for our first witness?22

MR. VIGNA:  Yes, Madam Chair. 23

Sergeant Stephen Camp.  I will go get him, if you will24

allow me.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.1

MR. FROMM:  Could I ask that2

Mr. Warman be excluded during this testimony because3

there may be elements of my cross-examination of4

Mr. Warman that might conflict with evidence given by5

Constable Camp.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Warman?7

MR. WARMAN:  I am sorry, I don't have8

the section of the Act in front of me, but the Act does9

prohibit the exclusion of a party.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Of a party.  I11

agree.  I agree with Mr. Warman's submissions and I12

will be, just as Mr. Bahr will stay, so will13

Mr. Warman, given his status as a party.14

Thank you.15

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, before I16

call the witness, I didn't respond to the opening17

statement of the respondent because some comments were,18

I figured, were more political than legal, but I just19

want to make sure for the record that there is been no20

legal argument dealing with systemic bias, which I21

figured was more of a political statement than anything22

else because there was no proper notice of that issue23

whatsoever.  So I am just making this comment on a24

cautionary basis.25
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MR. FROMM:  I didn't hear the last1

couple sentences.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Perhaps share that3

with your friend again.4

MR. VIGNA:  I am saying I listened to5

the opening statement and I didn't respond because I6

figured that some of the comments were political in7

nature more than legal but I just wanted to make sure8

that there would be no debate on the issue of systemic9

bias that was alleged at the beginning of the speech10

because there was no proper notice of such an argument,11

and in order to debate such an issue, there needs to be12

a constitutional debate and notice sent to the Attorney13

General.14

So just for clarification, I don't15

want to address this issue at any point in time because16

it hasn't been done according to the rules.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.  Thank you.18

MR. FROMM:  I didn't say I was19

raising a constitutional argument.  I was -- I did file20

notice and the notice was sent to your office in Ottawa21

on Friday that I would be raising the matter of22

systemic bias because it is just over the last week or23

so that we have become aware of this roadblock in terms24

of getting information that is in the possession of the25
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Tribunal.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.2

SWORN:  STEPHEN CAMP3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Good morning.4

MR. CAMP:  Good morning, Madam Chair.5

EXAMINATION BY MR. VIGNA6

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp?7

MR. FROMM:  I would like to object to8

the swearing in of witnesses on the basis that if truth9

is no defence under the Act, does it really matter10

whether the evidence is fanciful or otherwise?11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Carry on.12

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, can you13

tell us where you work presently?14

MR. CAMP:  I work for the Edmonton15

Police Service as Patrol Sergeant in the West Division.16

MR. VIGNA:  Before working as a17

Patrol Sergeant, what was your function with the City18

of Edmonton Police?19

MR. CAMP:  Officially from 2003 to20

2006 I was a Hate Crime Coordinator for the EPS.21

MR. VIGNA:  The EPS would be what?22

MR. CAMP:  Edmonton Police Service,23

sorry.24

MR. VIGNA:  And prior to that?25
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MR. CAMP:  A constable in general1

patrol duties for approximately 12 years.2

MR. VIGNA:  Can you tell us if you3

were involved in the Hate Crimes Unit and what was your4

involvement, et cetera?5

MR. CAMP:  Probably around the year6

2000, I began to do research on law enforcement7

internationally and found that the Edmonton Police8

Service did not have a Hate Crime Unit.  I have the9

opinion that a Hate Crime Unit is vital for law10

enforcement, especially in a major municipality where11

there is a diverse community structure.12

Between 2000 and 2003 I put together13

a proposal and queried numerous federal and provincial14

agencies to try to find funding and support for the15

Hate Crimes Unit and support also internally with our16

law enforcement agency, the Edmonton Police Service.17

In 2002, the Edmonton Police Service18

executive from the Chief and the Deputy Chiefs19

supported the idea of the -- I guess the advent of a20

Hate Crime Unit within the Edmonton Police Service and21

funding we found through Canada Heritage and officially22

in 2002 we got funding through Canada Heritage to begin23

a two-year pilot project on the Hate Crime Unit for the24

Edmonton Police Service.25
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MR. VIGNA:  Just for the general1

knowledge and the parties before the Tribunal, can you2

tell us if a Hate Crimes Unit is an essential element3

of each Police Service in Canada, how many there are in4

Canada, what is the situation generally?5

MR. CAMP:  Well, I believe that6

professionally that a major municipality should have a7

Hate Crime Unit.  Like I said, with our diverse8

communities, there is a need for, I guess, peaceful9

coexistence within the communities and crimes that are10

committed against a community where the motivation for11

that crime is bias, prejudice or hate causes community12

disunity, conflict, oppression, suppression, hate13

crimes, violence.14

So, yeah, I do feel it is a necessity15

for law enforcement to have some sort of unit in their16

structure to deal with these issues, especially the17

ones, if you look at our Charter, for example, in18

Section 15 and Section 27 where Canada is built on19

equality and multiculturalism, that crimes motivated by20

hatred towards other communities violate those21

sections.22

MR. VIGNA:  Now, in terms of the Hate23

Crimes Unit in the City of Edmonton, you were, I24

understand, the one that created the unit?25
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MR. CAMP:  There was two of us that1

created the unit, myself and Constable Dave Huggins.2

MR. VIGNA:  And in terms of the work3

that you have done, is it exclusively the internet or4

you do more advanced work?5

MR. CAMP:  No, sir.  Within that Hate6

Crimes Unit, there is a number of functions that I7

performed when I was working there.  The monitoring on8

the internet was probably not even five percent of our9

function, I would say probably a couple percent, and10

formed in our operational capacity as far as criminal11

files, probably about five percent of our workload.12

We were also involved in intelligence13

gathering, both locally, provincially and14

internationally.  Also we were involved in a15

diversity -- part of our structure was the development16

of a diversity, I guess, function, where we set up17

communities -- committees, sorry, with the aboriginal18

and minority community leadership, to sit with the19

Edmonton Police Service.20

There was a couple reasons for that. 21

It was to build, I guess, a trusting relationship22

between aboriginal and minority communities with law23

enforcement and that community and also to have a24

relationship, an intercommunity relationship, because25
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we also built what is called a Chief's Advisory1

Committee where all the, I guess the top leadership of2

the minority and aboriginal communities sit on an3

umbrella committee called the Chief's Advisory4

Committee as well.5

I guess the reason for that or the6

essence of that is to have, I guess, a community in the7

City of Edmonton to have a peace amongst their8

community groups, because geopolitically, I mean, there9

is a number of political conflicts that affect the10

local community and I feel it is the necessity and11

obligation of law enforcement to be a part of the12

proactive intervention of any kind of community13

conflict which may arise.14

If there is extremist groups based on15

racial or religious grounds that are, for example,16

committing crimes of hate against that particular17

group, it causes disunity.  If there is rhetoric that18

is being put out there against another group as well,19

it can cause disunity as well.20

MR. VIGNA:  When you were making a21

business case for your superiors in order to establish22

a Hate Crimes Unit, compared, for example, to other23

types of crimes, how did you persuade your superiors of24

the importance of fighting hate crimes which deal more25
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with propaganda rather than sometimes actions that are1

associated to crimes?2

MR. CAMP:  Our business plan didn't3

include, I guess, propaganda as a part of the business4

plan.  I mean, what I just explained in the last five5

minutes here was basically the essence of our argument. 6

We wanted to show the executive that it was important7

for a community such as Edmonton to have a law8

enforcement kind of presence, intercommittee presence9

to, I guess, promote and assist in the peaceful10

coexistence of both communities.11

MR. VIGNA:  Okay.  And your interest12

in hate crimes was developed at what point?  How did13

you start getting interest, and I will go through your14

resumé?15

MR. CAMP:  My interest in hate crimes16

and extremist activity is a personal interest.  I don't17

really know.  I can't really say how it started.  There18

is no moment in my life where it started, but it is19

just a part of what I feel is important, and as far as20

being in law enforcement, I think it is a vital --21

because of that, it is a vital component of the22

infrastructure of a law enforcement agency.23

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, I will try24

to have Mr. Sergeant Camp go through his resumé to show25
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the familiarity we has with hate message.  So II would1

like to introduce a resumé.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, thank you. 3

Madam Registrar?4

MR. CAMP:  Thank you.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So should we enter6

this as an exhibit?7

MR. VIGNA:  Yes.8

THE REGISTRAR:  Mr. Stephen Camp's9

resumé will be filed as commission HR-1.10

EXHIBIT NO. HR-1: Mr. Stephen11

Camp's resumé12

MR. VIGNA:  So Sergeant Camp, can you13

just go over your resumé quickly, and particularly14

bring to our attention the courses or different15

involvement you had with the issue of hate crimes and16

similar subject matter?17

MR. CAMP:  As far as formal training18

in hate crimes, 2002 the Hate Crime Investigator's19

course in British Columbia, which is on the first page,20

the fifth one down.21

Basically, and to summarize, the22

course basically explains what hate crime is, processes23

in investigating hate crimes, hate crime organizations,24

how they're structured.  There was a -- it touched on25
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how they use the internet to recruit and send their1

message out, the community impact as well on hate on2

society.3

There was also on page 2, the Train4

the Trainer Certificate.  Train the Trainer basically5

means that you become an instructor on diversity, which6

is the one from Dallas Police.  There was also in 20047

the Train the Trainers Instruction Certificate from the8

Federal Law Enforcement Training Centre of homeland9

security in the U.S. in Scottsdale, Arizona.  Those are10

the three, I guess, formal -- the three, I guess,11

formal instruction that I had on hate crimes.12

MR. VIGNA:  Go on to the13

presentations, lectures, training that you provided,14

which follows right after.15

MR. CAMP:  The presentations and16

lectures that we provided just flowed from our position17

within the EPS Hate Crimes Unit and our research that18

we did over the years.  There was a lot of interest in19

minority communities to hear what hate crime is and how20

we investigate hate crimes, because in Canada it is21

usually the minority communities that are inflicted22

with hate.  There were universities and colleges that23

are interested in how the Edmonton Police Services24

deals with hate in our society, as far as our25
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investigations and our research on the community1

impacts of hate.2

Because we have a number of3

committees set up with aboriginal minority communities,4

we were able to give, I guess, firsthand knowledge of5

the leadership and their explanations of how their6

community feels when they are inflicted with either7

hate propaganda or hate crimes and discrimination on8

the community.  We were able to share that with a9

number of community members.10

So I guess from 2003 to 2006,11

personally involved in numerous lectures and seminars12

and forums and presentations locally, provincially,13

nationally and internationally.  Again, it was just14

subsequent to us being in a Hate Crimes Unit.  There is15

a lot of interest out there by community members and16

law enforcement and -- in regards to this -- in regards17

to hate and hate propaganda.18

MR. VIGNA:  So move on to the part of19

your resumé which is entitled Committees and Boards.  I20

guess the resumé speaks for itself regarding the21

lectures and the different conferences you attended. 22

And just mention summarily the different committees or23

boards you participated on.24

MR. CAMP:  In the first two years25
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from 2002 to 2005, we set up a number of committees.  I1

chaired the Aboriginal and the Edmonton Police Service2

Committee.  I was a chairperson of the Chief's Advisory3

Committee.  That was the umbrella committee with all4

minority and aboriginal committee leaders with the5

Chief.  I was the chair of the Jewish and the Edmonton6

Police Service committee, the chair and member of a7

gay/lesbian LGBTQ and the Edmonton Police Service8

Committee.9

I assisted in the management of the10

Sikh and Edmonton Police Service Committee.  Also a11

member of the Alberta Hate Crime Committee.  The12

Alberta Hate Crime Committee was a committee that was13

formed through a number of agencies, Calgary Police14

Service, R.C.M.P., Edmonton Police Service, the Alberta15

Solicitor General, Alberta Justice, Alberta Community16

Development, the Northern Alberta Alliance in Race17

Relations, Alberta Disabilities.18

Basically the premise of that19

committee was to find solutions, provincial solutions20

to hate in our society.  I was also a member of the21

Muslim-Jewish and Edmonton Police Service Committee.22

MR. VIGNA:  And the purpose of these23

boards and the Police Services Committee and other24

committees is basically to do what?25
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MR. CAMP:  To summarize, I guess to1

foster peaceful coexistence between not only the2

communities that are in Edmonton, minority and3

aboriginal committees, but also the relationship4

between law enforcement and those committees, a5

relationship of trust.6

We also use the committees as I guess7

a conduit of information that was two ways.  If they8

are interested to know how we investigated hate crimes9

and the protocol we follow, but if there is a number of10

hate crimes or investigations that we are involved in11

and they need to know what is going on with them for12

their community members.  If there is an assault, for13

example, on a gay man in Edmonton and there is, I14

guess, questions of how the file is proceeding, we are15

the -- I guess the link or the information will come to16

us.  So it is served a number of purposes, the17

committees.18

MR. VIGNA:  In Additional19

Accomplishments, the first one, for example, is that20

what you were testifying about earlier about creating21

the Edmonton Police Services Hate Crimes Unit,22

2003-2005, Additional Accomplishments?23

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, that is correct. 24

That is correct.  Additional -- yeah, we built the25
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business plan and proposed it both to the Edmonton1

Police Service Executive Officers Team and to the2

federal government and were able to, with the support,3

build the unit.4

MR. VIGNA:  Talk to us about the5

different items under that category briefly and just go6

down the list.7

MR. CAMP:  I investigated in 2003 a8

mischief where a young man was painting swastikas9

throughout the northeast end and, during the course of10

that trial, the Provincial Court designated me as an11

expert on hate crime in regards to the effect that may12

have on the Jewish community, the swastikas.13

MR. VIGNA:  And in terms of symbols14

and paraphernalia of a Nazi nature, what is your15

familiarity?16

MR. CAMP:  Just through experience17

and monitoring hate sites internationally and18

nationally and dealing with individuals involved in --19

I guess in this activity, and then my training as well20

and just through my own personal literature, it is21

basically my, I guess, knowledge of what certain22

symbols can mean.  Symbols in the world of neo-Naziism23

or white supremacy or Christian identity, depending on24

what ideology you advocate for, symbols can be25
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vocabulary between the people involved in it.  It can1

be used to send a message out to their peers or send a2

message out to a minority community.3

For example, theoretically if a4

swastika goes on a synagogue, it does send a message5

out to the Jewish community.  It does send a message of6

fear to that community and, like I said, I have learned7

that firsthand through the Jewish community members.8

When there was a swastika on the Wolf9

Willow Synagogue here in Edmonton, there is a community10

fear that reverberates throughout the community.  It is11

like a ripple effect.  It is disproportionate compared12

to other crimes because it has a ripple effect in the13

community, so it is a message, I guess, for a number of14

the people involved in hate activity that the group15

should be fearful, they are unwanted in society maybe. 16

There is a number of reasons why vocabulary symbols are17

used.18

MR. VIGNA:  As for the other items19

under Additional Accomplishments, I guess they speak20

for themselves, so if you want to bring to our21

attention any particular item that might be of22

interest.23

MR. CAMP:  No.  No, sir.24

MR. VIGNA:  Now, when you25
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established -- when was the first time you became an1

operation, the Hate Crimes Unit, and tell us how you2

began the operations and how you eventually started3

monitoring the internet?4

MR. CAMP:  In January 2003 is when we5

began operations with the Edmonton Police Service.  At6

that time I didn't even have a desk or a paperclip. 7

The first few months were basically building the8

infrastructure that we needed to utilize in order to9

accomplish our taxes.  The first year was a very busy10

year.  We weren't really involved operationally11

probably until -- what I mean operationally, involved12

in monitoring the internet or investigations actively13

until middle of late 2003.14

Being 2003, the internet is a,15

through my research, an excellent medium for16

communication for persons involved in any kind of17

ideology, including ideologies of hate.  So monitoring18

the internet was something that, for a layman's term, a19

no-brainer to start monitoring the internet to see if20

there is any local activity going on in Edmonton.21

One of the most -- through my22

research, the most, I guess, popular websites is23

Stormfront.org, and I began to monitor.  Inside24

Stormfront.org website there are discussion forums, if25
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you link into those discussion forums, you can enter1

into whatever discussion you wish starting a thread.2

One of the discussion forums was3

Canada Discussion or Canadian forum, so that is where I4

would go to on the Stormfront.org website was right5

at -- because, again, our time frame was very6

compressed building this unit and with all the7

activities that we are involved in, so we would just go8

right to Stormfront.org Canadian Discussion and take a9

peek once in a while to see what type of activity or10

discussion was going on within Edmonton.11

Again, it was a small percentage of12

our time involved in monitoring Stormfront.org.  What13

we did find through that window was there was activity14

going on in Alberta, I noticed, and it kind of piqued15

my interest, I guess.16

So monitoring of the net at that17

time, we weren't involved in a criminal investigation. 18

We were involved in just basically seeing what is19

happening, you know, for lack of a better term, the20

scene of, I guess, white supremacy or hate or21

neo-Naziism, or whatever you call it.  I guess, to22

formalize, I guess, for intelligence purposes to see23

the content and the conversations that were going on24

out there between the members in Canada.25
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MR. VIGNA:  What was your police1

knowledge of the Stormfront site?  What was it known2

for, this website Stormfront?3

MR. CAMP:  It was one of the -- it4

was the first, you know, hate site with the advent of5

internet and it is run by the gentleman named Don Black6

in the U.S.  I don't really know much about Don Black. 7

All I know is that it was the first websites that8

started in 1995.  It is very popular.  It is used9

internationally from New Zealand to Australia, to Great10

Britain, Canada, the U.S.  It is used all over.  It has11

discussion forums for those countries as well.  It12

seemed like a good place to go.13

MR. VIGNA:  What is it known for,14

Stormfront as a website?  What does it promote or what15

is its basic content, generally speaking?16

MR. CAMP:  Stormfront?17

MR. VIGNA:  Yes.18

MR. CAMP:  You can go into discussion19

forums and discuss neo-Naziism, how you hate20

minorities, discuss how you hate homosexuals.  You can21

discuss how you hate aboriginals.  You can go in and22

learn about, you know, Holocaust denial.  You can learn23

about -- you can read about, I should say.  You can24

read articles and Martin Luther King.  You can read25
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about David Duke.  You can be updated on current1

rallies nationally and internationally as well that are2

going on.3

Again, my knowledge of Stormfront was4

basically on the discussion forum, because my job was5

to ensure that Edmonton, if we had persons inside the6

city that were on Stormfront, what were they up to? 7

Were they advocating for hate crimes on minor tip8

communities?  Were there people that were meeting?  If9

they were meeting, what were the meetings about?  Were10

they promoting hatred within the community?  That is11

basically what my job was.  It was very specific.12

So I wasn't as much interested in the13

website, per se, in the grand picture of things.  I was14

more interested in what is happening in our community.15

MR. VIGNA:  You mentioned David Duke. 16

That is a name that is --17

MR. CAMP:  I don't really know too18

much about David Duke.19

MR. VIGNA:  From the media, what do20

you know about it?21

MR. CAMP:  From the media, from, you22

know, basic general literature out there about David23

Duke, considered by many as a white supremacist.24

MR. VIGNA:  Is he associated to a25
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certain group?1

MR. CAMP:  I know he used to be2

associated to the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, but I am3

not sure who he is associated to anymore.  Again, that4

is just through general literature that is out there.5

MR. VIGNA:  So now you are in the6

Stormfront internet website, and we understand from7

your testimony that you are focussing more Canada and8

Alberta, more specifically?9

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.10

MR. VIGNA:  So when you do that, tell11

us exactly what information you initially -- we will go12

into details later, but what kind of information do you13

get which is more relevant to the Canadian or Albertan?14

MR. CAMP:  Madam Chair, if you are15

familiar with a website, you would open up the website16

and you would scroll through a number of titles on the17

left-hand side of the web page, and in Stormfront.org,18

there is a number of titles you can scroll through, but19

three-quarters or two-thirds of the way down there is20

Canada forum.  I would icon tap into that discussion21

forum.22

Each page would have a title of a23

subject matter to, I guess, link into, so you take your24

cursor and you tap onto a title of what they call a25
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thread starter or I call it a topic, and that would1

open up and there would be discussion on the forum2

between members about whatever the thread starter or3

topic was and we would just -- I would just read what4

is considered posts that are inside that thread.  Posts5

are general comments that are made and put into the6

website, and inside that thread about that subject7

matter.8

MR. VIGNA:  Now, we will go later on9

to the website by producing the CD ROM, and we will do10

that later, perhaps after the break.11

But tell us generally what you12

remember seeing in terms of the website regarding13

Canadian content, what was being said.  I understand14

that it is sometime back and you cannot remember every15

single detail and later we will go into the website16

itself to actually refresh your memory, but tell us17

generally speaking the type of information you gathered18

on the website.19

MR. CAMP:  Well, generally, through20

the rhetoric on the posts inside the threads that we21

were monitoring, there was definitely individuals in22

Alberta that were -- and inside Edmonton that were23

active on Stormfront, active discussing, I should say.24

There was also general discussion25
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from beginning a new city in Alberta called Whiteville1

where all -- it is a community for whites only.  There2

was discussion about the liberal government.  There was3

discussion about whatever was in the news sometimes4

that would come to the attention of someone in regards5

to immigration laws or there would be some6

anti-immigration rants by individuals as well and the7

responses to those.8

General discussion -- most of the9

discussion was along the lines of anti-immigration and10

racial views.  There was also discussion that was11

nonsensical and there was also discussion that was12

irrelevant to, I guess, hate.  As well there was some13

discussion if someone wanted to talk about music or14

books they read or whatever.15

MR. VIGNA:  And when you talk about16

Whiteville, can you tell us a bit more what was being17

said about this Whiteville?18

MR. CAMP:  Just there was discussion19

by numerous members which appeared to be in Alberta20

that wanted to start a community called Whiteville, and21

there was basically a community that they wanted to get22

money for and finance and start a small town and have23

whites only in there.  They had rules for being a24

member of Whiteville.  They wanted to start their own25
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police force once they got 250 members inside1

Whiteville.2

MR. VIGNA:  These rules, what would3

they be?  Do you remember?4

MR. CAMP:  You have to be white, and5

I guess there was the comment about -- had to be white6

and you had to be healthy, no drugs, no alcohol, no7

criminal record, can't be homosexual.  Generally,8

again, it is been a while since I looked at that9

rhetoric, so...10

MR. VIGNA:  I will go to the website11

later, but do you remember also something about Ten12

Commandments or the commandments to be?13

MR. CAMP:  On the Stormfront website?14

MR. VIGNA:  Or Western Canada For Us,15

it is like commandments.  We will go to it later.16

MR. CAMP:  On the Western Canada For17

Us website or the Stormfront website?18

MR. VIGNA:  Western Canada For Us19

website.20

MR. CAMP:  Might have to look through21

my -- I have a PDF file of the Western Canada --22

MR. VIGNA:  We will go to it later,23

then, because when you talked about rules, I thought24

you were referring to that.25
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MR. CAMP:  Yeah, I can't remember if1

they were referred to as the Ten Commandments, but2

there were ten rules for entering Whiteville and, if I3

remember correctly, the rules were also posted on the4

WCFU website when the website began.  There was the5

same kind of conversation, discussion, if I remember6

correctly, on the Stormfront website about Whiteville.7

MR. VIGNA:  Now, more particularly,8

did you, while going through this investigation on the9

website which is firstly Stormfront and the mention of10

the future website, come across subjects of interest,11

which ones and the names that came up eventually?12

MR. CAMP:  There was a few subjects13

of interest piqued my interest and one of them was one14

under the moniker of SS-88.15

MR. VIGNA:  Moniker, what does that16

mean?17

MR. CAMP:  Their alias or name on the18

website.  Like, if I am a member of a website like19

Stormfront.org, I have my own name.  I could name20

myself whatever I wish.  So usually it is not their21

real name.  Sometimes it is, depending.  But, you know,22

you would see all sorts of monikers, like Der23

totenkopf, Jessy Destruction, SS-88, proud18, all24

depending on who that person is.  That is what a25
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moniker is.1

MR. VIGNA:  SS-88, what does that2

mean to you from your police work?3

MR. CAMP:  Generally, through my4

research on symbols and based on, as well not only my5

research, but any hate site that you look at you see6

numerical and alphabetical symbols.  A lot of people on7

these hate sites will make a comment and then sign it8

with 18 or SS-88.9

In my knowledge, SS-88 is the symbol10

for the Schutstaffel police force in Germany or, I11

guess, all of Europe during the Nazi occupation of12

Europe.  And 88 is a numerical code that a lot of --13

anybody involved in the hate activity knows that 8814

means HH which is Heil Hitler, just through my15

research.16

And you will see a lot of -- on the17

hate sites, we have these people discussing about18

things like anti-immigration laws and kill the Jews or,19

you know, blacks are chimps and should be eating20

bananas.  You will see a lot of 88 at the bottom, Heil21

Hitler 88s.  So you get to know -- you get to know just22

through sheer experience as well that 88 means Heil23

Hitler, you know, and combined with the literature that24

I am reading on 88, it means Heil Hitler and SS is, I25
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guess, the international police service for1

Nazi-occupied Europe run by Heinrich Himmler.2

MR. VIGNA:  Later we will go through3

different questions that will bring you to the4

conclusion who SS-88 is, but can you tell us from your5

investigation, who did you conclude as SS-88 was?6

MR. CAMP:  Well, at the end of my7

investigation, it was conclusive that SS-88 was the8

accused seated by defence counsel, Glenn Bahr.9

MR. VIGNA:  Okay.  Now, I would like10

to take you to -- I would like to introduce for11

identification purposes for the moment, Madam Chair,12

the binder that has been provided to everyone.  I13

believe you have one also?14

MR. CAMP:  Yes, I have one.15

MR. VIGNA:  We will go directly to16

Tab 8, which is your Investigation Report.17

I would like you to firstly18

present -- we want to present this in evidence.  Go to19

the Investigation Report that is in Tab 8, look at the20

signature and tell us if you can identify this document21

which contains several pages and if you are connected22

to this document?23

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, the document is24

mine.  I wrote it and it is signed by myself.25
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MR. VIGNA:  And it was drafted for1

the purposes of which investigation and what context?2

MR. CAMP:  It was drafted for the3

purpose of a Criminal Code investigation, Section4

319(2).  It is willful promotion of hatred.5

MR. VIGNA:  And if I look at the6

first page of the document, the subject or accused was7

Mr. Glenn David Bahr?8

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.9

MR. VIGNA:  And it is a document of10

32 pages?11

MR. CAMP:  Yes, sir.12

MR. VIGNA:  And if I read correctly13

that your signature reads Constable Camp?14

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.15

MR. VIGNA:  I guess at the time you16

were still constable?17

MR. CAMP:  That is right.18

MR. VIGNA:  So I would like to19

present this as an exhibit for Mr. Sergeant Camp, Madam20

Chair?21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.  Thank you.22

THE REGISTRAR:  The Investigation23

Report of Glenn Bahr dated May 7, 2004, signed by24

Sergeant Camp will be filed as Commission Exhibit HR-2.25
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EXHIBIT NO. HR-2: Investigation1

Report of Glenn Bahr dated May2

7, 2004, signed by Sergeant Camp3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Carry on, Counsel.4

Mr. Fromm?5

MR. FROMM:  Just to be clear, that is6

the document that begins with R-1 Subjects and a number7

of witnesses; is that correct?8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I believe it is at9

Tab 8 and that is how mine starts.10

MR. FROMM:  So the entire document?11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, there seems to12

be, I think, what was described as 32 pages.13

MR. VIGNA:  Correct.  They are14

numbered at the bottom.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I see, yes, so 32.16

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, just for17

your information, you will notice that the first three18

pages there is some blackouts.  That was done by myself19

because it contained personal information of person20

individuals.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I noticed that. 22

Thank you, Counsel.  Okay.  Carry on.23

MR. VIGNA:  So Sergeant Camp, we will24

go through your Investigation Report pretty much page25
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by page going pretty quickly.  If we look at the first1

page, now, the period of the -- as far as you are2

concerned, you are investigating Section 319 of the3

Criminal Code?4

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.5

MR. VIGNA:  And -- I believe the6

respondent...7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Excuse me. 8

Mr. Fromm?9

MR. FROMM:  I must admit, I am a bit10

remiss on this.  My understanding is that there is a11

publication ban in regards to exactly the same12

material, which has been -- this document has been13

filed in the Section 319 charges against Mr. Bahr.  I14

am just wondering where that leaves us.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  What is your16

concern, Mr. Fromm?17

MR. FROMM:  There is a publication18

ban.  This is now public.  It is now been filed here. 19

I have a copy and --20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I notice from the21

file that the question of whether or not this22

proceeding would be subject to a publication ban seemed23

to have been canvassed, and when I asked for24

preliminary motions, that was one that I thought might25
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arise, but I notice in the file itself your client had1

taken the position that they did not require or did not2

want a publication ban.  If you would like to make that3

motion now, I am happy to hear it, certainly.4

MR. FROMM:  Well --5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So would you like a6

publication ban?  Are you asking for one?7

MR. FROMM:  No, the situation is8

this.  What we want is an adjournment until the9

criminal charges have been heard.  That way -- that way10

the publication ban, which came first from the superior11

Court, can be honoured.  We do not want a publication12

ban here.  Our strong position is that when people's13

rights to freedom of speech are being taken away, it14

must be done publicly.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.  Thank you.16

MR. FROMM:  It is not to be done17

behind closed doors.  This must be public, but in order18

to take care of both concerns, it is our submission19

that these proceedings should be adjourned until the20

criminal matter is settled.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, Mr. Fromm, and22

that was the subject of a proceeding before -- an23

interim proceeding before the case managing member,24

Madam Jensen.  I have read her ruling and that matter25
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has been adjudicated and I agree with that ruling.1

So let us proceed.2

MR. FROMM:  Well, can there be some3

direction, then, about -- I need some direction in4

terms of how far this can be shared.  If this is5

public, and it should be public, but we have a6

publication ban, what do we do?  Do we collect these7

documents at the end of the proceedings today and the8

Tribunal hangs on to them and they get distributed for9

us to work with tomorrow?10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Certainly I would11

expect counsel would take those documents with them. 12

Each of the parties here have copies of these13

documents.  Do the Commission or Mr. Warman have any14

concerns with respect to the document that we have15

before us?16

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, I wouldn't17

have any objection, but the thing is the respondent is18

not very clear if we wants one, a publication ban.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I think it is20

fairly clear that we doesn't want a publication ban.21

MR. VIGNA:  If that is the case, I22

mean, he would have the primary concern.  He is waiving23

that right to ask for one.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you. 25
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Mr. Warman, do you have anything?1

MR. WARMAN:  Madam Chair, I just note2

that there was a fairly sort of repeated request for a3

copy of the publication ban from Mr. Fromm and from the4

respondent, Mr. Bahr.  That publication ban has never,5

in fact, been provided, despite those requests, and I6

am certainly not making a request for a publication7

ban.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you. Well,9

these proceedings are, of course, public proceedings. 10

Mr. Fromm, you have expressed clearly that you are not11

making an application for a publication ban.  That is12

certainly an application I would entertain quite13

seriously if your client wanted that, and so these14

proceedings are public and they will proceed as per15

your request and we will just carry on in the ordinary16

course.17

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, you were18

mentioning earlier in your testimony how you started19

monitoring the internet?20

MR. CAMP:  That is right.21

MR. VIGNA:  And now we are at Tab 822

which is your Investigation Report.  Can you tell us23

exactly how you make the link between monitoring of the24

internet and how you actually come down to targeting an25
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individual in particular by going through the different1

documents that we have before you and mentioning the2

different items?3

For example, we will start with the4

first document.  Give us the historical chronology of5

the investigation.6

MR. CAMP:  Right.7

MR. VIGNA:  And by making reference8

to the Investigation Report.9

MR. CAMP:  Right.  There is -- in an10

investigation like this, there is a few things that are11

going on at the same time.  One is that we have to12

prove that the content inside the website breaches13

Section 319.  So we have to show that there is hate.14

Second thing is we have to find out15

who runs the website, who is the person behind the16

content on that website.17

So what I would like to present is18

the -- I guess the chronology of how we were able to19

link the website to the accused.20

Like I said earlier, that when the21

Hate Crime Unit first started, we began to monitor22

Stormfront, and there was a moniker, SS-88, that became23

a concern of mine, and I will show you why.24

MR. VIGNA:  Before we do that,25
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Sergeant Camp, since you are looking at documents which1

are in the -- we will go through later, but -- Madam2

Chair, I will produce documents from the website which3

he is going to describe so that we can all follow.  I4

will do it immediately since he is going to it.  I have5

it in a separate document right here.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  What are those7

documents, Counsel?8

MR. VIGNA:  Sorry?9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  What are those10

documents?11

MR. VIGNA:  Those are documents from12

the website Stormfront which we got last week.  They13

are not in the binder, but they are basically excerpts14

from the website which are on paper copy, and the15

Sergeant Camp will go through documents to explain how16

he makes the link to SS-88 and who the individual17

behind SS-88 is.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  And these documents19

were provided to the respondent?20

MR. VIGNA:  They were last Wednesday. 21

That is what was mentioned.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  These are the23

documents we were discussing this morning.  Okay. 24

Thank you.25
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MR. CAMP:  Madam Chair, the documents1

are in reverse order, I just noticed.  The documents2

that I have are the same but they are -- you have them3

in reverse order, chronologically speaking.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So your first page5

looks like that?6

MR. CAMP:  Yes.7

MR. VIGNA:  Go according to the bunch8

of documents I just gave you because that is the same9

order everybody has.10

MR. FROMM:  What was the first11

document or what is the first posting?12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The first page in13

my package is this one.  It says Stormfront.org and I14

guess one of the distinguishing comments is a name Marc15

Lemire on the front page.  Does that help, Mr. Fromm?16

MR. FROMM:  Yeah.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.18

MR. CAMP:  Again, if I am going to19

proceed chronologically --20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We need to work21

from the back to the front?22

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, unfortunately,23

unless you want to --24

MR. VIGNA:  Have we produced this,25
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Madam Chair, as an exhibit?1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  No, we haven't yet.2

MR. VIGNA:  I would like to produce3

it -- first of all, ask questions.4

Do you recognize these documents,5

Mr. Sergeant Camp?6

MR. CAMP:  Yes, sir.  These documents7

are copies of printed downloads I have taken off the8

website of Stormfront.org.  Just to give you a preamble9

on which way I am headed here, Stormfront.org, again,10

as mentioned, was a discussion forum, and what I began11

to see on Stormfront.org was SS-88 discussing the idea12

of starting up an organization called Western Canada13

For Us and also starting up a website called Western14

Canada For Us or WCFU.15

MR. VIGNA:  So you recognized these16

documents and these were documents you downloaded from17

the website?18

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.19

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, I would like20

to produce this bunch of documents as an exhibit.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Madam Clerk?22

THE REGISTRAR:  Copies of the23

documents printed downloaded from the Stormfront24

website will be filed as commission HR-3.25
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EXHIBIT NO. HR-3: Copies of1

documents printed downloaded2

from Stormfront website3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am wondering if4

it might be a good use of our time to take a couple of5

minutes and reorganize these documents?6

MR. VIGNA:  Would you like to take an7

adjournment, Madam Chair?8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I don't think it is9

going to take me that long.  What time is it, actually?10

THE REGISTRAR:  It is 11:17.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  It is 11:17.  Sure,12

I think it is appropriate to have a break now.  1513

minutes?14

MR. VIGNA:  Fine.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I will go and do16

some paper sorting.17

--- Upon recessing at 10:17 a.m.18

--- Upon resuming at 10:40 a.m.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Good afternoon,20

everyone.  Be seated.  I did not make it clear this21

morning, but I will now.22

The rules of procedure that govern23

the tribunal direct me to conclude a hearing in an24

efficient manner.  That serves the fairness of all25
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parties, so I just want to give you notice that we will1

be reconvening according to my direction.  If I say a2

break is 15 minutes, I will return to the room after 153

minutes and we will continue with the proceeding4

whether or not all of the parties and the5

representatives are here.6

So just so you know.7

All right, so carry on.8

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, before9

carrying on with the witness, I would like to make a10

request.  I have given it some further thought on the11

publication ban until the criminal hearing is over, to12

avoid any complications that can arise or any13

conflicting order with the criminal proceedings.14

I understand that the respondent was15

not making one at that point and figured it was more in16

his interest to ask for one, but I think for a measure17

of prudence, I have spoken to the police officer, it18

would be preferable that we have a publication ban19

until the criminal proceedings are over.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Counsel, it seems21

to me that the matter of a publication ban is something22

that I would expect a respondent to be in the best23

position to request.  I don't see how -- unless counsel24

can convince me, I don't see how there is sufficient25
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prejudice to the Commission or to Mr. Warman to warrant1

issuing a publication ban.  The standard is a very high2

one, and frankly, it is for the protection of the3

respondent, and if the respondent doesn't want it, then4

I don't see how and why publication ban would issue.5

Mr. Warman.6

MR. WARMAN:  Madam Chair, in7

furtherance of Mr. Vigna's request, my only concern is8

that both with regard to Mr. Camp and myself, Mr. Camp9

will certainly be called as a witness in the criminal10

trial of Mr. Bahr and, as far as I understand it, there11

is a decent chance that I will also be called as a12

witness in the criminal trial, so I just lay that out13

as another point of information in your consideration.14

I personally -- there is obviously no15

prejudice to me --16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.17

MR. WARMAN:  -- because I am not the18

accused, so I just throw that out as a point of19

information.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.  Thank you. 21

In the circumstances, then, I am going to deny the22

request for a publication ban.23

So let us carry on.24

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant camp, we were at25
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Tab 8 which was the Investigation Report.1

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.  Like I2

mentioned, there was a two-prong approach to the3

investigation.  One was to present the hate under the4

Section 319(2).  Secondly, I had to link the website to5

a person, and that is what I am going to present now,6

the second component of how do we link the WCFU website7

to Glenn Bahr.8

MR. VIGNA:  Are you referring to page9

12?10

MR. CAMP:  What I will be referring11

to initially is the photocopies of the downloaded12

pictures of Stormfront -- or sorry, downloaded pages of13

Stormfront.org.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So that is HR-3?15

MR. CAMP:  If I bring you to the16

attention of the first page there, what I am going to17

show you, Madam Chair, is basically, like I explained18

earlier, when you open up a discussion or when you go19

into Canada Discussion on the Stormfront.org website,20

you can then go into certain thread titles, and inside21

those thread titles you will find a number of members22

using monikers, such as toth, like you see there,23

making comments and discussion in regards to issues.24

The second page, you will see --25
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MR. VIGNA:  Just describe each page1

for the record so that we are clear that we are on the2

right page.  As you go on each page, just describe with3

the page so that we have no --4

MR. CAMP:  The first page you will5

see members discussing, for example, toth as a forum6

member, the subject matter "Tattoos," where it says7

"Re. Tattoos."  There is a second response from a8

member called cryptonite on tattoos.  Again, the9

subject matter on this thread is tattoos and the posts10

that are presented by toth and cryptonite and then11

thirdly Jessy Destruction are tattoos.12

What you will see right above their13

moniker as well is the date of the post, for example,14

January 11th, 2004, and the time for toth, cryptonite15

and Jessy Destruction.16

Now, going on over to page 2, you17

will see the second portion of Jessy Destruction's post18

under the thread subject matter "Tattoos," and then19

what you will find is a post by a member called SS-88.20

Now, the reason I put this -- I21

downloaded this post is because -- and this is what22

piqued my interest about SS-88 was what he describes in23

the content of the post:24

"Because I believe in the Nazi25
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ideals."1

He is responding to "Why would you or2

anybody get a swastika?"  Again talking about tattoos,3

so the response by SS-88 is:4

"Because I believe in the Nazi5

ideals.  To me it is a symbol of6

my beliefs and lets everybody7

knows what I stand for.  I am8

not ashamed of wearing a9

swastika but proud to wear the10

symbol.  I am prepared to fight11

for my beliefs.  I take my shirt12

off every summer and my SS is13

revealed and sure I get looks,14

but I am proud to have the SS on15

my skin.  To me it is a great16

honour.  I take great honour in17

the fact that my grandfather18

fought in the German army.  This19

is why I will get the swastika20

because, dead or alive, Hitler21

is my Fuhrer.  Heil Hitler."22

Again, at this point, this is not a23

criminal investigation.  This is more of a piques my24

interest because of the subject matter.25
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So on to page 3, there is additional1

comments by WithoutDoubt and toth.2

I think this is probably page 4, the3

subsequent page, there is another comment by SS-88 on4

the subject matter of tattoos:5

"I don't have any pics of my6

tattoos, but I have SS on my7

right pec, Blitzkrieg across the8

top of my back.  I have an iron9

cross with flames on my left10

shoulder, an iron cross with11

skull on my right shoulder and12

flames and skulls on my right13

arm and an eagle with a Maple14

Leaf in its wing on my left arm. 15

I plan on getting a swastika on16

my tummy next.  I want it to17

look like it's carved out of18

stone."19

Now the reason I downloaded this and20

I am going to fast forward to the search warrant on --21

MR. VIGNA:  That is at tab -- look at22

the binder, please.23

MR. CAMP:  Sorry, I want to show the24

search warrant.  I want to show a portion of the25
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investigation.1

On Tab 8 -- I will find the page2

number for you here, one sec, Madam Chair.3

MR. VIGNA:  HR-2.4

MR. CAMP:  This might take a few5

minutes, Madam Chair.  I have lost where this is6

relevant in the file here.7

Tab 8, page 29 of the report.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.  Thank you.9

MR. CAMP:  The reason I kept this10

downloaded copy -- actually, I am glad I did because on11

the day of the search warrant and, again, I am fast12

forwarding to 2004, May 7th, on paragraph 46, I was13

speaking with Glenn Bahr in his home after the search14

warrant -- or during the execution of the search15

warrant of his computers and asked him to describe the16

tattoos on his body.17

Again, he describes the skull and18

flames, an eagle with Canadian flag, an alien, the word19

"blitzkrieg" across his back and the SS  symbol on his20

chest.21

MR. VIGNA:  That is paragraph 46,22

right?23

MR. CAMP:  Paragraph 46.24

What you see is you have a few of the25
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tattoos matching his description as SS-88 on Stormfront1

on January 12th.  For example, the SS  symbol on his2

chest, the Blitzkrieg across the top of my back, flames3

and skulls.4

He puts down on the SS-88 post eagle5

with a Maple Leaf.  I wrote down when he described to6

me eagle with a Canadian flag.7

He does have an alien that he showed8

me.  I just can't remember where it is on his body, the9

tattoo of the alien.10

Again, it is just one piece of the11

puzzle in trying to connect SS-88 to Glenn Bahr.12

So moving along, the subsequent page13

there is a lone post there.  Again, this is December14

15th, 2003.15

MR. VIGNA:  Now you are going back to16

HR-3, I believe, right?17

MR. CAMP:  What you can do is -- I am18

sorry?19

MR. VIGNA:  You are going back to20

HR-3?21

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, going back to the22

Stormfront downloads, sorry.  It would be page 5.  On23

the top of it it says page 7 of 7.24

The reason I downloaded this post --25
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and, again, if you look at the date, December 15th,1

2003, what you can do on a website is you can bring2

your icon up to SS-88 and tab on a title that says "all3

posts" or "view all posts," and one of the posts that I4

viewed back in -- when I did this was a post by SS-885

talking about:6

"If you need a website done to7

promote your plan, I can offer8

you my services free of charge. 9

Just e-mail me, WCFU."10

Again, the website is not up and11

running.  There is no WCFU website at this time and I12

am concerned -- I am not sure what the WCFU stands for13

at that time, but there is more concern about:14

"My honour is my loyalty. 15

Heinrich Himmler, SS Reich16

Fuhrer 88."17

Again, the acronym SS-88 and below18

that the icon with the lighting bolts portraying SS-8819

again.20

MR. VIGNA:  And what is the mention21

Re. Whiteville, Canada?22

MR. CAMP:  The Re. Whiteville Canada23

was the thread starter.  It was the subject matter on24

that thread.  I didn't download the whole thread.  I25
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just downloaded the SS-88 post on that thread.1

In that thread there was discussion2

about the development of a community in Alberta called3

Whiteville.  Obviously the SS-88 got off track or4

somehow the conversation got off track on that thread5

and SS-88 is promoting or marketing himself to build a6

website.7

Subsequent page, we have a post by8

proud18.  The page after that --9

MR. VIGNA:  That is 1 of 5, right,10

top right-hand?11

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.12

MR. VIGNA:  When it says "a super13

idea," what is that a response to?14

MR. CAMP:  Okay.  Sorry, Madam Chair. 15

Just to go back to proud18's post again.  Proud1816

presents a thread starter and a super idea he has:17

"Reading an article today gave18

me an idea to help our cause. 19

Our education system has turned20

their backs on teaching white21

history in schools.  Those that22

go to school can verify this."23

He then goes on to talk about a24

Ukrainian website that was launched and on the third25
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paragraph is:1

"My idea is to build a website2

for whites history, culture, et3

cetera."4

He goes on to describe what proud185

would like to see on that website.6

MR. VIGNA:  Now, Sergeant Camp,7

proud18, at one point in I am in your investigation8

were you able to associate a name to the moniker9

proud18?10

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, proud18 was a -- we11

associated him to the identity of Peter Kouba.12

The subsequent page after that is a13

response by SS-88:14

"Well, that's a great idea.  Why15

not have it part of WCFU.com. 16

That way it would drive more17

traffic to our site.  I don't18

think it would be a separate19

site.  It should be a different20

section at WCFU.com."21

Again, puts in the acronym WCFU for22

Western Canada For Us.23

And the thread continues on with24

subsequent posts.25
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Going over to the next page.1

MR. VIGNA:  3 of 5?2

MR. CAMP:  Where it says in the top3

corner 3 of 5, there is additional posts the super4

idea, WhiteFusion, by proud18 again.5

MR. VIGNA:  An objection, I think.6

MR. FROMM:  It is not an objection,7

just a clarification.  On the SS-88 that you just read,8

"well, that's a great idea," what is the date on that? 9

On my copy, it is not there.  It is cut off.10

MR. CAMP:  So is mine.  I can tell11

you that the one -- the post before that was February12

12th, 2004.  The posts on Stormfront go in13

chronological order.14

MR. WARMAN:  Madam Chair, if I may be15

of assistance.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.17

MR. WARMAN:  I believe if you look at18

the bottom of the first page just below the first19

posting by proud18, it is because it is printing off20

what it sees on a screen sometimes the pages are21

separated so perhaps...22

MR. CAMP:  That would be the bottom23

of that post by proud18 inside the box and outside the24

box, bottom left says February 12th, 2004, 2:47 p.m.25
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would be the date of the post by SS-88.1

MR. FROMM:  So you are saying, then,2

that the date for the SS-88 post is contained on the3

previous page.4

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.5

Moving along, I want to go to the --6

again, we are on the post where it says SS-88, he7

discusses the WCFU website.  The subsequent page there8

is conversation by WhiteFusion, proud18 in regards to9

the same thread starter.10

Again, the next page there is more11

posts by Louis, proud18, Lord Thunder-X, and that is12

where that thread, at the time of this print, came to13

an end.14

I would like to move on to the next15

page where there is a thread on Stormfront.org.  There16

is a post by Der totenkopf.17

MR. VIGNA:  Going to the title of the18

posting it says B.C., 1 of 3?19

MR. CAMP:  I am sorry?20

MR. VIGNA:  The title of the posting,21

what would it be?22

MR. CAMP:  The title of the post is23

"B.C."24

MR. VIGNA:  Does that mean anything?25
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MR. CAMP:  Well, Der totenkopf does,1

I guess, elaborate on his post talking about:2

"Let's get another get-together3

again here in B.C. and anyone4

else outside of B.C."5

And on February 17th, a subsequent6

post by SS-88.7

SS-88 describes or writes:8

"Maybe you guys could hold a9

meet in Kamloops.  A few of us10

from Alberta could make the11

meet.  Sometime in late March12

would be a great time for us13

Albertans after our Red Deer14

meet we have the WCFU website15

up."16

Another sentence that concerns me is:17

"As for wearing what you want, I18

agree."19

And describes:20

"I'm a skin..."21

Referring to, I would elaborate,22

skinhead.23

"...and wear my boots, braces24

and swastika adorned."25
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At the bottom he puts the acronym1

WCFU.2

MR. VIGNA:  Red Deer, in terms of3

Edmonton is at what distance?4

MR. CAMP:  160 kilometres, I think,5

150, 160 kilometres.6

MR. VIGNA:  I have a little map,7

Madam Chair, just to give a visual representation8

between Edmonton and Red Deer.  I don't know if you...9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am quite familiar10

with the distance.11

MR. VIGNA:  All right.12

MR. CAMP:  This is also the first13

time on that post that we begin to see that they are14

hoping -- I say they, I am talking the members15

discussing on this thread a meet in Red Deer, or I16

should say a meeting, and it is the first time that17

there is a discussion about it being in Red Deer.18

The subsequent post by proud18 on the19

subsequent page and Lord Playfair and Internal Winter20

about this meet.21

Stormfront -- sorry, the thread comes22

to an end at the time of this print and I move on to23

the next page where there is a new thread by SS-88.  It24

is a thread starter Red Deer on Sunday.  That post25
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says:1

"Well, things are looking2

great."3

And this was on February 27th.4

"I just finished talking to the5

renters of the Kneehill6

Community Hall and they are7

putting the heat on for us8

tonight.  The police will be9

there to keep the peace.  This10

will be a great event."11

Again, there is a few things there. 12

It is Glenn Bahr seems to be, from what I am reading,13

taking an active -- sorry, SS-88 is taking an active14

role in the facilitation of this meet in Red Deer.  He15

advertises and markets WCFU.16

I spoke to Corporal Laracque from Red17

Deer R.C.M.P. detachment and he explained to me that he18

spoke directly to Glenn Bahr in regards to the event,19

and it is interesting to note that Corporal Laracque20

explained to me that one of his jobs was to try to keep21

the peace in Red Deer and it is this same comment that22

Glenn Bahr makes:23

"The police will be there to24

keep the peace."25
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And this was after Corporal Laracque1

had spoken to Glenn Bahr.  Again, I should mention2

Corporal Laracque had a few conversations with Glenn3

Bahr.4

MR. VIGNA:  He is from the R.C.M.P.,5

I believe.6

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.7

So SS-88 on Stormfront, it is8

beginning to look to me at this point that SS-88 is9

Glenn Bahr.10

Subsequent page there is posts in11

regards to the Red Deer meet by proud18 and MaryMac. 12

Subsequent page more posts by BloodandBooze and13

MaryMac.14

Next page another post by proud18,15

all discussing the excitement of the big meet in Red16

Deer.17

The next page is a message from18

SS-88.  There is a question in regards to the reasoning19

behind getting police -- that being the R.C.M.P. --20

involved.  As you can see, there is a post by MaryMac,21

and just to explain how that works, sometimes as an22

active member on a website discussion forum, you can23

post a previous comment by one of the members onto what24

you want to talk about and then right underneath that25
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make a -- post your own content in regards to the post.1

So originally posted by MaryMac says:2

"You guys are numb skulls.  Why3

would you invite cops?"4

And basically the content of that5

post is in regards to maybe the cops inviting them is6

not a good idea.7

Then SS-88 posts:8

"Well, MaryMac, it is the end of9

the month so I can understand10

your moodiness.  To calling your11

fellow white nationalists names12

is unproductive.  We are doing13

nothing illegal and the ARA know14

the location of the meet and are15

going to be there.  So instead16

of..."17

Again, this is cut off.  Something18

cops.19

"Instead of the cops coming to20

fight with a bunch of skinheads21

and antiracists, I informed22

them."23

Again, this goes along with what24

Corporal Laracque explained to me, that he spoke25
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directly to Glenn Bahr with regards to this meet and1

the concerns that Glenn Bahr had with the meet.2

Because what was happening was WCFU3

members were beginning to see that ARA was going to4

show up at the Kneehill Community Hall and protest the5

WCFU event, so that is why the R.C.M.P. and Glenn Bahr6

spoke.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  What does ARA stand8

for?9

MR. CAMP:  The Antiracist Action10

Group.  They are, depending on what region of the11

country you are in, a group of civilians that are12

cohesive, I guess, on the subject of racists and13

fighting or prevention of racist activity in their14

community, depending on what community you go to.15

MR. VIGNA:  The Kneehill Community16

Centre is located in which city exactly?17

MR. CAMP:  It is just outside of Red18

Deer in Innisfail.19

MR. VIGNA:  And Leduc is in what20

distance from Red Deer?21

MR. CAMP:  130 kilometres.  Pretty22

far.23

MR. VIGNA:  Closer to Edmonton?24

MR. CAMP:  Leduc?25
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MR. VIGNA:  Yes.1

MR. CAMP:  Leduc is right on the2

border of Edmonton, south of it.3

The next page is the end of that4

thread.5

There is another thread on6

Stormfront.org by SS-88 on March 1st, and just to give7

you a bit of background, from what we were monitoring8

on the internet, there was a lot of rhetoric going back9

and forth from, I think, and a lot of activity going on10

back and forth between the members of the WCFU who were11

trying to organize a gathering at the Kneehill12

Community Hall, and members of the ARA.13

So SS-88 responds to what the ARA are14

actively doing and he responds by saying:15

"This is for any of the media,16

police or other folks who have17

seen the article about WCFU18

and/or the posters that the ARA19

communist druggies put up about20

me in Red Deer."21

The next paragraph is a content about22

what he is and what the WCFU are.23

Third paragraph is, again, describing24

what WCFU is, Western Canada For Us, an organization of25
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many different peoples from all walks of life,1

different religious beliefs and political beliefs.2

MR. VIGNA:  Just before you go any3

further, page 17 of your report, we are talking about4

poster.  This report is at Tab 8.5

MR. CAMP:  I am sorry?6

MR. VIGNA:  Just go back to Tab 8 of7

your report.8

MR. CAMP:  Right.9

MR. VIGNA:  Making the link to the10

document which you just described about a poster.11

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, I am going to do12

that in one sec.13

MR. VIGNA:  Okay.14

MR. CAMP:  That is just what I am15

getting to, actually.16

MR. VIGNA:  Okay.  I will let you17

keep going.18

MR. CAMP:  Again, we are at the point19

where he describes what WCFU is.20

So the next page he finishes the21

post, again, upset with the ARA and talking about how22

the WCFU is not going to go away.23

The next post by SS-88, again, on24

Stormfront says:25
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"You can also check out our1

website to see what we stand2

for.  Western Canada For Us."3

Next page there is a post.4

MR. FROMM:  Where was the "you can5

check out our website"?  I seem to have two copies of6

that two pages.  Okay.  Got it.7

MR. CAMP:  Thank you.8

The next page is a post, again, on9

Stormfront by SS-88, and again, just to --10

MR. FROMM:  Excuse me.  That post11

"you can also check out our website, see what we stand12

for," what is the date on that?13

MR. CAMP:  Well, it says yesterday at14

7:39 p.m., and the post before that says yesterday at15

1:39 p.m.16

MR. FROMM:  Would this be prior to17

the planned meeting in Red Deer?  I am trying to stick18

a defining date.19

MR. CAMP:  I understand.  This one,20

all I can say is -- okay, sorry.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, Mr. Warman?22

MR. WARMAN:  Sorry, if I may be of23

assistance.  I believe that when we come to my24

testimony, the same document is currently included.  It25
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is at Tab 7 of a binder that you haven't seen yet, but1

it indicates the date at the bottom as being2

06/01/2004.3

MR. FROMM:  What would that be?4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So that would be5

June 1st, 2004?6

MR. WARMAN:  No, I believe it would7

be -- sorry, it is just -- it is difficult to read.  I8

will try and get a better copy to confirm what the date9

is.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.11

MR. WARMAN:  But if that is the case,12

then it would be in January of 2004.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.  Well, we14

will wait, then, for that clarification.15

MR. CAMP:  I can tell you this,16

though, that I remember reading these posts and it was17

right around the time of the Red Deer community18

meeting, like either it was just after it.19

From what I could read from the20

rhetoric on Stormfront, Glenn Bahr was being, for lack21

of a better term, harassed by the ARA because of his22

advertisement of the meet for the WCFU at the Red Deer23

Community Hall, the Kneehill Community Hall.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Sergeant Camp, why25
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do we have dates and times sometimes and not others? 1

What would cause this to print out with the identifier2

"yesterday," whereas the other ones we have looked at3

actually printout and identify a date and quite4

specifically a time?5

MR. CAMP:  Right.  I can -- what6

happens sometimes is that if there is a thread starter7

posted, let us say March 1st, 2004, the administrator8

for Stormfront would sometimes put the subsequent post9

as yesterday, for whatever reason and I don't know -- I10

can't speak for the administrator of Stormfront on the11

Canada discussion forum.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Carry on, Counsel.13

MR. CAMP:  There is a post that14

starts off with yesterday at 8:31 p.m. by SS-88.15

MR. VIGNA:  That is page 3 of 8,16

right?17

MR. CAMP:  Page 3 of 8.  The subject18

matter is "Western Canada For Us, posters of me in Red19

Deer."20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Sergeant Camp, I21

have been advised that it is 12:30, so let us take our22

lunch break.  I will reconvene at 1:40 and we will get23

started.  So in an hour and ten minutes, 1:40.24

--- Upon recessing at 12:30 p.m.25
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--- Upon resuming at 1:40 p.m.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Good afternoon.  Be2

seated.  I trust everybody was able to stay dry over3

the lunchtime.  I wish I could say the same, but I am a4

little soggy.5

So we will carry on.6

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, we had left7

off at page 4 of 8, talking about SS-88 and there was a8

question of the date.  We were able to get a document9

which gives the date.10

Sergeant Camp, you are at the same11

location as where we left off?12

MR. CAMP:  Yes, I am.  Okay.13

MR. VIGNA:  Before you go there, I am14

just going to introduce in evidence a document which15

basically --16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  This is a document17

you received from Mr. Warman?18

MR. VIGNA:  Yes.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  And you provided a20

copy to Mr. Fromm?21

MR. VIGNA:  Yes, we have.  There is22

also a picture which we will explain.  I will put it23

all together, but we will explain the picture which is24

the last page.25
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MR. FROMM:  You mean this?1

MR. VIGNA:  Yes.2

So you have a document we just3

provided you, Sergeant Camp?4

MR. CAMP:  Thank you.5

MR. VIGNA:  In relation to the6

document you were testifying this morning where there7

was an issue about the date where it said "yesterday."8

MR. CAMP:  Okay.9

MR. VIGNA:  If you turn to the second10

page of the three-page document.11

MR. CAMP:  Right.12

MR. VIGNA:  Is it the same and you13

have a date there, the contents?14

MR. CAMP:  Yes, it is.15

MR. VIGNA:  This document we just16

produced, you have also a date which is, I believe,17

03/01/2004.18

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.19

MR. VIGNA:  It says:20

"You can also check out our21

website to see what we stand22

for.  Western Canada For Us."23

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, I see it.  Yeah.24

MR. VIGNA:  There is only a minor25
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difference at the end of the document, but the1

substance of the document is the same?2

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.3

MR. VIGNA:  Okay.  Move on to the4

next page.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Counsel, do you6

want this entered as an exhibit?7

MR. VIGNA:  Yes, Madam Chair, we8

would like to have it entered as an exhibit, three-page9

document.10

THE REGISTRAR:  The three-page11

document excerpt from the Stormfront.org website will12

be filed as Commission Exhibit HR-4.13

EXHIBIT NO. HR-4: Three-page14

excerpt from Stormfront.org15

website16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Madam Registrar, do17

you have a stapler?18

MR. FROMM:  What is HR-4?  It really19

just replaces a sheet that didn't have a date.  Why not20

just make it part of the original exhibit?21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I think it would be22

helpful, as it was introduced sort of in midstream, to23

just have it as a separate document to help us track24

the paper a little bit, I think, Mr. Fromm.25
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MR. VIGNA:  So proceed from where you1

had left off with this new addition and explain2

afterwards the poster and where you got the poster from3

and if it was from the website or not.4

MR. CAMP:  Okay, thank you.5

As I mentioned, again, at this point6

we are just trying to connect SS-88 to Glenn Bahr.  We7

did this by going to Stormfront, the Stormfront8

Canadian discussion forum and we are on the SS-88 posts9

now, with the subject title thread starter is "Western10

Canada For Us, posters of me in Red Deer."11

Here on his post he says:12

"Below is the content from the13

posters put up."14

And he is referring to the posters15

put up about him in Red Deer, that being SS-88.  It16

says:17

"A public service announcement18

from the Calgary antiracist19

action."20

With the acronym ARA.  Then he goes21

this Stormfront post to describe the content of the22

poster.  Basically that it is titled "Unwanted" and23

then asterisk he puts in -- SS-88 puts in:24

"My picture was here."25
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With his name, Glenn, asterisk,1

address, asterisk, phone and date of birth with2

asterisk as well.3

SS-88 then goes on to continue to4

post the content of the poster that supposedly the ARA5

had put up about him in Red Deer.  Basically the poster6

goes on in summation to say that the person here is a7

serious threat to our community, they organized a8

neo-Nazi meeting in Red Deer and it was a gathering of9

white supremists, that he publicly professes his10

admiration of Adolf Hitler and it goes on and ends with11

WCFU.12

"My honour is my loyalty. 13

Heinrich Himmler."14

Now, what is interesting here is he15

doesn't actually post -- I don't have a copy of the16

poster, and about this time, a complainant on the17

criminal complaint, Richard Warman, was in contact with18

the Edmonton Police Service Hate Crimes Unit.  I19

contacted Mr. Warman to ask him if he knew what the20

poster had -- what poster the post was referring to.21

Richard Warman said he had a copy of22

it and he sent me that copy.23

MR. VIGNA:  That is the third page of24

the Document HR-4 we just produced?25
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MR. CAMP:  That is correct.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Actually, if we can2

just go back to the first couple of pages here, the3

first page in particular.  I am noticing that the4

document that we were looking at that is contained in5

HR-3, this post that we have now identified to have6

been made the 1st of March, 2004 at 1 p.m., SS-88 is7

identified in HR-3 with a location of Alberta, Canada,8

and then in the HR-4, the location is West Coast,9

Canada.10

Can anybody shed some light on that11

difference?12

MR. WARMAN:  Madam Chair, essentially13

what happens is with the forum postings when you make14

up an identity, you get your little nickname and you15

get your little picture which is your little symbol. 16

In this case you can see there is the "SS" and then17

there is the location.18

So if you subsequently change that,19

what happens is it goes back and changes all of your20

previous postings to change it to your new symbol and21

your new location.22

So what would have happened is that23

between the date that the original version would be --24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Warman, I am25
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concerned that --1

MR. WARMAN:  Yeah, I don't want to2

give evidence.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  -- of course, you4

can't give evidence.  Well, we will just see where this5

takes us.6

Carry on, Counsel.7

MR. VIGNA:  So Sergeant Camp,8

continue from where you left off and try to explain, if9

you are able to, the --10

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, I contacted Richard11

Warman -- sorry, Madam Chair.  I contacted Richard12

Warman to see if he was able to access a copy of that13

poster and he did and sent me a poster through the mail14

that you have a copy of right now.15

MR. VIGNA:  Which is the third page16

of HR-4?17

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.  It is18

also on Tab 17 of the file, if I am correct, a copy of19

it there as well.20

MR. VIGNA:  Which is not as clear. 21

It is also in Tab 17 of the book of documents, Madam22

Chair, but it is the same poster.  I don't see a need23

to produce it twice.  We have got a clear copy of it24

now, so we will leave it at that.25
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MR. CAMP:  What is interesting here1

is that the content that SS-88 -- I should say the2

layout of the poster that SS-88 portrays on his post is3

quite similar to the poster that we see here4

"Unwanted," and also the content and the subsequent5

paragraph underneath is date of birth is verbatim the6

same as the content that is posted here by SS-88.7

Again, it leads me to believe at this8

point that, again, SS-88 is Glenn Bahr.  It is another9

piece of the puzzle of trying to figure out who SS-8810

is.11

MR. VIGNA:  And in terms of period,12

point in time, is this the first time that you actually13

have a face associated to Glenn Bahr with this poster14

while you are doing the investigation?15

MR. CAMP:  First time face to the16

poster but, you know, I can't remember if at this point17

I had -- I knew his identity, but I am not sure if I18

had a face to him yet.  Yeah, I think we did have a19

face to him at this point in the criminal20

investigation.  I can't remember at this point.21

MR. VIGNA:  Pursue on with H-3, the22

following page.23

MR. CAMP:  Then the following page24

there are some subsequent posts in regards to the25
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posters, including one by SS-88 again.  Just mentioning1

that he is thankful for the support that he is getting2

from his friends on Stormfront.3

MR. VIGNA:  He is mentioning about4

being out west on the bottom of the post there.5

MR. CAMP:  Well, the original post by6

Chris. V mentions:7

"I really wish I was out west to8

offer some help and not to worry9

about them too much."10

And right underneath that is actually11

SS-88's post which basically says:12

"I appreciate your support,13

brother."14

MR. VIGNA:  So if we read this in15

correlation with the previous posting where we16

mentioned earlier about west coast, is there an17

understanding that the person that is out west is Glenn18

Bahr?19

MR. CAMP:  At this point, I am pretty20

sure that SS-88 is Glenn Bahr and that he is in Red21

Deer and that he just attempted to organize a Kneehill22

Community Hall meeting and he is attempting to start up23

a website.24

It was approximately at this time25
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when I received information from the British Columbia1

Hate Crimes Unit as well in regards to who SS-88 is.2

The reason I am mentioning that is3

that the B.C. Hate Crimes Team also monitors Stormfront4

Canada and they were starting to see a lot of posts on5

Stormfront by a number of people in Alberta in regards6

to the WCFU and the advent of the WCFU website.7

I got a call from one of the8

corporals there in the B.C. Hate Crimes Unit to explain9

to me that he knows who SS-88 is and that it is Glenn10

Bahr, because Glenn Bahr is originally from British11

Columbia and the B.C. Hate Crimes Unit has dealt with12

Glenn Bahr previously and they understand that he goes13

by the acronym of SS-88.14

MR. VIGNA:  Now, go on to the next15

page, page 5 of 8.16

MR. CAMP:  Again, it is the second17

half of the post where SS-88 thanks for support.  There18

is a subsequent post by proud18 in records to the19

posters.20

MR. VIGNA:  6 of 8?21

MR. CAMP:  Again, more posts in22

regards to the same thread by Louis and Chris. V.23

Again, the next page the same and24

White Hab Girl posts.  And the next page ends the25
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thread when I printed it.1

MR. VIGNA:  So go to the next page,2

which is 1 of 8 where it says:3

"Our site is currently under4

development."5

Explain what that is referring to.6

MR. CAMP:  Now, this is in March,7

early March, and there is a lot of discussion on the8

Canadian forum about the WCFU and that the site will be9

up and running soon.10

Now, if you read just above that,11

"proofreading the WCFU site," there is a long post here12

in regards to the mission or the goals or the ideology13

of the WCFU.14

What I am able to obtain from this15

post is that Xenologist is actually proofreading the --16

I guess the mission of the WCFU, including on the third17

page the Ten Commandments, from 1 to 10.  That is page18

3 of 8 on this thread.19

MR. VIGNA:  Before we go there, the20

first page, I would like you to look at the second21

paragraph in terms of its contents.22

What indication are you getting there23

in terms of your investigation of the crime and type of24

literature that is on this website?25
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MR. CAMP:  Basically that the WCFU1

is, I guess, a political -- I would say a political2

ideology.  It goes on to explain that they are about3

white pride and white Canadians, that they are proud of4

their race.5

They argue that if there is gay pride6

and black pride and Native pride, why not white pride.7

Again, a conversation about8

hard-working white people having their jobs taken away9

from minority groups.  The whites and the farmers are10

losing their livelihood, that we have slipped from the11

top of the ladder.12

Again, why this is a concern, I am13

looking at this and I am getting to understand, I14

guess, the ideologies of what the WCFU is going to15

stand for.16

MR. VIGNA:  Then we turn to page 2 of17

8.18

MR. CAMP:  Right.19

MR. VIGNA:  Just go through briefly20

the contents that we still have here that continues21

from the first page.22

MR. CAMP:  Basically explaining:23

"We are made up of 100 percent24

white people who are fed up of25
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being treated like second-class1

citizens.  We are proud of our2

race, that we could lose our3

jobs or be passed over for a4

long-deserved promotion."5

Basically saying that the whites have6

become in Canada second-class citizens.7

MR. VIGNA:  Then at the bottom of the8

document is where it was mentioning earlier "our Ten9

Commandments" and it follows the second page.10

MR. CAMP:  Right.  And again, this is11

a -- just to clarify, Madam Chair, this is another12

person posting the -- or proofreading or putting up for13

public display ideas for the philosophies of WCFU.14

You will see later that they have15

abandoned some of these, the terminology here, but at16

this point it is just rhetoric, talking on Stormfront17

about the possibility of this being the mission18

statement, I guess, for lack of a better term.19

The Ten Commandments say:20

"You must be a member of the21

white race, must not be addicted22

to any drugs, must not be23

homosexual or bisexual."24

And then:25
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"Must not abuse women or1

children, must not abuse pets,2

must not be a career criminal,3

should be a belief in family4

values, showing respect to5

elders, think what is best for6

our future and never betray our7

race."8

Again, there is a sentence there:9

"We would love to hear from you,10

send us an e-mail for more11

information on WCFU and how to12

get involved."13

At this point in the -- I guess14

the -- I wouldn't even say investigation at this point,15

but just by reviewing the posts on Stormfront, we are16

just getting an idea of what the WCFU is and that there17

is an organization that is developing that will have a18

website to go along with it.19

Again, subsequent posts, Xenologist,20

and on the next page a few other posts as well, again,21

talking about they are going into, I guess, discussion22

on what should be deleted from that previous post, what23

they should add, some grammatical comments there.24

The next page --25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am still on 5 of1

8.2

MR. CAMP:  I am sorry.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  On my copy there is4

a March 3rd, 2004 post 1:23 p.m.  It looks like it is5

been highlighted.  I can't read that passage,6

particularly the first sentence.  Do we have another7

copy of that post?8

Counsel, you don't need to dig that9

up right now, but if you could come up with a better10

copy allowing me to read that, I would appreciate it.11

MR. VIGNA:  Perhaps during the12

adjournment I will look into it.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, that is fine.14

MR. VIGNA:  Move on to the next page.15

MR. CAMP:  So I will skip that post16

for now.17

MR. VIGNA:  Yeah, we will try to get18

a copy that is not dark.19

MR. CAMP:  Sure.20

On the next page on March 3rd, 2004,21

2:41 a.m., SS-88 posts "a message to our enemies." 22

Basically explains that:23

"I want to send a clear message24

to our enemies.  Myself and WCFU25
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will not be intimidated or1

harassed.  Your actions against2

myself and WCFU will be dealt3

with.  We are not going away and4

I want to thank you for the free5

publicity.  We have been swamped6

with our new member requests. 7

Freeeeedoooommmm."8

Or free doom.  I am not sure.9

What is interesting here, it looks10

like SS-88, again, is taking an active role in the11

facilitation of the WCFU when his comment says "we have12

been swamped with new member requests."  He advertises13

the WCFU again.14

And the next page ends that thread.15

MR. VIGNA:  Then we begin on Document16

1 of 9 on top, right?  In the middle it says "WCFU17

Press Release."18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  My next page reads19

6 of 8?20

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, that is correct. 21

Mine, too.22

MR. VIGNA:  We will stick to the23

same -- we will go with the one that you have before24

you, 6 of 8.25
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MR. CAMP:  Correct.  This is a1

thread, and I started this page part of the way through2

the thread on page 6 of the thread.  Again, the subject3

matter of the thread, as you can see under the Dan4

Korps post, the "Re. Proofreading of the WCFU site."5

There is more conversation in the6

subsequent posts and the site and the one prior to7

that.8

But on the next page you see a9

comment by SS-88 on March 3rd.  It states:10

"Okay.  I made some of the11

suggested changes to the site. 12

If anyone wants to proofread it13

for any more correction, please14

do."15

Again, it suggests to me that SS-8816

has control of the content that is being uploaded on17

the site based on this post and numerous other previous18

posts in regards to the website and the WCFU.19

MR. VIGNA:  Can you read us the20

passage right above it where they talk about21

anti-Semitism.22

MR. CAMP:  This is a post by beach23

basically states that:24

"Anti-Semitism is nothing but25
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the antagonistic attitude1

produced in the non-Jew by the2

Jewish group.  The Jewish group3

has thrived on oppression and4

the antagonism it has forever5

met in the world."6

A quote by Albert Einstein,7

apparently.8

"Strikeforce, white survival. 9

Strikeforce, kill all rivals. 10

Strikeforce, into the devil's11

lair."12

Again, this is a post on Stormfront13

and it is by someone named beach.14

The next page is the end of the15

thread.16

Now, the next thread started by17

proud18 --18

MR. VIGNA:  The title is --19

MR. CAMP:  -- is in regards to a WCFU20

press release.  On this thread, there is -- basically21

proud18 comes up with this idea for a press release and22

kind of throws it out there to the members of23

Stormfront.org, Canada Discussion to take a look at. 24

The media release is in regards to the WCFU.25
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Just to kind of highlight a few1

things here that he talks about that they are "for2

straight, white people who have no voice in our great3

country."  It talks about:4

"What other race can be fire5

bombed, stalked, beaten, made to6

live in fear, forced from their7

homes and their jobs."8

And that this is happening on a daily9

basis to straight white people across this great10

country.11

MR. VIGNA:  Can you read the last12

sentence of the press release?13

MR. CAMP:  I am sorry?14

MR. VIGNA:  Can you read us the last15

sentence of the press release, first page where it says16

but --17

MR. CAMP:18

"But when a Sikh man wants to19

wear his turban and weapon and20

change the uniform of the21

R.C.M.P., then our government22

jumps to attention and says,23

yes, sir, anything for just a24

few."25
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Again, the post is by a person named1

proud18 on Stormfront talking about the inequities2

between the white race and other races.  Again, the3

general theme that the white race is second class and4

that the government is allowing minority groups and5

aboriginal groups to be first and the whites second in6

everything from housing to employment, and that if7

anybody proclaims that they are white pride or proud of8

their race, they are immediately labelled as a racist9

and that it is unfair.10

MR. VIGNA:  You can continue on with11

the key passages that strike your attention.12

MR. CAMP:  Again, I think the -- for13

example:14

"The word racist was created by15

our government to describe any16

person who hates another race17

due to the colour of their skin18

or religion.  Why are not blacks19

called racists for hating white20

people and blaming all whites21

for slavery?"22

It is an ongoing argument about,23

again, the inequities between the white race and other24

races and ethnicities within Canada.25
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MR. VIGNA:  You can move on.  The1

document speaks for itself.  Move on to page 4.2

MR. CAMP:  Page 4 on the same, I3

guess, press release that is being proposed to the4

discussion group by proud18 is a poll here:5

"Do you think Natives are given6

too much preferential7

treatment?"  Do you avoid Asian8

gangs in front of the 7-11?  Do9

you think minority groups should10

be charged with hate crimes?"11

And so on.12

Now, what is important on this13

thread, if you go over to the next page and then the14

page after that --15

MR. VIGNA:  You are referring to page16

5 of 9?17

MR. CAMP:  Sorry, page 6 of 9.  I am18

sorry, let us go back to page 5 of 9 very quickly.19

There is posts by other members on20

the discussion forum, basically responding to the press21

release proposed by proud18.22

And on the next page there is a post23

by SS-88 responding to the proposed press release where24

SS-88 says:25
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"Agreed, it's too much like an1

attack.  It's too violent.  We2

need to concentrate more on our3

goals and the good things we're4

doing to try to help our5

society."6

Again, to show that SS-88 is involved7

with the, I guess, grass roots issues of what the8

essence of WCFU is.9

If we go on to the next page, there10

is some more comments by members in regards to the11

proposed press release and then there is a post by toth12

who gives some tips for the press release.  He says:13

"It's a touch short.  There14

might be something there you15

want to gank for your final16

copy."17

I am not sure what he meant, if he18

meant "yank" for your final copy.  Puts an address on19

the internet and has lots of tips for press releases20

and then gives an example.21

What is interesting here is that22

SS-88 on the next page responds to that and says:23

"Good work.  Very well done.  I24

am going to try to put that on25
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the site tonight, WCFU."1

Again, the site's not up and running2

yet.  This is March 3rd and these are discussions on3

Stormfront.org.4

At this point, as a hate crimes5

investigator, I have a few things happening.  I have an6

organization called the WCFU that seems to be7

recruiting through Stormfront and also looks like there8

is going to be a website that is going to be up and9

running for the WCFU and they are trying to put10

together, I guess, the mission statement and goals and11

philosophies of the WCFU.12

The next page is the end of the13

thread.14

Then the subsequent page is another15

post by SS-88 and it is page 1 of 5 on March 4th. 16

There is a thread started "WCFU needs web designer." 17

SS-88 says:18

"Thanks, everyone, for your19

support but toth has donated a20

CMS and is modifying it for our21

use.  I will then program in the22

pics..."23

Meaning pictures.24

"...and add the content. 25
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Thanks, toth, WCFU."1

MR. VIGNA:  What is a CMS?  Do you2

know?3

MR. CAMP:  No.4

MR. VIGNA:  Then the next page?5

MR. CAMP:  With him saying that "I6

will then program the pics and add the content," again,7

it starts -- it shows to me that SS-88 is involved in8

the administration of the content of the WCFU website.9

Subsequent page, more posts in10

regards to the initial post and suggestions as well in11

regards to content, page layout, colours.12

Subsequent page, SS-88 responds again13

to all the support, I guess, on this thread:14

"Thanks, everyone, but I have it15

under control.  These things16

don't happen overnight.  I am17

working on the site and it will18

be up soon.  Be patient, there's19

a lot involved in a big site. 20

WCFU."21

Again, this is under the thread "WCFU22

Needs Web Designer."23

Subsequent post by proud18 into the24

next page.  More ideas and suggestions by members in25
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this discussion thread.  Next page the discussion1

thread ends.2

The next page here, 5 of 9, again, is3

the middle of a thread.  The reason this was put in4

here by myself is because SS-88 responds to a thread5

starter "ARA Thugs in Bid to Have Volksfront Meeting6

Cancelled February 14th."7

SS-88 explains:8

"We had the same problem with9

the ARA here in Alberta, Canada. 10

WCFU, Western Canada For Us, our11

newly-formed organization here12

in Alberta, held our first13

meeting last weekend."14

This was the meeting in late February15

that was originally planned for the Kneehill Community16

Hall but was moved into Edmonton.17

"We rented two halls and18

publicly announced the one hall19

as a decoy."20

It goes on to explain that it was a21

successful meet, that Paul Fromm and Melissa from the22

Canadian Heritage were guest speakers, and then goes on23

to allege that the ARAers are hacking into e-mails,24

that he was evicted and lost his job because of it,25
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that they made the papers up there regarding the media.1

MR. VIGNA:  From your police2

knowledge, do you know what the Canadian Heritage3

Alliance is, this organization?4

MR. CAMP:  I would say it is a white5

nationalist organization based out of Ontario.  They6

have a website as well.7

The last sentence or two, it says:8

"Anyway, the R.C.M.P. are9

looking at whether I can file10

charges against them."11

I talked to Corporal Larocque about12

this and I guess that Glenn had accused the R.C.M.P. of13

mishandling a file or a complaint that he had put in on14

the R.C.M.P.15

MR. VIGNA:  Are you aware of what the16

complaint was?17

MR. CAMP:  I don't know much about18

that file.  This is the information I got from Corporal19

Larocque.20

Okay.  On the next page, this is on21

March 5th, 2004.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Actually, if I can23

direct you back to the previous page, page 5 of 9,24

there is some handwriting on the bottom left and it25
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says "DRN 9L8 B.C. plate."1

MR. CAMP:  928.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Do we know what3

that means?4

MR. CAMP:  That is my writing, and I5

think it might be -- I am not sure.  I would have to6

look back in my notes.  That is my writing.  I wrote it7

at the time way back in 2004.  I think it is actually8

Glenn Bahr's plate on his old Tacoma there, but, again,9

this is probably written by accident when I was10

gathering some information on Glenn Bahr, instead of11

using a scrap of paper.  This was in front of me.12

So it is irrelevant to this but it13

will be relevant later in the investigation, which I14

will show you.15

So, again, we are still on16

Stormfront.  It is March 5th and the website WCFU is17

not up yet, but there is a post on this date from18

SS-88, and I will just explain what the post is about. 19

Advertising for a nation-wide Ernst Zündel protest on20

March 28th.21

This is where --22

MR. VIGNA:  Where did it take place,23

the Toronto protest?  Do you remember?24

MR. CAMP:  There was two protests25
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that took place, one in Toronto and one in Edmonton in1

front of MP Deputy Prime Minister Anne McLellan's2

office.  Basically the protest is to support Ernst3

Zündel, who was being detained by CSIS, and as a free4

speech protest as well.5

SS-88 talks about taking the message6

across Canada about Ernst Zündel and asking to support7

him on March 28th.  Western Canada For Us is holding a8

protest on that date in Alberta.9

MR. VIGNA:  Do you know from police10

intelligence whether Mr. Bahr was present at the11

protest for Ernst Zündel?12

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, I was at that13

protest and Glenn Bahr was there.  Glenn Bahr was being14

interviewed by the media there.15

In fact, the day after the meeting or16

that night after that protest, ITV was -- on the 6:0017

news, did that news story on the protest and Glenn Bahr18

was interviewed by the journalist there as the WCFU19

founder and the organizer of this protest, whatever it20

was, and he was the -- I guess the speaker for the21

protest on behalf of the media or for the media.22

MR. VIGNA:  Is that a television show23

or radio show?24

MR. CAMP:  ITV news, it is a news25
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program at 6 p.m.1

MR. VIGNA:  On TV?2

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, local news.  Yeah.3

MR. VIGNA:  You can continue from4

there.5

MR. CAMP:  Thank you.  Basically the6

post goes on to ask for support, explains in the third7

paragraph:8

"WCFU will have 40 plus members9

protesting and the media will be10

there as well.  We're trying to11

contact as many people we know12

in other provinces and getting13

their support.  One of our14

members will be video taping our15

protest.  It will be viewable on16

our website shortly after."17

These sentences are important to me18

because it shows that it looks as though he is19

assisting in the facilitation of the mechanics of the20

protest here, and then goes on to say that:21

"Pictures of the protest will be22

viewable on our website shortly23

after."24

And you will see, I will show you in25
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the future here that, in fact, the pictures do go up on1

the website once the website is conceived.2

Next page, SS-88 on March 9th, "Edit3

Or Add to Whiteville Article" is the name of the4

thread.  SS-88 asks:5

"Anyone want to edit or add to6

this article we are writing on7

Whiteville for our site.  Take a8

go."9

Now, the article goes on to explain10

plans to start a WCFU community called Whiteville, to11

buy land and start self-sufficient white Euro-Canadian12

community which is free of crime, unemployment, drugs13

and violence.14

It goes on to explain that:15

"Once we reach 250 plus16

citizens, we will have our own17

police force and our own18

citizens will be trained to fill19

the positions of the police20

force.  We're going to chip in21

and build homes for one another. 22

We're going to have tradespeople23

and farmers."24

MR. VIGNA:  This Whiteville city, if25
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we can call it that, is there a city in particular that1

was targeted or not to your knowledge?2

MR. CAMP:  Not to my knowledge.  It3

has gone to explain some of the -- a few other things4

about Whiteville.5

"...will not support cross6

burnings or Nazi flags or white7

power symbols.  We must lead by8

example and not give the media9

any ammunition to use against10

us.11

He ends WCFU, advertised again under12

the SS-88 post.13

Subsequent to that post, there is14

other participants in this thread that take a look at15

the Ten Commandments, for example, and add their input. 16

Some of them must be fully white, for example, to be in17

Whiteville, no sexual deviants.18

"If you're not completely19

heterosexual, then you are not20

welcome to live in Whiteville."21

Again, these are ideas that are being22

put forward by other members and the thread ends on the23

next page.24

On March 8th, 2004, page 1 of 5,25
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SS-88 advertises that the WCFU website is on-line.  He1

says:2

"Our website is now active.  I3

am still adding content, et4

cetera.  But please come stop by5

and take part.  Thanks to6

Melissa from CHA for donating us7

hosting and for the excellent8

tech support."9

And then gives the new WCFU address,10

www.WCFU.com.11

MR. FROMM:  Most of my copy of that12

post is blacked out, certainly the first two lines.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Perhaps Counsel, if14

you could get your friend a better copy of that at the15

break or by tomorrow?16

MR. VIGNA:  I will just have a look17

at it.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is there a copy,19

though, that he could view now, Mr. Fromm could view20

now that he would be able to better read?  And then,21

Mr. Fromm, we will get you a better copy.22

MR. FROMM:  I just need another copy23

by tomorrow.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.25
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MR. CAMP:  Madam Chair, what had1

happened, that was a highlight and it is coming through2

as a blackout.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, I figured4

that.  I have done the same thing.  I think we have all5

done the same thing ourselves.  It works well the first6

time, but the photocopies, it doesn't work as well.7

MR. VIGNA:  I will give one for him8

to follow.  It is a little bit clearer, but I will try9

to get him a better copy.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Fromm, for what11

it is worth, my copy is a little bit more readable and12

when Sergeant Camp read it, that is what my copy reads.13

MR. FROMM:  Okay.  This new copy is14

more readable.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is it readable? 16

Okay.  Thank you.17

Carry on.18

MR. CAMP:  Okay.  So there is a19

subsequent post by Dan Korps who looks at the site,20

says it looks good.  Post by SS-88 responding to that:21

"Thanks, man."22

Some more comments by Aryan Nations23

of Canada.24

Then there is a next page and, again,25
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these are participants on the Stormfront discussion1

forum from Thorshammer1488 down to Dan Korps in regards2

to the approval of the site.3

And the subsequent page as well,4

there is some more comments as well by proud18 and5

Canadian_Kitten.6

Then the next page, that thread that7

I printed on that day ends.8

So the next page, March 29th, is the9

day after the Ernst Zündel protest at Anne McLellan's10

office that I attended.  SS-88 advertises that:11

"It's a great success.  We had12

30 supporters from all ages show13

up, show their support.  Thanks14

people for coming.  WCFU."15

Again, the reason that is there, it16

shows that, with all the other posts, that he is17

facilitating the activities and has built the website.18

On Stormfront on the next page, there19

is some of the pictures which we will show you in20

better detail once we get the copy of the WCFU website21

up, of the Ernst Zündel protest that took place.  The22

very first picture on the top there, I know it looks23

terrible in the copy that you have, but you will see24

this.  That is Glenn Bahr holding that sign there at25
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the protest.1

Then subsequent pictures as well on2

the next page.  Posts by Louis and then that thread3

ends as well.4

MR. VIGNA:  Just maybe it is a little5

redundant, but Mr. Zündel has been in the media pretty6

much.  Can you just tell us about who he is and what7

was his protest all about?8

MR. CAMP:  Ernst Zündel is9

considered, I guess, a Holocaust denier.  For decades10

while he lived in Canada was, I guess, a proponent of11

the Holocaust denial, I guess garnered lots of media12

attention over the decades in regards to that.  And he13

was under investigation from CSIS and subsequently14

detained and deported.  He is now in Germany in jail. 15

As far as I know, he was deemed a security risk from16

CSIS.17

MR. VIGNA:  Can you carry on?18

MR. CAMP:  Now, this next thread19

here, I am going to jump forward in time here a little20

bit.  It says May 5th, 2004.21

MR. VIGNA:  It is a document "WCFU22

Alberta Chapter meet, Saturday, June 5th, in Edmonton." 23

Is that it?24

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.  "WCFU25
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Alberta Chapter meet, Saturday, June 5th, in Edmonton,"1

that is correct.  The reason I am hesitating, I am not2

sure if I should present this now or later in my3

testimony.  If you don't mind jumping ahead a few4

months here.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That is fine.6

MR. CAMP:  The reason I put this in7

here is ultimately we did a search warrant on Glenn8

Bahr's residence and seized his computers.9

Now, this thread -- that search10

warrant was done on May 7th, 2004.  This thread here11

starts May 5th, 2004, and they are talking about the12

WCFU, Alberta Chapter, meeting on June 5th in Edmonton. 13

So there is a post -- couple of posts by drea, Jessy14

Destruction about going to this meeting, Der totenkopf.15

SS-88 responds, this would be the May16

8th, the day after the search warrant.  His response17

is:18

"There will be no meet.  WCFU19

has now disbanded."20

Then right after that there is a21

subsequent post:22

"Due to certain circumstances,23

WCFU as an organization and24

website are finished25
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permanently."1

The reason I put those posts from2

Stormfront.org in there is from May is because, like I3

mentioned, May 7th was the search warrant, and when I4

conducted the search warrant, I spoke with Glenn Bahr5

and Glenn Bahr told me that day he was going to take6

down the website, that being the WCFU website.7

Again, what we are trying to do here8

in this part of the testimony is link SS-88 on9

Stormfront to Glenn Bahr.  So search warrant is done on10

May 7th and then on May 8th, after Glenn tells me on11

May 7th he is going to take down the website, SS-88 on12

Stormfront basically says that the organization and the13

website are finished permanently and this site is down14

and that WCFU is now disbanded.15

Subsequent to that, Glenn Bahr left16

Edmonton to go live with his parents in Langley, B.C.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am noticing, I18

imagine that the reason Mr. Fromm is standing is19

perhaps that page 2 of 2 does not identify a date.20

Is that your concern, Mr. Fromm?21

MR. FROMM:  Page 2 of 3, the post on22

the bottom of that, just under Der totenkopf, the one23

by SS-88.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am sorry,25
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Mr. Fromm?1

MR. FROMM:  The post on the page that2

is 2 of 3.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.4

MR. FROMM:  Under Der totenkopf,5

SS-88, and it just says "today."  Is that supposed to6

be read as May 8th?7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, I noticed that8

as well.  It seems sequential.  I did notice that it9

says "today," whereas all the rest of them have May 6th10

or June 5th, 2004.11

MR. CAMP:  No, it would be -- sorry12

to interrupt, it would be May -- the first is May --13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am sorry, May14

8th.  I apologize.15

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, that is correct.16

I can tell you this, if it helps,17

Madam Chair.  When I viewed these posts on Stormfront,18

this was May 8th or May 9th that this posts were in. 19

This was up right away by SS-88.20

Again, the reason that the21

administrator of Stormfront.org put in "today" --22

MR. VIGNA:  So you were saying,23

Sergeant Camp, for the record, just repeat what you24

said a few minutes ago.25
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MR. CAMP:  These posts that I viewed1

came in on -- I am pretty sure it was May 8th, but I2

will even go on the outside and say the latest May 9th3

in regards to the website coming down.4

MR. VIGNA:  That was shortly after5

what major incident?  You mentioned it.6

MR. CAMP:  It was right after -- the7

search warrant was May 7th and in the conversation with8

Glenn Bahr at his residence when the warrant was being9

executed, Glenn Bahr told me he would be taking the10

site down.11

MR. VIGNA:  We will come back later12

to the episode of the warrant and the execution of the13

warrant, but continue on with the web pages Stormfront.14

MR. CAMP:  Again, subsequent to those15

posts, which end, there was one by -- page 1 of 5 by16

Exterminance, May 8th, 2004.17

This is when persons on Stormfront18

that are interested in WCFU are realizing they can't19

get access to that website.  There is a lot of20

questions about whether the website is down.21

It continues on with the subsequent22

pages.  Page 2 of 5 as well.  Page 3 of 5.23

On the page 4 of 5, Jessy Destruction24

mentions, "yeah, it's down," in regards to the question25
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"Is the WCFU website down?"  "I will be in contact with1

Mr. Glenn later tonight."2

MR. VIGNA:  Just 3 of 5 there is an3

article from the Sun.  This was posted on the website?4

MR. CAMP:  Article by the Sun.  I5

don't know what you are looking at there.6

MR. VIGNA:  We will go to that later7

on.  It was a mixup in my documents.  Sorry.8

MR. CAMP:  Okay.  So we will finish9

with the page 5 of 5 and move on to another thread. 10

Again, these posts are by, I guess, supporters of the11

WCFU.12

If you look at the date of May 9th on13

the first one, they ask the question "Is the WCFU site14

down?"  It does say, "it was inevitable."  What it15

shows here through the posts that on May 9th the WCFU16

is down, which I want to go back to that previous post17

by SS-88 saying the site is down on May -- that said18

"yesterday."  So it shows that between May 7th and May19

9th, the site is down and that SS-88 does confirm it as20

well prior to these posts coming up.21

And the subsequent posts are, again,22

about the WCFU website being down on -- well, it23

doesn't give a date.  "Yesterday," it says.24

MR. VIGNA:  Just for purposes of25
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clarity following, if you look at the middle of the top1

of the page where there is a --2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Which page,3

Counsel?4

MR. VIGNA:  Any of the pages.  For5

example, 1 of 2.  The number that is highlighted, that6

means that that is the next page?7

MR. CAMP:  I am sorry, which number8

are you referring to?9

MR. VIGNA:  The number that is10

highlighted in the middle of the -- that is darkened.11

MR. CAMP:  Oh, where it says page 212

of 3?13

MR. VIGNA:  Yes.14

MR. CAMP:  That would be the page15

that I am on.  In other words, if you see page 2 of 316

and the highlighted number is 2, that is the page I am17

on of the thread.  So that thread would have had three18

pages, and on this post that is the page 2 of the three19

pages of that entire thread.20

MR. VIGNA:  That is all I had to ask.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  But at the bottom22

of the page it says "page 2 of 2," so the top and23

bottom aren't consistent.  The top says "page 2 of 3." 24

The bottom says "page 2 of 2."25
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MR. CAMP:  Which page are you looking1

at, Madam Chair?2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am looking at3

the -- the page that contains the SS-88 post that says4

"today, 1:05 p.m." and we have discussed that that5

would have been the 8th or 9th of May.6

MR. CAMP:  Okay.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am noticing on8

top of the page it says "page 2 of 3," the top right,9

but at the bottom right it says "page 2 of 2."10

MR. CAMP:  Right.11

MR. WARMAN:  Madam Chair, if I may be12

of assistance?13

MR. CAMP:  I can actually answer14

that.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.16

MR. CAMP:  Page 2 of 3 is the17

printing of -- like, when I am printing three pages18

from my printer, it would be page 2 of 3.  So that is19

my printer that is giving you that information.  Where20

it says down at the bottom of that page 2 of 2, that is21

actually on the website.  That is the website's pages.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I see.23

MR. CAMP:  As compared to my printing24

pages from my printer.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay, thank you.1

MR. CAMP:  You are welcome.2

Again, from that thread and the3

subsequent threads that we went over very quickly here,4

again it is just -- those are there to show that there5

is lots of conversation on May 8th and May 9th and the6

website being down, subsequent to SS-88 saying the7

website is down permanently, just to give you a time8

line of when that website went down, which was directly9

after the search warrant and directly after Glenn Bahr10

telling me he is going to take the site down.11

The reason I put that in there was to12

show that, again, another piece of the puzzle, Glenn13

Bahr is the controller of the WCFU website.14

MR. VIGNA:  The following pages, you15

can just go quickly through them.  Is there anything of16

importance?17

MR. CAMP:  I looked through again. 18

It was, again, a lot of questions from members of19

Stormfront on the Canadian discussion about the WCFU20

website being down.21

One of them on page 2 of 5 from Der22

totenkopf is the website down, it says:23

"I'll be meeting up with Glenn24

tomorrow."25
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You know, to me Der totenkopf is1

making an assumption here he is going to be talking to2

Glenn Bahr about why the site is down.3

So I guess it shows that even the4

other members of this discussion are using the term5

"Glenn" when they discuss the website being down and6

they need to speak with him.  Again, another piece of7

the puzzle to show that Glenn Bahr is the controller of8

the website.9

Okay.  That was -- I am going to move10

on here.  That was Stormfront.org and to summarize,11

those were posts on threads on Stormfront that piqued12

my interest, as a hate crimes investigator, that led me13

to believe that WCFU was an organization that is being14

built in Alberta, that the WCFU was also a website and15

that the WCFU was being run by SS-88, which is Glenn16

Bahr.17

And that is just the Stormfront18

pieces of the puzzle.19

MR. VIGNA:  What you are saying in20

your testimony, can we understand that Stormfront is a21

launching pad for the WCFU website?22

MR. CAMP:  I would say that Glenn23

Bahr uses Stormfront to market the website WCFU and24

that to get assistance from members of the Canadian25
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discussion forum on what the WCFU should be all about. 1

That is what I glean from those posts on Stormfront.2

MR. VIGNA:  Now from the Tab 8, which3

was the Investigation Report this morning.4

MR. CAMP:  Right.5

MR. VIGNA:  Following the same6

chronology that we have been following so far, you can7

guide us to the relevant passages which deal with the8

more focussed investigation on WCFU.9

MR. CAMP:  Right.  Again, we are10

still at the portion of the testimony where I have to11

show that Glenn Bahr runs WCFU and the website.12

So if you go to page 14 on the13

investigation of Tab 8, paragraph 13.  I don't have a14

date on this.15

Sometime in March the Old Strathcona16

Community Station had contacted me in regards to phone17

calls that were coming into the Old Strathcona Station18

regarding pamphlets that were being distributed19

throughout the Old Strathcona community and business20

cards.21

I had the Old Strathcona constables22

send me through the mail a copy of the business cards23

and I have a copy of that business card on Tab --24

MR. VIGNA:  Sixteen?25
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MR. CAMP:  -- sixteen.  On the card1

it says Glenn Bahr, Alberta Chapter and WCFU President,2

Alberta, Canada.  On it it also has the address on the3

internet, www.WCFU.com and another way to access the4

site, AlbertaChapter@WCFU.com.5

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, for the6

purpose of entering this document in evidence, can you7

explain a bit how you got in possession of this8

document and making the link with what you just said,9

the business card link?10

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, the Old Strathcona11

Community Station phoned me and said they are receiving12

business cards in the community of Old Strathcona and13

some pamphlets, I don't have a copy of the pamphlet14

here, but I had him send over a copy of the business15

card.16

I will explain that a bit further. 17

At this point, we are still not involved in a -- not18

sure if we are involved in a criminal investigation at19

this point.20

MR. VIGNA:  Okay.  I would like to21

enter the business card as an exhibit.22

THE REGISTRAR:  Glenn Bahr's business23

card as the Alberta Chapter and WCFU president will be24

filed as commission Exhibit HR-5.25
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EXHIBIT NO. HR-5: Glenn Bahr's1

business card as the Alberta2

Chapter and WCFU president3

MR. VIGNA:  At the same time,4

Sergeant Camp, I would like to enter the map which5

gives the area of Strathcona because I think there is a6

few areas of interest in that area that would be7

important to point out.  I will show you a map which is8

an extract from Strathcona.9

Perhaps if you can just tell us where10

the location of the business cards were being11

distributed, the Old Strathcona Police Station, and you12

mentioned earlier about the search warrant and that the13

residents of the accused in your process in terms of14

the distance between each point, maybe by referring to15

the map.16

MR. CAMP:  The Old Strathcona police17

station is located at 7904 -- sorry, 7903-104 Street. 18

The area that that is affected or that the community19

would be -- sorry.  The area that the police station20

polices would be 99 Street to 109 Street from21

Saskatchewan Drive up to Argyle Road, but predominantly22

right along Whyte Avenue and between 99 and 109 Street23

with their beat officer program there.24

MR. VIGNA:  That is portrayed in the25
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map that is before you?1

MR. CAMP:  Yes.2

MR. VIGNA:  And where on the map? 3

Perhaps you could just underline it with a ruler or4

highlighter.  Can you take the highlighter?5

MR. CAMP:  Okay.6

MR. VIGNA:  Perhaps you could just7

stand up and point to us explaining the --8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I have located it9

on the map here.10

MR. CAMP:  Basically the Beat11

Constable Program runs between 99th and 109 Street12

along 82 Avenue, one or two blocks north and south of13

82 Ave. because that is where the concentration of14

licenced premises are and most of the problems occur in15

that area.16

So you get a lot of complaints coming17

in off Whyte into that police station, plus the18

residential pockets around Whyte Avenue, both north and19

south of Whyte Ave., primarily between Saskatchewan20

Drive and 82 Ave., a lot of members of that community21

will go to the Old Strathcona Station with complaints,22

both criminal or quasi criminal or just nuisance23

complaints there as well.24

I guess this was brought -- these25
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business cards were brought into the police station by1

members of the community that had seen pamphlets and2

business cards being distributed through the area.3

MR. VIGNA:  If you look at page 14 of4

the Investigation Report, which is in front of you.5

MR. CAMP:  M-hm.6

MR. VIGNA:  There is an address there7

on Whyte Avenue.  Can you tell us what that address8

of -- what it is, exactly?9

MR. CAMP:  Before I go to that10

address, I would like to tell you a second part of what11

happened here, because on the business cards there is12

no address, but there is a subsequent phone call from13

Leduc R.C.M.P. and under that Section 13.  I was14

contacted by Constable Grabowski approximately May 1st15

and that the R.C.M.P. were called to a complaint of16

males distributing what they consider hate literature17

in the Leduc area.18

The subsequent investigation by19

Constable Grabowski revealed that one of the persons20

distributing literature was Glenn Bahr and he was21

identified by the Leduc R.C.M.P. at that location.22

A copy of that investigation by the23

R.C.M.P. is entered as an exhibit.24

MR. VIGNA:  I have it here.25
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Before that, Madam Chair, I don't1

think I entered as an exhibit the map.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, Madam3

Registrar?4

THE REGISTRAR:  How would you like5

this described?  Just map of the Old Strathcona area?6

MR. VIGNA:  In the City of Edmonton.7

THE REGISTRAR:  In the City of8

Edmonton will become Commission Exhibit HR-6.9

EXHIBIT HR-6: Map of Old10

Strathcona in the City of11

Edmonton12

MR. VIGNA:  So you were talking about13

Constable Grabowski.  I understand that you got some14

documents from Mr. Grabowski?15

MR. CAMP:  Yes, I did.16

MR. VIGNA:  I will show you some17

documents here and see if these are the documents you18

got.19

So are those the documents that you20

obtained from Mr. Grabowski?21

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, they were faxed over22

to me from Leduc.  I asked them to fax me the23

investigation that took place at the end of April.24

Madam Chair, I am going to refer you25
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to page 4 just to give you the date of the1

investigation, '04, April 24, and I spoke with2

Grabowski.3

MR. VIGNA:  Those are the handwritten4

notes?5

MR. CAMP:  It looks like her6

handwritten notes on the incident.7

MR. VIGNA:  So you recognize this8

document, which is a --9

MR. CAMP:  Yes, I do.  This is the10

document that they faxed to me.  It was being11

distributed in Leduc and Glenn Bahr, along with two12

other individuals, were investigated for distributing13

the literature.14

In the investigation it mentions that15

the officers felt that it did not constitute16

distribution of hate propaganda; however, they17

contacted me in regards to the incident anyway.18

MR. VIGNA:  We are going to talk19

about the document, but I would like to put it in20

evidence before as an exhibit.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.22

MR. VIGNA:  It is documents received23

from Constable Kristen Grabowski the R.C.M.P. in Leduc24

as a result of the request by Constable Camp.  Is that25
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correct?1

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.2

THE REGISTRAR:  The document as3

described will be filed as Commission HR-7.4

EXHIBIT NO. HR-7: Documents5

received from Constable Kristen6

Grabowski the R.C.M.P. in Leduc7

as a result of the request by8

Constable Camp9

MR. VIGNA:  Tell us about the10

document a bit more about what you were saying before I11

interrupted you.12

MR. CAMP:  On the document it is13

titled on the second page, "For Their Sake,"  what is14

of note here of interest to me is the Western Canada15

For Us address which has written on the document as16

Suite 306 at 10654-Whyte Avenue.  And it gives the17

WCFU.com across on the internet times three.18

The search warrant that the -- the19

residence that the search warrant was executed on at20

Glenn Bahr's residence, this should be noted, was at an21

address very close to this box office address of Number22

306.  I had the beat constables on Whyte Avenue check23

that address out for me that is written on this24

document and confirmed it was a box address.25
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However, again, the only reason I am1

mentioning this is that it is very close to where Glenn2

Bahr lived, which was at -- it is two blocks away at3

10644-80th Avenue, Suite Number 1.4

The address on the documents here are5

10654-Whyte Avenue, or 82 Avenue.  Again, it gives the6

address of WCFU.com website.7

And of note as well is that page --8

it would be your page 5 there is some comments made by9

the investigator here about the individuals they dealt10

with.  First paragraph states:11

"No doubt subjects are white12

supremists.  Some may believe13

this is hate literature."14

Then on the second-last page there is15

an e-mail to me from Constable Grabowski which identify16

the three males that were involved in handing out the17

literature.18

On the last page, again, another one19

of the documents they were handing out that were seized20

by Leduc.21

MR. VIGNA:  In terms of the postal22

box that is mentioned on the first -- second page of23

the document before you, which is HR-7, how far is it24

from the residence that the search warrant was25
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executed?1

MR. CAMP:  Two blocks.2

MR. VIGNA:  If you look at the map I3

have provided to you earlier, can you perhaps just show4

us the distance from the postal box to the --5

MR. CAMP:  It is two blocks.6

MR. VIGNA:  Two blocks?7

MR. CAMP:  Two city blocks.  It is --8

the address of the residence of Glenn Bahr at that time9

was 10644-80th Avenue.  The box office at WCFU was10

10654-82 Avenue, so two blocks.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Fromm?12

MR. FROMM:  Yes, on the front page of13

HR-7, can we know what is being blacked out?14

MR. VIGNA:  Those are telephone15

numbers that were -- I blacked those out, Madam Chair,16

because I felt that there was no need for the numbers17

to be publicized.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Fromm, is that19

the information you were looking for?20

MR. FROMM:  I guess I am none the21

wiser, but...22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So your information23

is that these are fax numbers and telephone numbers of24

the sender and recipient of the fax; is that a fair25
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description?1

MR. VIGNA:  Right, Madam Chair, and I2

personally blacked them out because I felt there was no3

need to give this information.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.5

MR. VIGNA:  Now, in terms of the6

chronology, if you look at the Investigation Report,7

page 14, where we left off.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Excuse me, before9

we move along, it is entirely possible that I missed10

it, but I don't remember hearing what this is.  It is11

the third page in, and I don't know what I am looking12

at.13

MR. VIGNA:  Can you tell us what that14

document represents in the police world?15

MR. CAMP:  This is -- every time a16

call is entered into a -- for dispatch, there is a17

printout similar to this.  This is not an Edmonton18

Police Service printout.  This is an R.C.M.P. printout19

of the call as it comes in through their Computer20

Dispatch Centre.21

If you look at the Details section22

just partway down there, the call -- from my23

experience, 15 years on the job, basically the call24

came in as -- this is from a neighbour:25
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"Two suspicious males, one with1

black hoodie, German saying in2

front of shirt.  Other male with3

white track shirt with shaved4

head handing out flyers on white5

supremacy.  All neighbours6

getting upset."7

Again, I am not with the R.C.M.P. but8

my experience with the Edmonton Police Service dispatch9

system is that that is the way the call would have been10

entered via their computerized dispatch system.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Then there is a12

fair amount of handwriting on this sheet.  Do you have13

any information as to how the handwriting would have14

come to be on this piece of paper?15

MR. CAMP:  I am assuming this was16

Constable Grabowski's handwriting, based on the17

pamphlets that they received from the three suspicious18

males, Western Canada For Us, it gives the address.  I19

have no idea why they do their protocol.  This is not20

EPS protocol, so when we go to a call, we don't pull up21

with call like this.  So I can't answer for her or why22

she did this.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  All right.  Thank24

you.25
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Mr. Fromm, yes?1

MR. FROMM:  On page 4 of that in the2

handwriting, it looks like "ESIR sent to NCDB for3

subjects NF."  What would that mean on the fourth page,4

the handwritten?5

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, I understand.  These6

are acronyms that the R.C.M.P. utilize.  I don't know7

what they mean.  I don't know what the "ESER" acronym8

means or the "NCDB" or the last one.  I don't know. 9

Like I say, I can't speak for the investigating officer10

here.11

Again, the reason this is there is,12

again, another piece of the puzzle of Glenn Bahr and13

the WCFU.14

MR. VIGNA:  In terms of the15

chronology of the investigation, we had left off on16

page 14 of 32.17

Can you continue from there on and18

eventually come to the point where an arrest warrant19

is -- search warrant and an arrest warrant is20

requested.21

MR. CAMP:  I am going to need, Madam22

Chair, a moment to bring up the Western Canada For Us23

website.  We have a copy of that.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Perhaps this would25
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be a good time for the afternoon break, then.  Madam1

Registrar, what time is it, please?2

THE REGISTRAR:  3.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  3:00.  So we will4

be back at 3:15 to continue.  Thank you.5

--- Upon recessing at 3:00 p.m.6

--- Upon resuming at 3:15 p.m.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Welcome back.  I am8

not quite sure how this is going to work.  I will just9

move over here a bit.10

Okay, carry on.11

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, at this12

point we are going to bring in the next piece of13

evidence.  It would be a CD ROM.  I will just ask14

Sergeant Camp a few questions on how he captured the CD15

ROM and then I will put it as an exhibit.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.17

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, you18

understood the questions I am about to ask you to deal19

with how you basically captured on the CD ROM the20

website, what you did in order to capture the website,21

which website?22

MR. CAMP:  Right.  As mentioned, the23

website was up and running on March 8th, and as the24

month of March went on and I began to review material25
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on that site, I had contacted our technological crimes1

section and requested they take a picture -- for2

layman's terms, take a picture of the website.3

MR. VIGNA:  Which website, just to be4

sure?5

MR. CAMP:  The WCFU.com website. 6

They took a picture on March 31st and take a second7

picture for me on May 7th, the day I executed the8

search warrant.9

On the website, I can show you a few10

examples that, again, link Glenn Bahr to the website. 11

I will have to --12

MR. VIGNA:  So I would like to put in13

an exhibit the website which was produced on a CD ROM,14

which I believe all the parties have.  Tab 18 is where15

it is located in the book of documents.  There is two16

CD ROMs.  It is the one that is blue?17

THE REGISTRAR:  We are just filing18

the blue one, then?  The CD ROM of Western Canada of19

Warman v. Glenn Bahr website provided by Stephen Camp20

will be filed as Commission HR-8.21

EXHIBIT NO. HR-8: CD ROM of22

Western Canada of Warman v.23

Glenn Bahr website provided by24

Stephen Camp25
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MR. VIGNA:  They are not all blue. 1

Some are red, but the identification that has been2

given by the registry officer is the correct one.  The3

other one is a -- we will go to it later.  It is a4

radio interview.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Just a moment.  We6

have just had someone join us.  Hello, sir, can I help7

you?8

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Not at all. 9

Go ahead.  Just continue on with your business.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thanks very much. 11

Would you be seated, please?12

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Why should I13

sit?14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I would appreciate15

it if you would sit.16

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  I have a sore17

leg and I can't sit.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Oh, of course,19

then.  Remain standing, then.  Carry on, please.20

MR. FROMM:  Which CD ROM is HR-8? 21

The blue one?22

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, you can23

come up front, with your permission, Madam Chair.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.25
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MR. VIGNA:  I don't know how -- can I1

approach?2

MR. CAMP:  Thank you.3

MR. VIGNA:  Perhaps you can give us a4

more bigger image?5

MR. CAMP:  I will just make a better6

picture here for you.7

Okay.  It is a bit blurry.  If I can8

direct you down here, first of all, with my cursor. 9

This is page 1 of, I think it is 786 pages.  I am not10

going to take you through 786 pages, Madam Chair.11

What you have here on the left-hand12

side is the main menu, and usually on the website when13

you pull it up on the internet, you can go to any one14

of these icons and go to a certain section of the15

website.16

But for the purposes of time and the17

fact that we are just trying to link at this point the18

website Western Canada For Us to Glenn Bahr, I can show19

you a few pages here that do that for us.20

MR. VIGNA:  The CD has been entered21

as an exhibit, I believe, HR-8?22

THE REGISTRAR:  Yes.23

MR. CAMP:  I am sorry, Madam Chair.24

This is -- if this is the home page25
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or if you go to the main menu, you can tab to Alberta1

Chapter and this is what you will get.  You get this2

image that comes up on the Alberta Chapter once you3

press that icon.4

Now, on the Alberta Chapter it says5

Alberta Western Canada For Us.  It states that:6

"The Alberta Chapter of WCFU is7

the head chapter of Western8

Canada For Us.  They have9

representatives in Edmonton,10

Three Hills and Calgary."11

I just want to confirm -- yeah, May12

7th.  Okay.13

14

"WCFU distributes most of the15

literature and organizes most of16

our protests.  WCFU Alberta17

holds monthly meetings where we18

discuss provincial and national19

issues and what we can do to20

help our fellow Euro-Canadians."21

At the bottom here it says "Glenn22

Bahr, Alberta Chapter and WCFU president, Alberta23

Chapter at WCFU.com," identical to the business cards24

and the pamphlets that we see distributed through Old25
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Strathcona, also by Leduc R.C.M.P., that investigation.1

Again, they use the same box office2

of WCFU at Suite Number 306, 10654 Whyte Avenue.3

What was impressive here about this4

page, obviously, is that Glenn Bahr puts himself down5

as the Alberta Chapter and WCFU president.6

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, I don't7

remember if you mentioned the date that the website8

came in operation.9

MR. CAMP:  This, if you can see at10

the top here, Madam Chair, or the bottom of the page it11

says May 7th was the date of this picture that was12

taken.13

I am going to now go to the image14

gallery.15

MR. FROMM:  Just to clarify, your16

testimony isn't that it came into existence May 7th? 17

Your testimony is that this picture was taken May 7th?18

MR. CAMP:  That is correct.  There19

was two pictures taken of the WCFU website, one was May20

7th, one was March 31st.21

What I am going to take you to here,22

Madam Chair, is some pictures that, as mentioned23

before, were going to be posted after the protest at24

Anne McLellan's office, the free Ernst Zündel protest25
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and there was a message on Stormfront by SS-88 that the1

pictures were going to be posted.2

So I am going to scroll down to the3

pictures.4

MR. VIGNA:  What are the pictures at5

the top of the page?6

MR. CAMP:  Oh, my apologies.  If do7

you want to view the pictures, you can view them this8

way or I can scroll through them one at a time on the9

subsequent pages here.10

So these, when you are looking at11

this page of the website and you want to take a better12

look at the picture, you just tap in view and it brings13

the picture up like that.14

What is interesting about these15

pictures, again, the SS-88 on Stormfront said he was16

going to post them and down here it says posted by17

Glenn, G-L-E-N-N, which is the way Glenn Bahr spells18

his name, two 'N's.19

MR. VIGNA:  It says the date it was20

posted?21

MR. CAMP:  Posted March 30th, which22

would be two days after the protest.  Here is some23

other pictures as well posted by Glenn, again, March24

30th.  Posted by Glenn, March 30th.25
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So what we have here is Glenn Bahr as1

the president of the WCFU.  It shows him as well as2

posting pictures on the website, which shows control. 3

Posted by Glenn, March 30th.  Posted by Glenn, March4

30th.5

Again, these would be the -- these6

top five pictures are the next five pictures that are7

coming, so I will continue to scroll down.8

Posted by Glenn, March 30th.  This is9

Glenn Bahr here who posts his own picture.  He is being10

interviewed by the media, and this one you can see it11

is CFRN to the left there.12

Posted by Glenn.  Posted by Glenn. 13

There is another picture of Glenn Bahr posted by Glenn.14

Again, a preview of what is coming,15

five more pictures.  I just wanted to bring this to16

your attention as well.  There is a poll here:17

"What comes first, family,18

heritage or nation?"19

Posted by Glenn as well, again,20

showing content control.21

Another picture posted by Glenn March22

30th.  Posted by Glenn March 30th.  What you won't see23

in these pictures is anybody else posting the pictures. 24

Posted by Glenn.  Posted by Glenn.  Another picture of25
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the back of Glenn Bahr.1

Five more pictures that are coming2

up.  That is a preview.  Posted by Glenn.3

MR. VIGNA:  Just a detail, Sergeant4

Camp.  The website address for this website was what?5

MR. CAMP:  Www.WCFU.com.6

MR. VIGNA:  Go on.7

MR. CAMP:  And there is that posted8

by Glenn on the poll.  Another picture of Glenn.  Most9

of the pictures here of all the individuals that were10

at this site, there is more pictures of Glenn than any11

other protesters as well.  The pictures are Glenn Bahr.12

Posted by Glenn.  Another picture of13

Glenn Bahr posted by Glenn Bahr.  Five more pictures. 14

Posted by Glenn.  Posted by Glenn.  Posted by Glenn. 15

Picture of Glenn Bahr posted by Glenn Bahr.16

Picture of Glenn Bahr posted by Glenn17

being interviewed by the media.  Again, another picture18

of him being interviewed, showing that he is the19

spokesperson for the protests, which coincides with his20

rhetoric on Stormfront.org, and what I viewed on ITV as21

well.22

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, on this23

issue of the media attention at the time, do you recall24

how much media attention Western Canada For Us got?25
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MR. CAMP:  It was a fair amount,1

actually.  Local media was interested in this group.2

Another picture posted by Glenn.  I3

think all the local news outlets for Edmonton were4

there, ITV, CFRN.  I think CBC was there as well.5

Posted by Glenn here.  Posted by6

Glenn.  Posted by Glenn again.  Five more pictures.  If7

you want, Madam Chair, I can go through these fairly8

quickly, if you like or I can --9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Sure.10

MR. CAMP:  Again, these are the11

pictures from Toronto, though, but they were posted by12

Glenn.  This was the one that was Paul Fromm attended. 13

Again, posted by Glenn on the website.  It was all14

Ontario protests, but the pictures posted by Glenn15

again.16

So, again, what is important here --17

there is Paul Fromm.  What is important here is that18

the pictures are posted by Glenn, even though this19

protest is down in Ontario.  So he is getting the20

pictures sent to him and then posting them on the21

website.  No one else is doing it.22

MR. VIGNA:  Who is that in the23

picture, Sergeant Camp?24

MR. CAMP:  This is Paul Fromm.  Paul25
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Fromm posted by Glenn.1

Five more pictures.  Posted by Glenn. 2

That is the detention centre where Ernst Zündel was3

being kept at the time.4

MR. VIGNA:  You can go on fairly5

quickly.6

MR. CAMP:  Posted by Glenn.  I think7

this is the last five, I think, all posted by Glenn8

again.  Posted by Glenn.  Okay, that is it.9

Again, I won't get into some of the10

pages here that go into the philosophies of the WCFU at11

this point, because we are just trying to show the12

connection between Glenn Bahr and the WCFU.13

MR. VIGNA:  Read a bit, though, the14

content of this web page.15

MR. CAMP:  Sure.16

"Western Canada For Us fights17

for freedom of speech and18

immigration reform.  We also19

believe in Euro-Canadians are20

fast becoming the minority in21

Canada and we want to stop the22

decline and preserve our23

heritage and history.  Because24

we are not a political party or25
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religious group, WCFU can act as1

an umbrella group for other2

organizations."3

What is interesting here:4

"United we are a voice to be5

heard in western Canada."6

There seems to be a general theme7

here through the home page and the Alberta and B.C.8

chapters and Manitoba chapters that the content of this9

website is specific to Canadian consumption, and more10

specifically to western Canada consumption.11

MR. VIGNA:  Is this a site accessible12

by any member of the public or do you have to be a13

member?14

MR. CAMP:  You had to be a member. 15

Well, initially you could access any portion of this16

website.  As time went on in late March, you had to17

register as a member to enter into certain components18

of the website, specifically the forum.  This stuff19

here was accessible to anyone.20

In regards to accessing the website21

with a password, the same rule applies.  Anybody can22

put in information about themselves and register as a23

member and you had immediate access to the site.24

Just to go back to the linkage of25
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Glenn Bahr to the WCFU.1

MR. BAHR:  Excuse me.  Can we wait2

until Paul Fromm comes back?  Is that a problem?3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  It is a problem. 4

And here he is now, so perhaps it is of a limited5

nature.6

MR. FROMM:  I didn't know my phone7

was on.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Just to be clear,9

Mr. Bahr, and thanks for standing up and saying that. 10

I am going to be conducting these proceedings as11

efficiently as I can, in order to allow this to be over12

for you as much as the other parties.13

So if counsel chooses to -- if your14

representative chooses to leave the cell phone on and15

chooses to leave the room, then I am going to allow the16

proceedings to continue.17

Thank you, carry on.18

MR. CAMP:  During the course of my19

investigation on the website, one thing I did do is I20

cut and pasted a portion of the website onto my report.21

Inside the website there was an22

article that was posted and, again, I am just going to23

refer directly to my report here.24

MR. VIGNA:  What page of the report?25
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MR. CAMP:  I am sorry, page 15.1

MR. VIGNA:  At Tab 8?2

MR. CAMP:  Paragraph 16, Tab 8.  And3

paragraph 16 on page 15.  It says:4

"Supporters of Holocaust denier5

Ernst Zündel hold rally in6

Edmonton."7

It was posted by Glenn, G-L-E-N-N, on8

March 28, 2004.9

And I put in some content that was10

from that article:11

"Protest organizer, Glenn Bahr,12

said the event held outside13

Deputy Prime Minister Anne14

McLellan's office wasn't about15

whether the slaughter of Jews in16

the Second World War took place. 17

It's about free speech and, if18

you have a point of view, being19

able to express it, Bahr said."20

If you would like, Madam Chair, on a21

break, I will try to find -- I might be able to find22

that here, find that article for you.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That would be24

helpful, if you could.25
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MR. CAMP:  I will take a look at the1

break.  I don't have the page number for that,2

unfortunately.3

MR. VIGNA:  Can you show us the4

article "Supreme Stupidity"?5

MR. CAMP:  One of the things that the6

administrator of the website would do is post a number7

of articles about the WCFU.  It is basically just a8

news article that was posted.9

MR. VIGNA:  Perhaps you can go down. 10

There is a link to it, I believe.11

MR. CAMP:  Again, this is an article12

about a chapter that was trying to develop in Manitoba. 13

As far as I remember by reading this, there is no14

reference to Glenn Bahr in this article here.15

MR. FROMM:  Is that article elsewhere16

in the disclosures or just on the site here?17

MR. CAMP:  This one would just be on18

the site, which is part of the disclosure.19

MR. FROMM:  Would you be able to mark20

that in such a way, because I would like to come back21

to it in cross-examination.  Is there some way of --22

MR. CAMP:  That would be page 66.23

MR. VIGNA:  Sergeant Camp, if you can24

go back one page, I believe there is a link to the25
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article you were looking for here.1

MR. CAMP:  I am sorry?2

MR. VIGNA:  Go down.3

MR. CAMP:  Go down?4

MR. VIGNA:  You just passed it, I5

believe.6

If you can go back to the page7

earlier where there is all the titles of different8

articles, there is the article you mentioned earlier. 9

Perhaps back.10

The one that is right there, "WCFU in11

the media."  In the media or the news?  The fourth one.12

MR CAMP:  Which one did you want me13

to go into?14

MR. VIGNA:  The fourth one.15

MR. CAMP:  I am sorry?16

MR. VIGNA:  The fourth one.17

MR. CAMP:  Thank you.  There it is18

there.  The one I said I was going to go to at the19

break, Madam Chair.  There it is there.  Thank you.20

"Supporters of Holocaust denier21

Ernst Zündel hold rally in22

Edmonton."23

By Glenn on Sunday, 28th of March,24

2004.  So I will just click on that.  There it is25
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there.1

It says by Glenn.  Basically it looks2

as though Glenn has taken a copy of a news article, I3

am not sure which print the media was, if it was the4

Journal or the Sun.5

So Glenn posts it.  What is6

interesting down here is:7

"Protest organizer Glenn Bahr8

said the event held outside9

Deputy Prime Minister Anne10

McLellan's constituency office11

wasn't about whether the12

slaughter of Jews during the13

Second World War took place. 14

It's about free speech."15

So, again, all we are trying to show16

here on these examples on the site now is a link to17

Bahr, the website and the WCFU content control.  Down18

here on this paragraph,."19

"Bahr, when asked whether he20

himself believes Zündel's views21

about the Holocaust are true22

responded, a fact's a fact.  I23

don't really think it's about24

hatred."25
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Okay.  I can show you or have you1

listen to an audio radio broadcast.2

MR. VIGNA:  That is in Tab 18, I3

believe.4

MR. CAMP:  The reason the hesitation5

was there, in the WCFU website, which I will show you,6

there is a point where on WCFU the member called SS-887

explains that he will be on the Peter Warren Show on8

this date and this time and everybody come and hear me9

on the radio program in regards to the WCFU.  I will10

show you that on the website later.11

MR. VIGNA:  I want to go to the --12

MR. CAMP:  I can try to go to that13

now if I can find it.  I will just take a minute to try14

to find it.  And then after that I will show you -- I15

will let you listen to the Peter Warren show where16

Glenn Bahr is interviewed as the founder and president17

and chapter head of WCFU.  And on that radio program,18

you will see that Glenn Bahr speaks about the website19

and control and content of the website.20

If you give me a moment, I will try21

to find the page that is on on the Peter Warren Show.22

MR. VIGNA:  Is it on the CD ROM?23

MR. CAMP:  Yes, but I just want to24

get to the post first.  Would that be better, Madam25
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Chair?1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.2

MR. CAMP:  This is it here, Madam3

Chair.  Now, the WCFU discussion forum is set up4

quite -- it is quite similar to the Stormfront.org5

discussion forum where you would start with a thread6

starter or title, "CKNW Corus Radio Network, radio7

interview with Peter Warren."8

You will see that the -- and I will9

get into this information later, I told you SS-88, but10

this is actually better.  Glenn is the author of this11

post.  Also if you notice, Glenn is also noted as the12

head administrator of the website.  And on the post on13

April 24th, Glenn states:14

"Next Sunday I'll be doing a15

radio interview with Peter16

Warren at 12 noon Alberta time17

on CKNW Corus radio network."18

MR. FROMM:  If there was a way that19

you can mark that.  I want to come back to that.20

MR. CAMP:  Sure.  I will give you a21

page number.22

MR. FROMM:  It would be for you or23

for me to ask?24

MR. CAMP:  For you.  668.25
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MR. FROMM:  Not 666?1

MR. CAMP:  No.  Forgot about that,2

too.3

Sorry, Madam Chair.  I will go over4

the thread here before we start the audio.  So there is5

the announcement by Glenn that he is going to be on the6

Peter Warren show.  There is some responses by a member7

called Todd Conroy.  Glenn comes back on and says:8

"Thanks, Todd.  What is CKNW on9

the dial?"10

So he trying to figure out the dial11

or the frequency for the channel.  980 AM in Vancouver.12

Then there is some general discussion13

about CKNW is part of the Jewish Asper media empire. 14

And then basically general discussion about the15

website -- sorry, the radio program that is coming up. 16

Sorry.17

MR. VIGNA:  You went quickly on that18

last --19

MR. CAMP:  There is just a member20

smokeuman that is on there that is explaining more21

about that the Corus Radio Network Peter Warren show22

can be heard on 630 CHED and he was listening to the23

Peter Warren show at that time.24

Basically there is a bit of25
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excitement, it looks like, from the general membership1

on the discussion forum of the WCFU about Glenn being2

on the Peter Warren Show and then Glenn again responds:3

"It will be about a 40-minute4

segment with Warren.  Near the5

end of the discussion they will6

be taking calls."7

MR. VIGNA:  One quick second.8

MR. FROMM:  Just a clarification. 9

Who said that CKNW is part of the Jewish Asper media10

empire?11

MR. CAMP:  I don't know.  Some12

person.13

MR. FROMM:  It is not Glenn?14

MR. CAMP:  No, it is not Glenn.  It15

is goy fox.16

Again, there is more discussion and17

Glenn, again, responds:18

"12 noon Alberta time.  11:0019

B.C. time."20

So he is letting everybody know what21

time he will be interviewed so they will all listen to22

him.23

Then Glenn goes on to give another24

post about the description of the show.  So I am25
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presuming that he is been provided by the radio program1

a summation of what the show will be about.2

"Is a western Canadian3

organization just a regional4

uprising or are their members5

racists, bigots?  Warren talks6

to their leader."7

Plus, believe it or not -- this is8

another portion of the show that is irrelevant to this9

hearing.  Basically that they are going to be speaking10

to their leader.11

MR. FROMM:  What page is that?  I12

want to come back to that as well.13

MR. CAMP:  Sure.  670.14

Okay.  So after the -- I heard the15

Peter Warren show that day and then what we did is we16

obtained a copy of the Peter Warren show, which I would17

like to play for Madam Chair.18

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, I would like19

to enter as evidence a copy of the Peter Warren show20

and then come back to the website we are on right now.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Is that the second22

of the two CDs at Tab 18?23

MR. VIGNA:  Correct.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay, Madam25
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Registrar?1

THE REGISTRAR:  The CD ROM Entitled2

"Warman v. Glenn Bahr, Radio Interview with Peter3

Warren and Respondent" will be filed as Commission4

Exhibit HR-9.5

EXHIBIT NO. HR-9: CD ROM6

Entitled "Warman v. Glenn Bahr,7

Radio Interview with Peter8

Warren and Respondent."9

MR. FROMM:  May I ask a question10

before it is filed?  Who is tendering this as evidence?11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  It is the12

Commission that is putting this forward?13

MR. FROMM:  Is this Constable or14

Sergeant Camp's copy or is this --15

MR. VIGNA:  This was a copy that16

was -- we made eight copies of the radio show that17

Mr. Camp -- Sergeant Camp obtained for us.18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  All right.  So that19

is a document that the Commission generated?20

MR. VIGNA:  We generated, yeah, from21

the copy, the original that Mr. Sergeant Camp provided22

to us.  But that is a copy that we did.  The rules23

provide for eight copies.24

MR. FROMM:  So then through you to25
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Sergeant Camp, is this the entire copy of the Warren1

show interview of Glenn Bahr or is it just portions2

of -- what I want to know is this a complete copy of3

Glenn Bahr's appearance on the Peter Warren show?4

MR. CAMP:  It is a complete copy.5

MR. FROMM:  And what is your evidence6

for that?7

MR. CAMP:  I will let you listen to8

it.9

MR. VIGNA:  I will ask in relation to10

how the show was obtained and transcribed on the CD ROM11

and perhaps if Mr. Fromm has other questions that12

result he can --13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you, Counsel.14

MR. VIGNA:  So Sergeant Camp, for the15

purposes of introducing this exhibit as evidence, can16

you tell us what steps you took to transcribe from the17

CD ROM, and if you actually listened to the show in18

question?19

MR. CAMP:  The day in question I20

listened to the show on 630 CHED, and then I obtained a21

copy of that program and provided it as evidence for22

the criminal proceeding.23

MR. VIGNA:  How did you obtain it?24

MR. CAMP:  I went to a -- it was a25
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website.  I think it was 630 CHED -- this is the part I1

didn't take a note of and I regret it now.  But there2

was -- it was obtained from the internet and I am3

pretty sure it was a 630 CHED website and you were able4

to download a portion of that -- sorry, download the5

program and I just burnt it on to CD ROM.6

MR. VIGNA:  And you listened to the7

show?8

MR. CAMP:  I listened to it when it9

was live and I have listened to it a few times since. 10

They are one and the same, both the show I listened to11

live and the copy of the CD as well.12

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, I would like13

to enter it as an exhibit at this time through the14

witness?15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, Mr. Fromm,16

have your concerns been redressed?17

MR. FROMM:  Yes, I just wanted to be18

clear as to what we were getting here as evidence.  So19

just to summarize, this is the entire Peter Warren20

show, his entire segment dealing with Glenn Bahr?21

MR. CAMP:  Yeah, I think the22

commercials were cut out for me, but the show itself is23

the entire show itself.  The show is about 30 minutes24

long.  There is only 15 minutes of it that Glenn Bahr25
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was interviewed.  So you don't need to listen to the1

entire 30 minutes.  It is 15 minutes.2

MR. VIGNA:  Madam Chair, I don't3

know, it is up to you.  We can perhaps listen to the4

entire show or certain excerpts.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am in your hands,6

Counsel.7

MR. VIGNA:  We will try to listen to8

the entire show, then.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  You present the10

evidence that you would like.11

MR. VIGNA:  It is 30 minutes,12

Sergeant Camp, correct?13

MR. CAMP:  Huh?14

MR. VIGNA:  Thirty minutes, the show?15

MR. CAMP:  The show is 30 minutes. 16

15 minutes, the first 15 is Glenn Bahr.  The other 1517

are call-ins and a gentleman from an anti-racist18

organization down east, but it is not Glenn Bahr.19

MR. FROMM:  I am saying the call-ins20

involve dialogue back and forth with Glenn Bahr, do21

they not?22

MR. CAMP:  In the first 15 minutes23

there was call-ins to Glenn Bahr and there was dialogue24

between Glenn Bahr and the caller.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  All right.  Well,1

counsel will introduce what counsel would like to2

introduce in terms of evidence and you will certainly3

have an opportunity, Mr. Fromm, to cross-examine.  If4

you prefer that I hear more of that evidence, I am5

happy to, but I am going to leave those decisions to6

counsel at this point.7

MR. FROMM:  If we don't hear the8

entirety of it, then I will be asking for -- when I get9

a chance to cross-examine Sergeant Camp, I would like10

to hear the entirety of it.  So we may as well hear the11

entirety of it now.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That sounds13

sensible.  Okay.14

MR. VIGNA:  I would like to hear the15

entire show.  No problem.  We will take the remaining16

period, at least, to do the show.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That is fine.18

MR. VIGNA:  I would like to enter it19

as an exhibit.  I don't think it has been done yet.20

THE REGISTRAR:  It is been marked21

already as HR-9.22

MR. VIGNA:  HR-9, okay.  So perhaps23

we can just put on the show.  Then perhaps we can have24

Sergeant Camp comment on the key excerpts.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.1

MR. CAMP:  If it is okay, Madam2

Chair, if we could bring another chair here just to3

place this down.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Sure.  I think we5

should be sensitive to Madam Reporter.  So just let us6

know how you are doing.  If you need this to stop and7

start a bit, just let us know.8

MR. VIGNA:  You have a copy, I think.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So just let me know10

how you are doing, and if you need it to slow down,11

just let us know.12

MR. CAMP:  Madam Chair, I am just13

going to stop it and start it over.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Now, I wonder if15

the volume really isn't all that great, my concern is16

that people might have some difficulty hearing it. 17

Well, why don't we get it started and if anybody is18

having difficulty hearing this, we will have to figure19

something else out.20

MR. FROMM:  Where is the sound coming21

from?  We can just move a bit closer.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That might work. 23

Let us get it started and see.  Maybe it starts off24

quiet and gets a little bit louder later.25
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There is going to be nothing to see1

up here.  Just listen.2

--- Radio interview played aloud3

RADIO ANNOUNCER:  Live from CKNW4

AM 980, this is Warren on the5

Weekend.  Call 604-280-9898 or6

1-877-399-9898.7

Now, here's Peter Warren.8

MR. WARREN:  Good day across9

this incredible country.  First of10

all, a public request, what is the11

group called Western Canada For Us12

organization all about?  It is13

subtitled on the website, at least,14

"support our European heritage."  It15

has been really blasted around in the16

media, particularly the media in17

Manitoba where they attempted to set18

up a Manitoba chapter about a week or19

ten days ago.20

They have been called white21

supremists, they have been called22

Aryan Nations, they have been called23

racists, they have been called hatred24

pillars.  Whatever.25
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We have on the line the1

president and founder of the Western2

Canada For Us group and head of the3

Alberta Chapter, speaking from4

Edmonton.  His name Glenn Bahr.5

Mr. Bahr, first of all, as for6

those allegations that you've seen in7

the rest of the media over the past8

few weeks, white supremist, hatred,9

racist, et cetera, et cetera.10

MR. BAHR:  Thank you, Peter. 11

First of all, what I would like to12

say that the term "racist" is given13

to anybody who brings up the14

immigration reform or free speech. 15

They are completely untrue.  The16

media is always labelling groups that17

have to do with immigration reform as18

racists.19

The reason the liberal20

government -- basically most of the21

liberal government's votes comes from22

immigration and that is why they call23

it racist is because they don't want24

any of their -- to lose any of their25
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votes.1

MR. WARREN:  No, but you -- your2

group backs Ernst Zündel, does it3

not?4

MR. BAHR:  Pardon me?5

MR. WARREN:  Your group says6

Ernst Zündel is a political prisoner.7

MR. BAHR:  Correct.8

MR. WARREN:  How do you figure9

he is a political prisoner being10

prosecuted?11

MR. BAHR:  Okay, basically Ernst12

Zündel is a political prisoner.  He13

is in jail only for his non-violent14

expression of his political views. 15

Mr. Zündel is a German-born16

publisher, has been a long-term17

resident of Toronto who was ordered18

detained last year under a rarely19

used Canadian security of20

intelligence certificate.  He lived21

42 years in Canada.  He was under22

extensive police surveillance and he23

was never charged or much less24

convicted of any act of violence.25
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Just because of his1

controversial views, that is why he2

is being held, and we don't support3

that.  We support free speech in this4

country.5

MR. WARREN:  Do you then6

support, though, Zündel's Holocaust7

denial statements?8

MR. BAHR:  No, it's nothing to9

do with that at all.  Western Canada10

For Us has no views on that.  Western11

Canada For Us fights for free speech12

and him being confined is basically13

going against free speech.14

MR. WARREN:  But you do claim on15

the website to represent16

Euro-Canadian heritage?17

MR. BAHR:  Correct.18

MR. WARREN:  That is white19

heritage?20

MR. BAHR:  That is the white21

European Canadians that first came to22

this country, settled and made the23

nation what it is today.24

MR. WARREN:  Yeah, but am I not25
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right, though, weren't the First1

Nations people here long before your2

forefathers?3

MR. BAHR:  I knew you were going4

to bring that up.5

MR. WARREN:  You are darn right6

I was going to bring that up.7

MR. BAHR:  That has been used a8

lot.  I mean, they themselves were9

immigrants.  They came across, I10

believe it was the land bridge.  When11

the Europeans first came and settled12

here, it was still forest.  I mean,13

there was no real civilization, and14

we built Canada to the nation it is15

today.16

MR. WARREN:  What would you have17

called, then, the Indian tribes that18

habitated this land when you arrived? 19

You wouldn't call them civilized?20

MR. BAHR:  No, I wouldn't call21

them civilized.22

MR. WARREN:  But you would have23

called your forefathers civilized?24

MR. BAHR:  Correct.25
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MR. WARREN:  Where in Europe1

more people have died in the name of2

God than any other place on the face3

of the earth.4

MR. BAHR:  Well, I am not too5

familiar with any of that, but when6

they came here, they built a great7

nation.  The Natives, I mean, they8

were basically in tribes scattered9

throughout the country living in10

tepees and such.11

MR. WARREN:  All right.  The12

other point.  I noticed on your13

website, because I will admit front14

up I faked a pass name -- password15

and got onto your website, all of it,16

including the chat lines.  Very easy17

to do.18

MR. BAHR:  Right.  It is open to19

anybody.20

--- Radio interview paused21

MR. CAMP:  Madam Chair, I would just22

like to highlight that portion.  Peter Warren talks23

about "your website", I faked a password on that24

website.  He basically -- then the respondent Glenn25
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Bahr admits, yeah, you can basically do that.  You can1

fake a password and get on it.2

--- Radio interview resumed3

MR. WARREN:  So I faked a4

password and used a phony e-mail and5

got on there.  I noticed that there6

are photos of rallies that you've7

held, but there are links to other8

pages including the KKK, the Aryan9

Nations and the White Renegade.10

MR. BAHR:  Right.  Now, links,11

basically what links do, links12

provide traffic to the website and13

help in search engines rankings. 14

WCFU.com is also a resource15

information centre and we provide16

everybody with as much resources as17

we possibly can, whether it be KKK or18

the Canadian Heritage Alliance or19

government policies.  It is all about20

providing traffic to the website.21

MR. WARREN:  Strange choice to22

get traffic to the website; would you23

not agree?24

MR. BAHR:  Not at all.25
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MR. WARREN:  I mean, I have got1

a website.  I got to tell you I have2

got a website and I have --3

MR. BAHR:  I have been there,4

too.5

MR. WARREN:  And I have links to6

a bed and breakfast, Harbour Air Sea7

Planes, the best media lawyer and8

country and the Belfry Theatre on9

Vancouver Island.10

I don't have links to KKK, the11

Aryan Nations and the White Renegade.12

MR. BAHR:  Basically because13

Western Canada For Us, I mean, those14

links, it has something to do with15

our cause.  I mean, people are16

curious about those groups.  Why17

would I put a bed and breakfast link18

on the website when, I mean, that19

wouldn't make any sense at all. 20

People aren't coming here for that21

kind of information.22

MR. WARREN:  Okay.  Hang on the23

line, sir.24

MR. BAHR:  Okay.25
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MR. WARREN:  All right.  We are1

with Glenn Bahr, president/founder of2

Western Canada For Us.3

--- Radio interview paused4

MR. CAMP:  Madam Chair, just to5

interject here, again, this last portion there that was6

spoken, again, talks to Glenn Bahr controlling the7

website, what goes on the site, why it is there, that8

it is his website.9

--- Radio interview resumed10

MR. WARREN:  Your calls for him11

right after this break.  It is12

exactly 15 after the hour.  You are13

tuned to Warren on the Weekend, the14

Corus Radio Network.15

RADIO ANNOUNCER:  You are16

listening to Warren, live from CKNW17

AM 980.  Now, once again, here's18

Peter Warren.19

MR. WARREN:  We go back right20

now to Edmonton to Glenn Bahr.  We21

have got a whole pile of calls from22

across the country coming in. 23

Mr. Bahr, I notice that the move into24

Manitoba, nobody turned up and signed25
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up for that one.1

MR. BAHR:  Actually, what --2

people did turn up.  They were just3

too scared to come forward because of4

the media was there, and we also --5

the chapter in Manitoba, too, has6

been around for a while and there are7

people involved.  We also have a new8

chapter we just opened in British9

Columbia as well.10

MR. WARREN:  Are you just --11

anything in Saskatchewan?12

MR. BAHR:  Not at the moment.13

MR. WARREN:  Okay.  Roughly,14

ballpark how many members do you15

think you have?16

MR. BAHR:  We don't really have17

a membership.  Participants I would18

say we have close to 100 across the19

country.20

MR. WARREN:  Well, you mentioned21

B.C.  We will start in B.C.22

Carol in Duncan.23

CALLER CAROL:  Oh, hi there.24

MR. WARREN:  Yes.25
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CALLER CAROL:  Weren't the1

Indians not defeated when the white2

man came here, and all the other3

countries in Europe and everywhere,4

are they going to go back centuries5

now where they were defeated and give6

Spain back to whoever defeated them7

or someone defeated Spain?  It is8

quite ridiculous.9

MR. WARREN:  Glenn?10

MR. BAHR:  Sorry, I couldn't11

really hear her there.12

MR. WARREN:  What she is13

suggesting is that if we are going to14

give back land and all the rest of it15

countries that have all the taken16

countries, Britain has got to go17

back, I guess, because they were18

defeated by the Romans, blah, blah,19

blah.20

MR. BAHR:  Well, we are not21

dealing with history here.  We are22

dealing with Canada.23

CALLER CAROL:  It is history. 24

What is it if it is not history?25
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MR. BAHR:  Well, well we are1

dealing with Canada and the2

immigration policy today and in the3

future.4

CALLER CAROL:  If you are, then5

you should change it because it is6

ridiculous.7

MR. WARREN:  All right.  Thank8

you, Duncan.9

And into London, Ontario, I have10

got Richard.11

CALLER RICHARD:  Hello.  Well, I12

hope you have a few minutes here.  I13

have been listening very patiently. 14

I am doing a research paper for15

university and for the last month I16

have been following WCFU on and also17

on Stormfront.org and these guys are18

pathetic, let us put it that way.19

Okay, this Glenn --20

MR. BAHR:  First of all, this is21

Peter Kouba from Edmonton, Alberta22

and he --23

CALLER RICHARD:  I beg your24

pardon?25
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MR. BAHR:  Yes, that is who you1

are.2

CALLER RICHARD:  Anyway, back to3

this.  Okay, your name on Stormfront4

is SS-88, right, so you say that you5

are not Nazi or anything and yet you6

have SS and Heil Hitler for your7

name.  Plus on Stormfront you have8

pictures all over the place with9

nasty tattoos all over your body.10

How does that get away from the11

free speech compared to being a Nazi12

in disguise?13

MR. BAHR:  Okay, first of all,14

Peter --15

MR. WARREN:  Look, this guy is16

phoning from London, Ontario.17

MR. BAHR:  Okay.  This18

Stormfront issue has nothing to do19

with Western Canada For Us.20

CALLER RICHARD:  You have also21

SS-88 on your own website, WCFU.22

MR. BAHR:  No, I am not,23

actually.  My name --  my name is24

Glenn on the WCFU website.25
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CALLER RICHARD:  Okay.  And also1

all you have on the front website is,2

like, basically begging.  Like, that3

is all you have there is six4

characters for give me money, give me5

money, give me money.6

And out of all those people that7

you have on your membership, the 1808

people, don't forget to tell people9

that when you register, like Peter10

did, then that is a member, but you11

only have about 15 people that12

actually post.  It is misleading that13

way when you say you have so many14

members.15

MR. WARREN:  I was going to ask16

about what Richard calls the begging. 17

I notice that there was on your18

website, Glenn, please send us money19

for some kind of libel action.20

MR. BAHR:  Yes.  We support --21

CALLER RICHARD:  They --22

MR. BAHR:  Let me finish.  We23

support Ernst Zündel and his defence24

fund.  We support the Northern25
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Alliance and their defence fund.  We1

support Paul Fromm and their defence2

fund.  And that is on the front page3

of the website, correct.4

MR. WARREN:  What is the5

National Front one all about?6

MR. BAHR:  There is no National7

Front on our home page.8

MR. WARREN:  No, but there is9

later on.10

MR. BAHR:  You mean the Northern11

Alliance?12

MR. WARREN:  The Northern13

Alliance, excuse me.14

MR. BAHR:  Okay.  Richard Warman15

is suing them.16

MR. WARREN:  Did he win?17

MR. BAHR:  It has not gone to18

court at the moment.19

MR. WARREN:  Okay.20

CALLER RICHARD:  One last thing. 21

You mentioned on your website on the22

front page that you guys are not a23

political party, all right, but yet24

on Stormfront you mentioned in one of25
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the posts that your plans and your1

goals are to be a political party.2

Can you guys even make up your3

mind?  And another thing --4

MR. BAHR:  Let me answer your5

question.6

CALLER RICHARD:  Hold on, one7

more comment.  There is at least half8

of the people that are in your WCFU9

and you look under the profile are10

14, 15, 16-year-old children.  Is11

that wise to, like, manipulate the12

minds of, you know, disgruntled13

children?14

MR. WARREN:  Glenn, it is Peter15

Warren.  I went on your chat line16

under General Discussion today and I17

did notice the lines "kids rule,"18

"teens rule," et cetera, et cetera.19

MR. BAHR:  Okay.  I am not sure20

where you are getting this21

information.  It is completely false. 22

Our members range from young23

children -- not children, young24

teenagers all the way up to older25
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folks.  A lot of our participants are1

not even on the website.2

And another thing is, the3

forums -- I mean a lot of the people4

who post on the forum are not part of5

the group.  It is a forum, plain and6

simple.  It is just to provide7

traffic to the website.8

CALLER RICHARD:  But your forum9

has nothing but nasty crosses, nasty10

this, a tribute to Hitler.11

MR. BAHR:  That is completely12

untrue.13

CALLER RICHARD:  How is that14

something to do with free speech?15

MR. BAHR:  The forum is to16

provide -- is exactly is to provide17

free speech.  I cannot go in there18

and say, your views are not right.19

CALLER RICHARD:  Okay, but why20

do you ban people --21

MR. BAHR:  Let me finish.  Thank22

you.23

CALLER RICHARD:  No, hold on a24

minute.25
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MR. BAHR:  No, I'm finishing my1

point.2

CALLER RICHARD:  Why do you ban3

the people, then, if you blab about4

this free speech, like I notice this5

Curt gentleman and some others that6

speak up against you and you banned7

them, you terminated them so they8

can't speak up against you no more. 9

Is that free speech?10

MR. BAHR:  Under Opposing Views,11

anyone can joint the forum and they12

can argue with us.  But as soon as13

they start posting violent -- violent14

threats and swearing and it just gets15

immature, of course I am going to ban16

them.  I am going to ban them --17

CALLER RICHARD:  You would have18

to ban most of your members.  They19

talk about brass.  They talk about20

getting Arial Sharon as a target21

practice for shooting on the shooting22

range.  I mean, you should be banning23

half of them then.24

MR. BAHR:  Anyone who provokes25
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violence on the forum is banned.1

MR. WARREN:  Gentlemen, we are2

going to have to leave it there.  I3

have run out of time.4

Glenn Bahr in Edmonton, thank5

you for your time, sir.6

MR. BAHR:  Thank you.7

MR. WARREN:  Right, bye.8

And in London, Ontario, Richard,9

thank you for your time, sir.10

CALLER RICHARD:  Thank you.11

MR. WARREN:  All right, are they12

or aren't they?  Richard seemed to13

prove his points.  We will get an14

expert view as we go into one of this15

country's leading anti-racist16

crusaders from Winnipeg coming right17

up after this.18

Stay with me, please.  This is19

Warren on the Weekend, of course,20

radio network.21

RADIO ANNOUNCER:  You are22

listening to Warren, live from CKNW23

AM 980.  Now, once again, here is24

Peter Warren.25
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MR. WARREN:  Let us continue on1

that topic for the next 15, 202

minutes or so because in this hour we3

are going to break this New Zealand4

story about the Mossad agents even5

going contrary to their 19976

assurances that they would not use7

Canadian passports, being picked up8

in New Zealand where apparently they9

are using Canadian passports.  Latest10

word on that one is there is some11

question whether they are Mossad12

agents.13

But leave that one aside.  I14

want to continue with this disturbing15

story about the Western Canada For Us16

so-called organization that you have17

just heard about.18

We go now to a man who has19

crusaded against racism over these20

many years, One of the strongest21

voices in the country.  He is from22

the Faculty of Social Science at the23

University of Winnipeg.  His name24

Helmut-Harry Loewen, and if we could25
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start, I want you to tell the1

listeners, I offered you air time2

with Bahr.  You said, no bloody way3

because it just gives him4

credibility; is that right?5

MR. LOEWEN:  The principles that6

anti-racist activists in Canada7

operate under, we don't debate with8

people like Glenn Bahr or, you know,9

members of other similar10

organization.  That tends to convey11

the impression that they have12

credible views which are open for13

debate, which they certainly are not. 14

From one perspective, people like15

Glenn Bahr or his hero, Zündel, claim16

that their view of the events of Nazi17

Germany are simply a case of18

historical revisionism.  But it is19

not the case.20

What we are dealing with here is21

not revisionism but also Holocaust22

denial and other coded forms of23

racism.24

MR. WARREN:  What do you know25
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about WCFU?1

MR. LOEWEN:  Well, I know that2

the local group, which is headed by3

Jamie Murphy, who calls himself4

Irishcream, he's being quite dogged5

and diligent in trying to get6

organized locally.7

He held a meeting, as you said,8

just about eight days ago in9

Assiniboine Park in an attempt to10

recruit more members to his chapter. 11

But actually only Jamie and a young12

associate showed up and his young13

associate actually didn't even dare14

to come to the actual event.  He15

stayed at a distance.  There were16

some 20, 22 anti-racist activists who17

were simply there to monitor and18

there was also a heavy police19

presence, both undercover police20

officers and uniformed police21

officers and eventually he was22

actually driven home by one of the23

kindly female police officers when it24

became clear that he had no support.25
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But he is determined.  He claims1

to speak for the average white man. 2

He tries to downplay the whole issue3

of neo-Naziism and white power and so4

on.  I challenged him on that in5

conversations, we challenged him at6

the rally, saying that, you know, you7

are tied in with -- he pointed out8

some of the links that the WCFU9

has --10

MR. WARREN:  Yeah.11

MR. LOEWEN:  -- with some of the12

hardcore white supremist neo-Nazi13

fascist organizations.14

Glenn Bahr can talk all he wants15

about European heritage, and I would16

actually challenge him, you know,17

whether he knows all that much about18

European heritage.  I mean, I am a19

first generation Canadian.  My20

parents are immigrants,21

German-speaking immigrants from22

southern Russia.  We are Mennonites. 23

We would be part of this group that24

is constructed as European Canadians.25
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When these people speak about1

European heritage, that is not the2

heritage that I know, love and3

recognize.  Their European heritage4

is a heritage of resentment, of5

ethnic cleansing, of Naziism.6

MR. WARREN:  There are a couple7

of points, Mr. Loewen, I would like8

to get at, and one of them is did you9

say that that guy in Manitoba,10

Murphy, nicknames himself Irishcream?11

MR. LOEWEN:  Yes.12

MR. WARREN:  Because I have been13

on, as I mentioned to Glenn Bahr, I14

faked my way on to the website with15

an e-mail and a phony password and16

got in there, Irishcream was all over17

the website over the last two days. 18

That is him, is it?19

MR. LOEWEN:  Yes, that is him.20

MR. WARREN:  That is21

fascinating.22

MR. LOEWEN:  He talks about his23

northern Irish heritage, mentions24

Bobby Sands in that connection.  See,25
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some people challenge whether1

Mr. Murphy actually was as Aryan as2

he tries to portray himself, given3

swarthy features and so on, but that4

is not really the point.5

These people, despite the bust6

which was the event here in Winnipeg,7

very little support, Murphy was8

actually crestfallen, was visibly9

disappointed.  In a follow-up e-mail10

he mentioned as much.  He indicated11

at the rally just before the police12

officer took him home that he did13

have some issues, some disputes with14

Glenn Bahr with the Alberta Chapter.15

Murphy claimed, for example,16

that he, Murphy, had tried to get17

some of the Nazi stuff removed from18

the links on the website, although19

none of that as disappeared.  The20

Aryan Nations is still there and so21

on, so I find that a little bit22

disingenuous.  But he did intimate23

that there may be disagreements and24

perhaps even some internal dissent25
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within the WCFU, and I put it to him1

that perhaps his group has already2

been thoroughly infiltrated, which3

might indicate that there is not any4

support out there and that some of5

the supporters are actually6

infiltrators.7

MR. WARREN:  Infiltrators would8

be R.C.M.P. or just regular citizens?9

MR. LOEWEN:  Well, it is hard to10

say.  I can't speak for what the11

police or the R.C.M.P. or the City of12

Winnipeg Diversity Relations is13

doing, but certainly we are paying14

attention to the organization since,15

especially the Manitoba Chapter came16

to out notice in March already.17

So I am sure the government the18

looking for closely at this, as the19

government should, but it is not only20

a matter of police action.  What is21

needed is, you know, as you say,22

citizens action and a good23

anti-racist response.24

By showing up at Assiniboine25
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Park, we did not really organize, we1

just brought a few people out.  But2

we definitely sent a message that3

there was a strong opposition which4

we have always had in Winnipeg, right5

through the '90s against groups like6

the Manitoba Knights of the Ku Klux7

Klan, against the Northern8

HammerSkins and against Joe Lockhart9

Euro-Christian Defence League, which10

tried to preach the same European11

heritage.12

All of that has dissipated not13

only because of the police but14

especially because of concerted15

anti-racist action.16

MR. WARREN:  Mind you,17

Mr. Loewen, if we go back on the18

history, I go back to a best-selling19

book I had the author on the air and20

I am going back 25 years, White Hoods21

on the Prairies.22

MR. LOEWEN:  Julia Sheer.23

MR. WARREN:  Julia Sheer, the Ku24

Klux Klan History Across the25
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Prairies.  Very wide spread.1

MR. LOEWEN:  Very wide spread.2

In the 1920s, the Klan had very large3

chapters in western Canada.  There4

was a strong chapter here in Winnipeg5

which actually had a meeting hall6

down on Young Street.7

MR. WARREN:  Right.8

MR. LOEWEN:  And when St.9

Boniface College was burnt in the10

1920s, the Ku Klux Klan actually took11

credit for the arson and actually12

murder in that case.13

In Saskatchewan there was a very14

large chapter, estimates in the tens15

of thousands of members in16

Saskatchewan.17

MR. WARREN:  Yes.18

MR. LOEWEN:  So this type of19

hate, no matter how it codes itself,20

I mean, the Klan in the 20s portrayed21

itself also as an immigration22

reformist type of organization.  They23

didn't want Catholics, didn't want24

Ukrainians and so on and so forth.25
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So the message has changed1

slightly, the players are different. 2

They are coding, camouflaging their3

racism in different ways.  But we4

have a long history of that.5

I will tell you one thing. 6

People are fed up with this type of7

case and wherever these groups will8

organize, we will be there as9

anti-racist activists, there is no10

question of that, that there will be11

a strong opposition, good community12

organizing against any expression of13

hatred, no matter how minimal it14

might appear at first.15

MR. WARREN:  Now, this group has16

not surfaced in Saskatchewan yet?17

MR. LOEWEN:  That is my18

information as well, and it remains19

to be seen what happens in20

Saskatchewan.  But as you know in21

Saskatchewan, there was a problem22

with the KKK and the Aryan Nations in23

the '80s and early 90s with the24

shooting of Mr. Leo LaChance by the25
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Aryan Nations leader, Carney Nerland,1

a government inquiry into that case2

and into organized racism in3

Saskatchewan.4

Now, this is not to say that5

there is nothing going on in6

Saskatchewan.  There are all sorts of7

networks that are still active.  The8

WCFU does not seem yet to have9

organized well in Saskatchewan.10

We should put this into11

perspective as, I think, Richard from12

London, Ontario put it earlier.  Bahr13

seems to have only 15 or the 2014

people around him.  The rest are15

people like you who have come on with16

secret passwords and myself and maybe17

others who have done so.  I don't18

think it is widespread, but at the19

same time, groups like that should20

not be underestimated.21

After all, Bahr did organize a22

demonstration in support of Ernst23

Zündel in front of the Deputy24

Premier's constituency office in25
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Edmonton.  So this group has promised1

to be active as activists holding2

regular meetings, public rallies,3

distribution of literature, and so4

on.5

They have opened up a Pandora's6

box of hate and I and my friends in7

the anti-racist movement in Winnipeg8

will do everything we can to shut9

that box.10

MR. WARREN:  Mr. Loewen, hang11

on, I am going to take a couple calls12

for you, if I can.  Thank you very13

much.  Lines up for toll free,14

1-877-399-9898.  Call right now.  We15

just do one more segment with16

Mr. Layman.  1-877-399-9898, toll17

free as Warren on the Weekend18

continues, along the Corus Radio19

Network.20

We are back in Winnipeg, Faculty21

of Social Science, University of22

Winnipeg, anti-racist crusader23

Helmut-Harry Loewen is with us, and24

we will start on the east coast today25
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for a change, in Halifax, Nova1

Scotia.  Chris.2

CALLER CHRIS:  Good evening,3

sir.4

MR. WARREN:  Yes, hi.5

CALLER PETER:  I am actually6

appalled by what's being said about7

WCFU.  I have stood by Glenn since8

the very beginning.  I am aware I am9

on the east coast and I am going to10

be criticized for supporting a11

western organization.  But people12

have said that Glenn has no support. 13

I don't understand how you can say14

that.  Myself and I know about seven15

or eight other people in Nova Scotia16

alone who stand by Glenn.17

MR. WARREN:  Why are you18

standing by Glenn if you live in Nova19

Scotia?20

CALLER CHRIS:  We support what21

WCFU and Glenn stand for.  You know,22

you can't call everybody on this23

website a neo-Nazi, because they are24

not.  I have been on that forum since25
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the very beginning.1

MR. WARREN:  All right.  Wait a2

minute.  You are calling from Nova3

Scotia.  Let me click you in with4

Mr. Loewen in Winnipeg. 5

Helmut-Harry?6

MR. LOEWEN:  Well, he might have7

seven or eight supporters in Nova8

Scotia for WCFU, but based on our9

experience here in Manitoba, eight,10

nine days ago, Jamie Murphy11

certainly -- any support that he had12

in Winnipeg didn't dare come out to a13

public event nor to a scheduled14

second meeting that afternoon.  So I15

have to question the depth of the16

support.17

At the same time, though, I18

don't underestimate this organization19

or any group that you represent in20

Nova Scotia, and it is something that21

will be monitored by anti-racists22

very closely.  But I certainly23

question the depth of the support and24

based on what happens here in25
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Winnipeg, the support was, you know,1

to say it was feeble is to give it2

already too much credit.3

MR. WARREN:  Chris, you still4

there?5

CALLER CHRIS:  Yes, I am.6

MR. WARREN:  All right.7

CALLER CHRIS:  The depth of my8

support, I mean, you can't question9

me -- you can't question my support10

without having ever met me.  I am --11

as you heard, WCFU has opened a B.C.12

Chapter.  I am leaving Nova Scotia in13

the next ten days.  I am sure you14

were both on the forum.  You can15

check the B.C. Chapter page.  It is16

open to everybody.17

Read the write-ups, read the18

signature.  I have been named19

president of the WCFU B.C. Chapter. 20

My support goes far enough that I am21

leaving the east coast to support22

WCFU and I am not a neo-Nazi.  So how23

can you say that WCFU is run by24

neo-Nazi?25
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MR. LOEWEN:  We have been very1

careful in terms of what we have said2

here in Winnipeg about WCFU.  What I3

have said in part is that the whole4

discourse around white pride and the5

whole reference to race and loyalty6

to the white race and that rhetoric,7

that is classic racist ideology. 8

Case closed.9

CALLER CHRIS:  Okay.  Because I10

am proud to be white, I am racist.11

MR. LOEWEN:  And what is your12

point?13

CALLER CHRIS:  Is that what you14

are saying?15

MR. LOEWEN:  What is your point16

about being proud of being white?17

CALLER CHRIS:  If I was proud to18

be black, would it be racist?19

MR. LOEWEN:  Well, you know --20

CALLER CHRIS:  No, I would be21

proud of my heritage and that has22

become acceptable throughout Canadian23

society.  Now, I am proud to be white24

and I am racist.  That is wrong.  You25
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want to talk about our1

discrimination?  That is considered2

discrimination in my books.  How3

about yours?4

MR. LOEWEN:  Peter, this is why5

I refuse to, you know, debate with6

Glenn Bahr earlier, because it's quid7

pro quo back and forth, you know, the8

blacks said this and so on and so9

forth.10

CALLER CHRIS:  Okay, what is11

different about that, then?  You12

won't talk about that.  You can't say13

I am a racist.14

MR. WARREN:  Chris, I have given15

you a whole bunch of time.  You are16

calling from Nova Scotia.  You are on17

your way to B.C. to set up a chapter18

in B.C.  I don't think B.C. wants19

you, but I have got to say good-bye.20

We will talk to Edmonton, we21

find Dolly.22

CALLER DOLLY:  Hello, Peter. 23

Gosh, I just hear a real war here and24

I am quite interested in this whole25
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thing here.1

You know what, I am kind of2

concerned is, you know, that the3

German people in this country do not4

have a voice, and I don't know, maybe5

these young people, like that Glenn,6

whatever his name is, you know, maybe7

that is what he is fighting for.8

And I am kind of concerned and I9

will tell you why I am concerned,10

because we had a friend, an elderly11

man, who was put in a mental12

institution and that is against the13

law in this country to put somebody14

in there without a doctor's15

authorization.16

MR. WARREN:  You have gone all17

the way around.  In Okotoks, Steve.18

CALLER STEVE:  Yes, just a19

couple of points for you.  When you20

fill out a form, as you should know,21

on the internet, and I went to his22

website.  His website is run on a23

Linux server, so when you fill out a24

form, and push the stuff in, even if25
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give a fake name, a fake e-mail, with1

three lines of code, he can go in and2

harvest, because your machine has a3

specific IP, he can harvest all the4

information on your Windows and he5

can create a database.6

So please be careful when you7

say "I used a fake name."8

MR. WARREN:  Well, I did it from9

a work computer anyway, but I thank10

you for that, Steve.11

Last call for our guest is Ben12

in Edmonton.13

CALLER BEN:  Yes, I was just14

wondering, have you ever visited an15

ARA website, Anti-Racist Association?16

MR. WARREN:  Mr. Loewen?17

MR. LOEWEN:  I didn't quite hear18

it, but if he asked whether I visited19

the Anti-Racist Action website, yes,20

I have.  Yes.21

CALLER BEN:  Have you ever22

noticed that people who attend those23

rallies often get very violent?24

MR. LOEWEN:  That's a misnomer. 25
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If one looks at, for example, the1

Aryan chapter in Toronto, the charges2

that occurred in the case of a number3

of activists were eventually all4

thrown out of court, in the case of5

the trashing of Gary Shipper's house. 6

So this whole notion of violence in7

anti-racists is something that is8

overblown and it is actually a9

smokescreen.10

Anti-Racist Action had a very11

strong and proud history in Toronto12

of cleaning up the streets of the13

Heritage Front and other neo-Nazi14

groups.  Without ARA, you would have15

a much stronger white supremist16

presence in Ontario than you do now.17

MR. WARREN:  Mr. Loewen, as18

usual, thank you for your time and19

expertise, sir.20

MR. LOEWEN:  My pleasure.  Thank21

you, Peter.22

MR. WARREN:  Thank you very23

much.24

--- Radio interview stopped25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am sorry?1

MR. VIGNA:  I don't know if we should2

continue.  My witness is probably tired.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Madam Registrar,4

what time is it?5

THE REGISTRAR:  20 to 5.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I think Madam Clerk7

has just gone 600 miles here, so I will break for today8

and I will see you back here at 9:30 tomorrow.9

--- Whereupon the hearing adjourned at 4:45 p.m.,10

    to resume on Wednesday, May 24, 200611

    at 9:30 a.m.12

13

14

15

16

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I HAVE, to17

the best of my skill and18

ability, accurately reported and19

transcribed the foregoing.20

21

22

______________________________23

Tiffany Vincent24

C.S.R.(A), R.P.R.25


